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Foreword 
Tommi Vuorenmaa’s doctoral dissertation focuses on financial econometrics and, more 
specifically, on time series methods that can be used to analyze stock market data observed 
with a very high frequency within a day. The use of such ultra-high-frequency data is common 
to all three essays of the dissertation. 
The first essay uses wavelet methods to study the time-varying behavior of scaling laws and 
long-memory in the five-minute volatility series of Nokia Oyj at the Helsinki Stock Exchange 
(HSE) around the burst of the “IT-bubble”. The essay is motivated by earlier findings which 
suggest that different scaling factors may apply to intraday time-scales and to larger time-
scales. The empirical results confirm the appearance of time varying long-memory and 
different scaling factors that, for a significant part, can be attributed to an intraday volatility 
periodicity called the “New York effect”. The second essay investigates modeling the duration 
between trades in stock markets. Generalizations of standard autoregressive conditional 
duration models (ACD) are developed to meet needs observed in previous applications of the 
standard models. According to empirical results based on data from the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE) and the Helsinki Stock Exchange the proposed generalization clearly 
outperforms the standard models and also performs well in comparison with another recently 
proposed alternative to the standard models. The third essay studies empirically the effect of 
decimalization both on volatility and market microstructure noise. Decimalization refers to the 
change from fractional pricing to decimal pricing that was carried out in the New York Stock 
Exchange in January, 2001. The main result of the essay is that decimalization decreased 
observed volatility by reducing noise variance especially for the highly active stocks.
This study is part of the research agenda carried out by the Research Unit of Economic 
Structure and Growth (RUESG). The aim of RUESG is to conduct theoretical and empirical 
research with respect to important issues in industrial economics, real option theory, game 
theory, organization theory, theory of financial systems as well as problems in labour markets, 
natural resources, taxation and time series econometrics.  
RUESG was established at the beginning of 1995 and has been one of the National Centres of 
Excellence in research selected by the Academy of Finland. It has been financed jointly by the 
Academy of Finland, the University of Helsinki, the Yrjö Jahnsson Foundation, Bank of 
Finland and the Nokia Group. This support is gratefully acknowledged. 
Helsinki, July 4, 2008 
Erkki Koskela                                                     Pentti Saikkonen  
Academy Professor     Professor of Statistics
University of Helsinki                    University of Helsinki 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Aim and scope
Modern econometric time series methods provide a powerful way to analyze large data sets.
High-frequency ﬁnancial data have become widely available in the dawn of the 21st century.
In this thesis, some of the most competitive ﬁnancial econometric methods are used in a
univariate setting in order to study the true character of volatility — an entity of great
relevance in today’s economic decision making.
It is instructive to divide the elements of volatility into structural and technical. Roughly
speaking, the structural elements are useful in explaining the behavior while the technical
elements are useful in quantitative modeling and predicting. Knowledge about the structural
elements can be used for example to weigh down excess volatility while knowledge about the
technical elements can be used for example to devise proﬁtable trading strategies, dynamic
hedging, and risk management, among other applications. Understanding the underlying
structure helps the modeling especially in "abnormal periods." In short, the three included
essays attempt to advance both the understanding and the quantitative modeling of volatility
over time in di?erent market environments. In the analysis, high-frequency data from the
Helsinki Stock Exchange (HSE) and the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) are used.
1.1.2 A high-frequency perspective
The focus on high frequency (the detail level) rather than on low frequency (the coarse level)
is motivated by the fundamental statistical principle that data sampled more frequently
contain more information than data sampled less frequently. In other words, the more often
we observe volatility, the more we are likely to know about it. In this thesis, the aim is to
extract all valuable information from the data. Identiﬁcation of small volatility components,
in particular, would not be possible without a microscopic view. By "zooming in the detail,"
we also stand in the position of seeing the structure of volatility at lower frequencies which
2would not be possible the other way around, at least not with the same precision.
It should be emphasized, however, that in contrast to for example the century-old classic
book of Léon Walras, coincidentally called "Elements of Pure Economics," where mathemat-
ical equations deﬁne the rules of the economy precisely and trading takes place through an
auctioneer, the elements of volatility are not strictly distinct. Financial high-frequency data
are inherently irregularly spaced in time and consist of recording errors, mispricing arising
from di?erent trading mechanisms, and other elements collectively known as "noise." The
high-frequency analyst using the microscope must be very careful of "not seeing the forest
for the trees." In practice, noise must be accounted for appropriately before seeing the "true"
elements that the current theory can explain.
In this thesis, noise is accounted for by parametric and non-parametric methods which
can be ﬁne-tuned to minimize the adverse e?ects of noise. A clear preference is given to non-
parametric methods: of the three essays included, only in the second essay is a parametric
model estimated. This may seem dubious as parametric methods are often argued to be more
e?cient in statistical sense and to have clearer implications. The downside of estimating
a parametric model is, however, that if the set of assumptions is not reasonable, then the
model may be misspeciﬁed and the empirical results doubtful. Non-parametric methods, on
the other hand, are less prone to a misspeciﬁcation error. They essentially let the data to
speak for themselves. Because of the high-frequency sampling approach, the large amount
of observations also makes the e?ciency issue less severe. These facts make this thesis well
equipped to study the elements of volatility at high frequency.
The focus on stock markets is largely due to data availability. High-frequency stock
market data typically consist of irregularly spaced transaction and quote prices plus some
other variables such as volume. These data resemble data from other ﬁnancial markets
in many aspects. Consequently, most of the methods and results presented in this thesis
are directly applicable to other ﬁnancial markets as well, for example the foreign exchange
markets. The methods used stand in the intersection of econometrics, ﬁnancial economics,
and probability theory. More interdisciplinary ﬂavor is given by the use of certain ideas
originating from electrical engineering and physics.
Why volatility is important, how it is standardly modeled, and where it is believed to
arise from are discussed next. The discussion highlights some of the structural elements of
volatility, many of which overlap each other. In the process, the three essays are put in a
larger framework by examining the key empirical "stylized facts" of ﬁnancial time series [see,
3e.g., Cont (2001)]. These stylized facts reﬂect the inherent complexity of the system and can
be considered as elements of volatility only in technical sense. As mentioned above, they
are useful in modeling and predicting while the structural elements are useful in explaining.
After the review, each of the three essays are described in more depth. Readers well
aware of the stylized facts may want to go straight to the essay introductions. For the
interested reader, on the other hand, more extensive reviews are readily available in the
literature; see for example Goodhart and O’Hara (1995), Dacorogna et al. (2001), or Taylor
(2007, Ch. 4). Notice, however, that the ﬁeld of ﬁnancial econometrics is rapidly evolving
and new approaches and applications are underway.
1.1.3 Modeling time varying volatility
Volatility is undoubtedly one of the key variables in ﬁnancial decision making. Its central
status is highlighted by the explosive growth of derivative markets. The derivatives and
risk management industries try to price options and search for optimal dynamic hedging
strategies. Both tasks depend crucially on volatility; a standard stock option is, loosely
speaking, more expensive the higher is the volatility over the maturity time of the option.
Similarly, a dynamic hedging strategy aims to react optimally to the evolution of volatility.
These tasks are di?cult because volatility is highly elusive: volatility varies over time in a
stochastic style and it is not directly observable. Fouque, Papanicolaou, and Sircar (2000)
give a technical presentation of stochastic volatility in the derivatives market.
Stochasticity does not mean that volatility is unpredictable (random). There are in fact
several stylized facts that tell of considerable structure. The ﬁrst stylized fact (SF No. 1)
is volatility clustering: periods of turbulence and tranquility alternate. Although volatility
is not totally predictable, the structure is found to be so robust that many models assume
that volatility evolves in a deterministic-like fashion. The highly inﬂuential discrete-time
autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model of Engle (1982), in particular,
assumes that the conditional volatility depends on past squared returns. The more parsi-
monious generalized GARCH model of Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986) lets volatility to
depend also on its own past values. Numerous extensions to the basic GARCH model have
been suggested over the years. Many of the most inﬂuential ones are reviewed in Boller-
slev, Chou, and Kroner (1992) and Palm (1996). Recent surveys include Teräsvirta (2006)
(univariate case) and Silvennoinen and Teräsvirta (2007) (multivariate case).
The closely related, but conceptually di?erent, stochastic volatility (SV) framework was
4initially laid out by Rosenberg (1972) and Clark (1973). Although the (G)ARCH and SV
models produce similar predictions [see, e.g., Poon and Granger (2003)], for the time being
it seems more reasonable to regard volatility as being stochastic (and latent) rather than
deterministic-like (and observed). This is because in a highly complex system such as the
stock market consisting of a signiﬁcant amount of behavioral elements, it seems unlikely that
one could model volatility by a simple deterministic-like mechanism. The SV framework is
more ﬂexible as demonstrated for example by Carnero, Peña, and Ruiz (2001). It thus
serves as a reasonable device until the origins of volatility are better understood than they
are today. After all, a good scientiﬁc model should primarily try to explain well and not
only to predict well. Unfortunately, most SV models are quite laborious to estimate. For
this reason in the second essay an observation driven model analogous to the GARCH model
is estimated. In the other two essays the empirical analysis is set in the SV framework.
The relationship between the GARCH and the SV framework is discussed for example
in Taylor (2007, Ch. 11). Shephard (2005) collects the key SV articles and broadly reviews
the literature; see Ghysels, Harvey, and Renault (1996) for a more technical review.
1.1.4 Volatility and risk
Volatility is not the same as risk. In practice, risk is often associated with small or negative
returns; the so-called downside risk. Most measures of dispersion, such as standard devi-
ation, make no such distinction. As for example Poon and Granger (2003) note, standard
deviation is a useful risk measure only when it is attached to a speciﬁc distribution or a pric-
ing dynamic. The distribution that people typically have in mind — most likely implicitly —
is the Gaussian (i.e., the bell-shaped normal) distribution. Gaussianity does not necessarily
hold in practice, however. Figuratively speaking, a lightning can strike from a blue sky. And
in stock markets it does: the 1987 stock market crash, for example, was hardly expected. It
is a stylized fact (SF No. 2) that the distribution of stock market returns is fat tailed.
The fat-tailedness of the return distribution was ﬁrst recorded by Mandelbrot (1963)
and Fama (1965). As a more realistic generating mechanism for stock prices, Mandelbrot
(1963) suggested to draw the returns from a non-Gaussian stable Lévy distribution at each
point in time. Mandelbrot’s hypothesis implies that standard deviation would no longer be
a useful dispersion measure because the tails of this class of distributions are too fat for
standard deviation to be well deﬁned. Fortunately, most of the empirical evidence show
that the tails of the return distributions are not that fat [see, e.g., Clark (1973)]. The SV
5"time-deformation" model of Clark (1973) and the Student-?—GARCH model of Bollerslev
(1987), in particular, provide signiﬁcantly better ﬁts than the stable Lévy distributions.
The ﬁrst two stylized facts should be taken very seriously in econometric modeling. In
this thesis, the method used in the ﬁrst essay (wavelets) is naturally adaptive to them while
the traditional (spectral) methods are not. And in a fashion analogous to Bollerslev (1987),
in the second essay a mediocrely fat-tailed distribution is used to model durations, a variable
closely related to volatility as explained later in this introduction.
From an economic point of view, periods of high volatility and negative jumps are undesir-
able because they a?ect the investor sentiment adversely and tend to paralyze the economy.
As argued almost one hundred years ago by John Maynard Keynes — one of the most inﬂu-
ential economists of all time — stock markets are driven by expectations. Volatility estimates
can in fact be considered as "a barometer for the vulnerability of ﬁnancial markets and the
economy" [Poon and Granger (2003)]. Poon and Granger (2003) and Knight and Satchell
(2007) provide an overview of forecasting in the ﬁnancial markets. McNeil, Frey, and Em-
brechts (2005) provide a comprehensive treatment of quantitative risk management where
volatility forecasting for banks became compulsary after the 1996 Basel Accord Amendment.
1.1.5 Origins of volatility
The academicly literate routinely hold that stock prices are governed by their prospective
future payo?s. In discrete time this can be stated as
E??1?? = E??1
?X
?=0
????+?
(1 + ??+?)?
? (1.1)
where ? is the value of the stock, ? is the discount rate, ??? are the future dividends, and
E??1 represents the conditional expectation on information available at time ? ? 1? This
valuation formula implies that the volatility (variance) of the stock price, V??1??? depends
on the conditional variances of future dividends and discount factors and their conditional
covariances. Shiller (1981) shows, however, that the dividends process is not volatile enough
to explain the behavior of observed stock market volatility over time. Although the variance
bound method used by him may be criticized [see Kleidon (1986)], Schwert (1989) provides
supporting evidence for his argument by showing that stock market volatility is not closely
related to other measures of economic volatility such as inﬂation or money growth volatility.
Moreover, although macroeconomic news announcements can signiﬁcantly a?ect the future
6prospects of a company and the discount factor, most of the empirical evidence shows that
their e?ect is quite well forecastable and typically relatively small and temporary, as demon-
strated in the ﬁrst essay [see also, e.g., Ederington and Lee (1993)]. Finally, it is doubtful
that macroeconomic and company speciﬁc news would bunch together enough to explain
the behavior of volatility [see, e.g., Engle, Ito, and Lin (1990)]. As a resolution to why
stock market volatility is in practice so high without no obvious rational reason, Timmer-
mann (2001) suggests that structural breaks (i.e., low-frequency events which introduce level
shifts) in the dividend process would cause volatility clustering through a recursive learning
process. This then leads us to the role of asymmetry of information and market sentiment.
In his classic book "The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money," Keynes
stresses the role of expectations of other investors’ expectations and "animal spirits" (irra-
tionality of the investors). It is Keynes who the famous and timely quote "the market can
stay irrational longer than you can stay solvent" is commonly attributed to. Such a para-
digm gets support from the well-known game theoretical example demonstrating that given
no obvious model for people to follow, if everybody make their decision rationally based on
just what they expect others to do and nobody knows more than the others, then there is
no well deﬁned rational equilibrium [see Arthur (1994)]. Moreover, in ﬁnancial economics,
Wang (1993) shows that asymmetric information about the future dividend growth rate can
create more volatility than rational expectations can. These are evidence against rationality.
It is often suggested that information ﬂow can be proxied by trading volume which,
according to Jones, Kaul, and Lipson (1994), reﬂects the number of transactions rather
than their size. A positive relationship between volume and volatility is reported by many
authors [see Karpo? (1987) for a review]. Such a relationship could be interpreted as a
sign of a common origin. Tauchen and Pitts (1983), for example, model both variables as
dependent on (i) the average daily rate at which new information ﬂows to the market; (ii)
the extent to which traders disagree when they respond to new information; and (iii) the
number of active traders in the market. The second factor reﬂects information asymmetry
through the heterogenuity of the agents. Similarly, in econophysics (economics seen from
physicists’ perspective), heterogenous agent models have been shown to create volatility
clustering due to herding [see, e.g., Wagner (2003)]. Naturally there may also exist some
other enforcing factors such as self-fulﬁlling prophecies [see Demetrescu (2007)], but the
central role of asymmetric information, heterogenuity, and animal spirits is hard to dispute.
71.1.6 Information asymmetry and market heterogenuity
Market microstructure theory dates back at least to Bagehot (1971) who categorized market
players to informed, uninformed, and market makers. By deﬁnition, the three groups di?er
in their relation to information. The informed players try to take advantage of their superior
information and ability to value the asset accurately. The uninformed, on the other hand,
try to infer this information from the market data or do not care much about it; there
always exist players who trade because they think they have valuable information but in
fact they do not and players who just need to liquidate their position because of some
exogenous reason [see Black (1986)]. In some stock exchanges like the NYSE there also
exist designated market makers who stand ready to supply liquidity if others do not. The
market makers do not know as much about the fundamentals as the informed do, but what
the market makers lose to the informed, they more than balance by transacting with the
uninformed. The stock market is seen essentially as a zero-sum game: some win, some lose.
This categorization is of course elementary. In practice, there exists a lot of ambiquity
about who is informed and who is not. Furthermore, a player that is informed at one instant
may not be so in the next. There is no sure way of knowing whether a piece of news is, or is
not, already incorporated in the market price. Surveys of the role of information asymmetry
in standard asset pricing theory are given by O’Hara (1994) and Brunnermeier (2001).
Market sentiment can be seen to be especially important for short-term speculators. It is
also easily imaginable that information plays a more important role for long-term investors.
Although the players form a heterogenous group with respect to many things, there exists
some evidence that information asymmetry and heterogenuity with respect to time-scale are
in fact the most crucial elements [see, e.g., Müller et al. (1995)]. This is sometimes referred
to as the heterogenous (or fractal) market hypothesis. The heterogenous structure can be
fragile, however. An unexpected event (e.g., a terrorist attack) could suddently make the
market more homogenous. Many investors would then start acting on the same information
which would in turn lead to simultaneous portfolios re-adjustments. In the era of algorithmic
(computerized) trading [see Economist (2007b)], this could lead to a serious liquidity crisis —
as it arguably did in the 1987 stock market crash, in 1998 when the hedge fund Long-Term
Capital Management famously collapsed [see Lowenstein (2002)], and in February 2007 when
the NYSE order-routing failed under huge sell-o? pressure [see Economist (2007a)]. At the
time of revising this introduction in March 2008, the wreck of the investment bank Bear
8Stearns is yet another example of an unexpected event [see Economist (2008)], or more
colorfully put, an example of a "black swan" [Taleb (2007)]. Such surprise-scenarios ﬁt well
in the world of high volatility and fat tailed return distributions. Of course, in practice
there exist many more time-scales than just two which makes a market meltdown less likely.
Unfortunately it also makes the identiﬁcation of the traders and prediction di?cult. The
heterogenous market hypothesis lies at the heart of the ﬁrst essay.
The occasional loss of heterogenuity may help to understand the stylized fact (SF No.
3) that volatility and price movements are asymmetrically correlated with each other: it is
often reported that in a downturn volatility is higher than in the same magnitude upswing.
Consequently, the return distributions are reported to be negatively skewed. The 1987 crash
is an extreme example of this phenomena. It is often called the "leverage e?ect" after Black
(1976) who suggested that the debt-to-equity ratio increases in a downturn which then makes
the stock less attractive to investors. The consensus now is, however, that the change in
leverage is not enough to explain the asymmetry between volatility and price movements.
The asymmetry can be in any case easily embedded in the SV or GARCH type of framework
and it is done in the second essay for durations which are closely related to volatility.
1.1.7 Market microstructure and noise
Information asymmetry cannot be avoided in society [see Hayek (1945)] but it might be
possible to reduce the observed volatility through the design of market microstructure [see,
e.g., Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997, Ch. 3) and Stoll (2000)]. This is because in reality
observed market prices arise through complicated trading mechanisms radically di?erent
from the idealized Walrasian auction system [see, e.g., Friedman and Rust (1993)].
Harris (2003, Ch. 5) reviews some of the today’s most typical market structures. He
categorizes stock markets based on (i) how the trades are executed, (ii) transparency, (iii)
when and where they trade, and (iv) how traders negotiate with each other. The two most
common systems are the quote-driven dealer market and the order-driven electronic order-
book market. The NYSE is a "hybrid" market with characteristics from both systems. Its
trading rules and procedures are described in detail in Hasbrouck, Sosebee, and Soﬁanos
(1993). Informal descriptions of the technological development around the turn of the cen-
tury are given by Gasparino (2007) and Ingebretsen (2002), of whom the latter concentrates
on the NYSE’s archrival, the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quota-
tion System (Nasdaq). Data from the NYSE are used in the last two essays. In comparison,
9the HSE is an electronic order-book market; data from it are used in the ﬁrst two essays.
The observed prices are contaminated by noise. In the standard framework used in the
econometrics of market microstructure, observed volatility of a stock price, ?? is decomposed
into "true" and noise volatility:
V?? = V?? +V??? (1.2)
where the true price, ?? and noise, ?, are assumed to be independent of each other. The
noise component includes transient e?ects such as the bouncing of the transaction price
from the bid price to the ask price [see, e.g., Roll (1984)] and price discreteness (rounding
error). Both e?ects depend on the trade execution system. Huang and Stoll (2001) ﬁnd,
for example, that spreads are larger in dealer markets than in order driven markets. The
e?ect of price discreteness to volatility is studied in the third essay which tests if a smaller
"tick size" (i.e., the smallest possible price change) generates less noise. The e?ect is not
quite obvious because a tick size reduction could also lead to lower liquidity and thus to
an increase in volatility. For example Farmer et al. (2004) ﬁnd that the "sparseness" of
the limit-order book is the main determinant in the creation of market induced volatility
especially for the less liquid stocks. This is an example of a structural element of volatility.
1.1.8 Deﬁning volatility and scaling
Volatility has not yet been formally deﬁned here. For that purpose, it is reasonable to assume
that stock markets are e?cient in the sense that all relevant information is incorporated
in the current price [see Fama (1970)]. There are then no arbitrage opportunities and
stock price movements are unpredictable. As a ﬁrst-hand approximation, the stock price is
typically assumed to follow a random walk process (or more generally, a martingale process).
In continuous time, this is formulated as
???
??
= ???+ ????? (1.3)
where ? is the stock price, ? is the mean return, and ? is the scaling factor of an independent
standard Gaussian distributed disturbance ?? (i.e., an increment of the standard Brownian
motion) at time ?. In this model, instantaneous volatility is ? (or equally well, ?2).
Because volatility in Eq. (1.3) is constant, the expected value of cumulative volatility
over a time period of length ? is simply ?
?
? . This is the so-called square-root law or,
more generally, an example of a volatility scaling law. It is in fact the scaling suggested
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in the 1996 Basel Accord Amendment. If the assumption of independence or Gaussianity
is violated, however, the square-root law does not need to hold. This can lead to serious
understatement of risk as noted for example by Diebold et al. (1997). The ﬁrst essay shows
that this is likely and records evidence that the scaling law may not be constant over time.
A more realistic model of stock prices would let volatility to change over time. A com-
mon assumption is that the instantaneous volatility ?? follows a mean reverting Ornstein—
Uhlenbeck (OU) process [see, e.g., Hull and White (1987)]. This is a reasonable assumption
because it is a stylized fact (SF No. 4) that volatility does not wander too far from its
long-term mean. If volatility follows an OU-process or some other "nice" stochastic process
(a continuous semimartingale), then the volatility over a predetermined time horizon, the
so-called integrated volatility (IV), Z ?
0
?2???? (1.4)
is well deﬁned. The theory becomes a bit more involved when there are jumps either in
the volatility or stock price dynamics, especially if there are inﬁnitely many of them as
in the non-Gaussian stable Lévy process class. The interested reader should turn to for
example Protter (2005) for an authorative mathematical treatment of these matters. A
more approachable introduction is provided by Cont and Tankov (2004). The third essay
includes a discussion about jumps and their relationship to market microstructure noise
which is especially relevant to inﬁnitely active jump processes.
1.1.9 Volatility estimation
Eq. (1.4) plays a key role in options pricing. Ex post, IV is easy to estimate by summing
observed squared (logarithmic) returns over a predetermined time horizon:
??1X
?=0
¡
???+1 ? ???
¢2 ? (1.5)
where 0 = ?0 ? ?1 ? · · · ? ?? = ?? Merton (1980) shows that consistent volatility estimates
can in theory be obtained by simply increasing the sampling frequency. Schwert (1989) uses
this fact to estimate monthly volatility by the sum of squared daily returns. Similarly, after
high-frequency data started to become widely available in the late 1990s, daily volatility
estimates have been often obtained by summing squared intradaily returns sampled for
example at 5min frequency. Fung and Hsieh (1991) and Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) call
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the method in Eq. (1.5) the realized volatility (RV). There exist also other closely related
approaches such as the bi-power method of Barndor?-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) which
can be argued to handle jumps better but all of them are subject to the following pitfall.
The key problem of the RV (or similar) approach arises from the fact that prices are not
observed continuously as the theory requires. Data discreteness does not itself invalidate the
convergence in probability, ?? ?? ??? but because the small time-scales are contaminated
by noise such as the bid-ask bounce, noise can asymptotically become the dominant element
and cause the convergence to fail. This is discussed in the third essay where similar but
noise resistant methods based on the idea of subsampling and averaging are applied.
Volatility could be estimated by other means as well although they are not theoretically
as attractive as the RV. The most widely used alternative method to estimate volatility
unbiasedly is the use of normalized squared or absolute returns of a predetermined time
interval (e.g., 5min). This approach is applied in the ﬁrst essay (for reasons explained there).
Another popular approach is to invert an option pricing formula to yield "implied volatility."
Implied volatility is commonly believed to have better prediction capability [see, e.g., Easley,
O’Hara, and Srinivas (1998)]. The standard option pricing models can be accommodated
for time-varying volatility [see, e.g., Wiggins (1987)]. A more serious objection to this
approach is that not every asset has actively traded options and that institutional factors
can generate serious distortions to the values of options [see, e.g., Fung and Hsieh (1991)].
The third well-known approach is to use historical highs and lows of the intraday stock price
[see, e.g., Garman and Klass (1980)]. This range approach is attractive due to its simplicity.
The downside is that it requires continuous monitoring but does not use high-frequency data
e?ciently. Moreover, its generalization to stochastic processes with time varying volatility
is not straightforward, as noted for example by Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner (1992).
1.1.10 Dependence over time and markets
Volatility in the "ﬁrst generation" of SV models is driven by Brownian motion (as in the
OU-process). This implies quite short memory for volatility. But numerous empirical studies
show that the dependence of volatility on its past decays at a slow hyperbolic rate [see, e.g.,
Breidt, Crato, and de Lima (1998)]. It is a stylized fact (SF No. 5) that volatility has "long-
memory." The SV and GARCH models typically account for it through the technique of
"fractional integration" [see, e.g., Baillie (1996)]. The generating mechanism of long-memory
is not yet fully understood, though. Currently the main competing explanation to fractional
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integration in based on the presence of structural breaks [see, e.g., Granger and Hyung
(1999)]. It has also been shown that di?erent kinds of heterogenuity can generate slowly
decaying dependence indistinguishable from hyperbolic decay [see, e.g., Granger (1980)].
The origins of long-memory are discussed in more detail in the ﬁrst essay where a fractionally
integrated SV model is shortly reviewed. That essay considers the possibility that long-
memory would be time-varying, a feature that other models do not typically account for.
Although the analysis in the three essays is univariate, it is important to acknowledge
the dependence across stocks and di?erent markets. In particular, spillover e?ects from
geographically di?erently located but related markets can be signiﬁcant. Engle, Ito, and
Lin (1990), for example, conclude that such "meteor showers" are prevalent in the foreign
exchange markets. Hogan and Melvin (1994) address at least part of it to heterogenous
expectations. There is also good reason to believe that globalization and electronic trading
ampliﬁes meteor showers. Another potentially important ampliﬁcation mechanism is "irra-
tional exuberance," that is, the frenziness of investors [see Shiller (2001)]. As an example
of the role of animal spirits in an economic boom, consider the e?ect of the opening of the
NYSE on the volatility on the HSE. The results of the ﬁrst essay suggest that the e?ect was
particularly strong in the "IT-bubble" of the late 1990s. This "New York e?ect" can have
important consequences for the estimation of long-memory as demonstrated in that essay.
1.1.11 Intraday patterns
Non-trading periods like nights and weekends produce similar e?ects as the market-to-market
spillovers do. These periods are often excluded from the empirical analyses because they are
thought to be of less importance. It is often reported, for example, that volatility of a trading
period is larger than that of a non-trading period. This reﬂects the greater concentration of
news during the trading day and also the amount of trading mechanism induced noise [see
French and Roll (1986) and Amihud and Mendelson (1987, 1991)].
This brings us to the stylized fact (SF No. 6) that the average intraday volatility is
"U" or "inverse-J" shaped. Trading in a stock exchange typically starts with high volatility
which then settles down and then rises again just before the close [see, e.g., Wood, McInish,
and Ord (1985)]. The opening of other stock exchanges and the arrival of scheduled macro
news announcements can complicate the average pattern so that the pattern may actually
resemble more of a "W" than an "U." Company speciﬁc news, on the other hand, are not
expected to a?ect the average pattern signiﬁcantly because they are essentially randomly
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scattered over the trading day. The intraday volatility pattern of the HSE is documented in
the ﬁrst essay. Is is then removed by a standard spline method. Notice that in the third essay
it is not necessary to remove the NYSE intraday pattern before volatility estimation because
the RV type of approach used there is somewhat robust against seasonalities. Shephard
(2005, p. 22) illustrates this useful property by comparing the RV to the calculation of
yearly inﬂation which is similarly quite insensitive to seasonal ﬂuctuations in the price level.
Intraday patterns exist for some other variables as well. In particular, the pattern for
durations between trades or quote updates is typically found to be "inverse-U" shaped:
durations are expected to be small near the opening and closing of the exchange but large
in between [see, e.g., Engle and Russell (1998)]. This should not come as a surprise if one
is aware of the intimate relationship between durations and volatility. Loosely speaking,
the more time it takes for the price to move above (or below) a certain threshold, the less
volatility there is. If the price crosses the threshold fast, volatility is high. Engle and Russell
(1998) model durations with an autoregressive conditional duration (ACD) model and derive
a formula that links intraday volatility to them. A conditional approach is needed because
durations tend to cluster to "fast" and "slow" periods — just like volatility tends to cluster
to turbulent and tranquil periods. The ACD approach is adopted in the second essay where
also an adjustment for the intraday pattern is deemed necessary, as noted just above.
1.1.12 The nature of time
Intraday patterns may be particularly harmful if homogenously spaced data are used. The
standard "calendar time" — also known as the wall-clock time — sampling makes the data
homogenously spaced. This is the traditional view of time evolution, partly enforced by the
somewhat restricted access to continuous data ﬂow especially in the ﬁelds outside of ﬁnance
(e.g., macroeconomics). The calendar time implicitly assumes that data generating process
does not vary signiﬁcantly over short time intervals which is one reason why the interval of
5min or similar is often used in ﬁnance. This assumption is sometimes useful, for example
if one analyzes a time series in the wavelet (or frequency) domain as in the ﬁrst essay.
But while the assumption of time-invariance is accurate in a Walrasian auction, it is
not so in the real markets. In practice, trading evolves at irregularly, not homogenously,
spaced intervals. Moreover, the time between trades can be seen to reﬂect the presence
of new information. In the Easley and O’Hara (1992) model, for example, fast periods
correspond to information arrival and slow periods to no news. As a consequence, data
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"discretization" according to calendar time sampling may lead to non-stationarity which
is against the grain of most statistical models. Instead of applying the artiﬁcial "previous
tick" or "linear interpolation" sampling rules required to carry out the discretization [see,
e.g., Dacorogna et al. (2001, Ch. 3)], the clock could be just let to run in "event time." The
physical time stamp of trades and quotes could then be ignored and only the order of them
preserved. This would not only be more natural from the trading process point of view, but
it would also help to avoid non-stationarity. The last two essays use such an event clock.
There is however one serious drawback in sampling at every event that should not go
unnoticed. It is in fact the main reason why many empirical studies in ﬁnancial econometrics
have resorted to sampling sparsely in calendar time rather than in event time even if they
would have had the very highest frequency data available. The problem is that noise arising
from the market microstructure is bound to become a severe problem at the "ultra-high"
frequency, that is, when all transactions (or quote updates) are taken into account [see Engle
(2000)]. Fortunately this problem can be overcome by the use of modern techniques, some
of which are applied in the third essay (and to some extent also in the second essay). The
third essay also includes more discussion about the nature of market microstructure noise.
1.1.13 Summary of the key stylized facts
The following is a summary of the stylized facts of ﬁnancial time series. The list is not
exhaustive but it does include the key facts relevant to the essays included in this thesis.
There are more stylized facts especially in the derivatives markets [see, e.g., Fouque, Pa-
panicolaou, and Sircar (2000)]. Obviously some of them could also be relevant for the stock
markets because of the nature of derivatives [see, e.g., Chan, Chan, and Karolyi (1991)].
1. Volatility clusters to turbulent and tranquil periods;
2. Return distributions are fat tailed;
3. Volatility is negatively correlated with stock price movements;
4. Volatility is mean reverting;
5. Volatility is highly persistent over time;
6. Volatility has intraday periodicities.
The three essays are next discussed in more depth.
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1.2 Essay 1: AWavelet Analysis of Scaling Laws and Long-Memory
in Volatility
The goal of the ﬁrst essay is multifold — and as a consequence its scope is wider than of
the two other essays. This is ﬁtting because some typical properties of ultra-high-frequency
data are qualitatively analyzed here and it is good to know about them in the later chapters.
The essay begins by taking a view from "the bird’s eye to the microscope." A multi-scale
view allows us to study how volatilities at di?erent time-scales (e.g., 5min and 40min) relate
to each other. We ﬁrst qualitatively address the nature of the volatility scaling law in stock
markets (see Section 1.1.8). This is partly motivated by the study of Gençay, Selçuk, and
Whitcher (2001) who ﬁnd a single scaling law to be insu?cient across relevant time-scales
in the foreign exchange markets. Diebold et al. (1997) point out the severe consequences of
using a wrong scaling law; the estimates of volatility used in risk management and option
pricing may then be badly misleading. We also address the closely related issue of long-
memory (see Section 1.1.10). In particular, we want to ﬁnd out if long-memory varies over
time and what could explain it. If the heterogenous market hypothesis with di?erent agents
acting at speciﬁc time-scales is true, as argued for example by Müller et al. (1995), then
our multi-scale approach should help us to identify the prototypical market players. This
would in turn allow us to ﬁnd out if their behavior or intraday patterns would explain the
nature of the scaling law and long-memory around the "IT-bubble" of the late 1990s.
We use the wavelet method to decompose volatility with respect to time-scale. The
wavelet method is appropriately often called a "mathematical microscope" because it al-
lows us to zoom into the details of a wide array of stochastic processes. Wavelet analysis
is ideal for studying time-scale dependent phenomena — which goes hand in hand with the
heterogenous market hypothesis. Wavelets are rooted in about one hundred year old math-
ematics, but it was not before the 1980s that applications started to appear in engineering
and physics. Finally, in the late 1990s, the wavelet method started to make its way into the
econometrician’s toolbox. In econometrics it is still however considered as a somewhat mys-
terious method although it is basicly just a powerful extension of the well-known spectral
method [see, e.g., Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher (2002)]. The best asset of wavelet analysis,
local adaptiviness, stems from the mathematical fact that the basis functions used in wavelet
analysis, called wavelets, are well-localized in both time and scale. This gives wavelets a
distinct advantage over standard frequency domain methods when analyzing complex dy-
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namics such as the one found in the stock markets. In particular, stylized facts such as large
jumps and clusters of volatility do not present a problem for its application. More details
about the history and theory of wavelets can be found for example in Vuorenmaa (2004).
In this essay, we use Nokia Oyj transaction data from the HSE. This choice is mostly due
to data availability but it is also motivated by at least the following two facts. First, Nokia
is the indisputable market leader of the mobile phone industry at the moment of writing
and it is a representative stock of the overvaluation of the technology sector in the late
1990s. Second, Nokia is a highly liquid stock on the HSE which has for the last few years
accounted for the largest share of the total number of Nokia shares traded in the world.
The wavelet method requires us to operate in calendar time. The wavelet decomposition
is then interpretable in terms of time-scales capturing a band of frequencies. We decide to
discretize the data to 5min time intervals which is often found to be the smallest interval
that does not su?er badly from market microstructure noise such as the bid-ask bounce [see,
e.g., Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997, Ch. 3)].
In order to study the behavior of long-memory over time, we take advantage of wavelets’
excellent localization properties and the intimate relationship between long-memory and
the volatility scaling law. We e?ectively estimate the time-varying long-memory parameter
of the locally stationary fractionally integrated SV model of Jensen and Whitcher (2000).
By doing this, we ﬁnd evidence of stronger long-memory in the bubble period than in its
aftermath. We also discuss the possible generating mechanisms for long-memory. It seems
unlikely that in our case the observed long-memory would be caused by structural breaks
because of the way we split the data to two periods. The heterogenuity of the market players
and information arrival are more probable causes. Fractional integration may not explain
the behavior of volatility over time but it may still serve as a useful tool.
In this essay we also address the issue of intraday pattern in volatility. As is well known,
seasonalities may have particularly adverse e?ects in calendar time (see Section 1.1.11). We
remove the HSE volatility intraday pattern by the Fourier ﬂexible form [see, e.g., Andersen
and Bollerslev (1997)]. The use of this method also conﬁrms the earlier ﬁndings in other
markets that the e?ect of scheduled macroeconomic news announcements is short-lived [see,
e.g., Ederington and Lee (1993)]. We also record a signiﬁcant impact on the HSE intraday
volatility due to the opening of the NYSE. We call it the "New York e?ect." This e?ect
is stronger in the bubble period which suggests "irrational exuberance" [see Shiller (2001)]
and correlated news arrival. We furthermore ﬁnd evidence that the removal of the intraday
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pattern a?ects the estimation of the volatility scaling law and long-memory. This can have
signiﬁcant consequences for the estimation of fractionally integrated models and suggests
that the intraday patterns need to be removed before estimation.
Overall, we believe that the ﬁndings reported in this essay are of considerable interest
to at least researchers and risk management professionals. It could be interesting to carry
out a more rigorous large-scale quantitative study along these lines in the future.
1.3 Essay 2: A ?-Weibull Autoregressive Conditional Duration
Model and Threshold Dependence
The second essay studies the modeling of durations between sequential trades or quotes. As
is well known, durations cluster to fast and slow periods like volatility clusters to turbulent
and tranquil periods (see Section 1.1.11). It would be useful to have an accurate model for the
evolution of durations over time. One could then for example calculate the expected duration
to the next trade and use that information in market making or in devising proﬁtable
intraday trading strategies. The model predictions could also be used to decide how to
smartly divide a large order into smaller ones and thus to prevent valuable information from
leaking to other investors monitoring the market. Because durations have been shown to be
closely related to volatility and to su?er less from market microstructure noise [see, e.g., Cho
and Frees (1988)], modeling durations could also prove to be useful in ﬁnding an alternative
noise resistant way to estimate volatility.
In order to catch the essential technical elements of durations, Engle and Russell (1998)
introduced the ACD model which works with an analogous recursive mechanism as the
GARCH model for volatility. Engle and Russell (1998) originally proposed to use the expo-
nential and Weibull distributions as the conditional distribution. Since then the standard
ACD model has been generalized in many di?erent ways [see, e.g., Hautsch (2004)]. In
this essay, we are only interested in generalizing the ACD model by using a more ﬂexible
conditional distribution than the exponential and Weibull distribution. We call our gen-
eralization the ?-Weibull—ACD model. Earlier generalizations in this spirit include Lunde
(1999) and Grammig and Maurer (2000) who use the generalized gamma and the Burr
distribution, respectively. At the bare minimum, we except to contribute to the current
ﬁnancial econometrics literature by introducing a new potentially useful distribution.
The ?-Weibull distribution is a newly found distribution in statistical mechanics (a sub-
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ﬁeld of physics) [see Picoli, Mendes, and Malacarne (2003)]. To our best knowledge, it has
not been applied in economics or ﬁnance before us. Many of its properties are still unknown.
It nests the so-called ?-exponential distribution which has been found useful in option pric-
ing [see Borland (2002)]. We ﬁrst record that the ?-Weibull distribution is closely related
to the Burr Type XII distribution which has been succesfully used in the past to model
the distribution of income [see McDonald (1984)]. We then derive the ?-Weibull "hazard
function" which turns out to be non-monotonic of "inverse-U" shape in a particular range of
parameter values. This is the sort of hazard function that earlier authors have found to be
realistic in modeling the dynamics of "price durations" in stock markets [see Lunde (1999)
and Grammig and Maurer (2000)]. Price durations are deﬁned as the durations between
trades or quote updates that correspond to a cumulative price change crossing a certain
threshold. Obviously, the larger the threshold, the longer it is likely to take to cross it. In
particular, it needs more than just market microstructure noise (e.g., bid-ask bouncing) to
move the stock price over a relatively large threshold.
The value of stating a distribution in terms of a hazard function stems from its clear
physical interpretation [see, e.g., Lancaster (1990, p. 7)]. In words, a hazard function
expresses the probability of a certain state ending in the next instant conditional on ﬁrst
reaching the instant before it. In our context, the inverse-U non-monotonic hazard function
means that in very short durations we are quite sure that the threshold is not going to
be crossed but this probability then temporarily increases with longer durations. The fact
that there should be a very small probability of a hazard at the very shortest durations
could be related to the trading mechanism. The hump in the hazard function, on the other
hand, suggests that durations would cluster just like volatility does and this should be
taken seriously in modeling. Namely, if the frequency of the future occurance of a threshold
crossing depends on the past frequency of the same event, then the information content of
a duration model can be very di?erent from a model that counts the events taking place in
some ﬁxed calendar time inverval (e.g., 5min) [see, e.g., Cameron and Trivedi (1996)].
The value of a conditional duration model is seen by relating durations to intraday
volatility. Engle and Russell (1998) show that the hazard function of price durations is linked
to the instantaneous intraday volatility by the formula ?2(? | I??1) = [????(?)]2 ?(?? | I??1)?
where ?(?) is the stock price at time ?, ?? is the price threshold, ?(·) is the hazard function,
and I??1 is the information available at time of the (? ? 1)th trade. This automatically
decreases the e?ect of market microstructure noise. Similarly, Cho and Frees (1988) derive
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a formula linking durations to volatility through the theory of "ﬁrst-passage times" for
Brownian motion in their search for a price discreteness robust volatility estimator. The
practical weakness of the Cho and Frees (1988) approach is, however, that it implicitly
assumes durations to be independent and log-Gaussian distributed. But as we have stressed
all along, durations are not independently spread over the trading day but tend to cluster
together. This is not merely a technical issue because for example Easley and O’Hara (1992)
suggest that fast periods correspond to information arrival and slow periods to no news. The
most ﬁt ACD model could thus also reveal something valuable about the origins of volatility.
In this essay, we estimate and compare di?erent ACD model speciﬁcations using data
from the HSE and the NYSE. In particular, of course, we are interested in how our new
?-Weibull and ?-exponential speciﬁcations fare. The use of atypical data adds some more
spice to the analysis. The HSE has an electronic order-book system in contrast to the NYSE
which has a specialist, or more recently, a "hybrid" system (see Section 1.1.7). Typically the
literature has only used data from the NYSE which may not be representative of the stock
markets around the world. We compare the performance of di?erent speciﬁcations in two
di?erent markets. Our "horse race" is unfortunately a bit limited due to the fact that there
are not many liquid HSE stocks that could be reasonably compared to the NYSE stocks.
Our main result is that the ?-Weibull—ACD (QWACD) model outperforms the stan-
dard ACD models and performs as well as the Burr speciﬁcation with all market data at
our disposal. The more parsimonious ?-exponential—ACD (QEACD) model also provides a
reasonable ﬁt. Its performance is especially good when the hazard function is monotonic
and a fat tailed conditional distribution is called for. We also ﬁnd that the price threshold
used a?ects the shape of the hazard function and thus the relative success of the models.
In particular, as the threshold level is raised, the hazard function becomes monotonically
decreasing. That is, the form of the conditional distribution does not stay exactly the same
when the threshold is increased. This in turn a?ects the success of the models relative to
each other and makes the ?-exponential—ACD model more attractive. The downside is the
lack of robustness with the less liquid stocks. Thus we end up recommending the ?-Weibull—
ACD and Burr—ACD models which perform robustly the best. The generalized gamma
speciﬁcation is likely to be equally good.
From a broader perspective, we feel that the ?-Weibull and ?-exponential distributions
should prove valuable also in other economic and ﬁnancial contexts where fat-tailed distrib-
utions are called for. Applications in risk management can for example be easily imagined.
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1.4 Essay 3: Decimalization, Realized Volatility, and Market Mi-
crostructure Noise
The third essay studies the e?ect of "decimalization" on volatility and market microstructure
noise. Decimalization refers to the process of moving from fractional pricing to decimal
pricing. Almost all major stock exchanges in the world have been using decimal pricing for
a long time now. The NYSE, however, ﬁnalized their move from fractions based on powers
of two ($1/16) to decimals ($1/100) as late as on January 29, 2001. In anticipation of the
ﬁnal stage of decimalization, the NYSE moved from eights ($1?8) to sixteenths ($1?16) in
1997. The ﬁnal stage was postponed not because of sentimality for the 16th century Spanish
"pieces of eight," but mainly because it was feared that decimalization would a?ect some
key market players, liquidity, and transparency adversely [see Harris (1997, 1999)].
The NYSE decimalization was accompanied by the reduction in tick size. In this essay
we use the term decimalization interchangeably with the reduction to one cent. Such a
reduction obviously removes some constraints on pricing and makes the cost of obtaining
price priority smaller. This is likely to a?ect the strategic behavior of the market players and
thus for example the proﬁtability of some trading strategies due to the time precedence rules
set by the NYSE [see, e.g., Hasbrouck, Sosebee, and Soﬁanos (1993)]. Indeed, decimalization
has been shown to have signiﬁcant e?ects on various variables at least in order-driven and
hybrid markets. It has been widely reported, for example, that decimalization hurt the
market transparency on the NYSE by making it easier to step in front of other orders and
thus providing less incentive to submit limit orders [see, e.g., NYSE (2001)]. The e?ect on
the quoted bid-ask spread, trading volume, and alike are well documented in the literature
and this essay provides a short review of them.
The decimalization e?ects on volatility are not that clear, however. A tick size reduction
could ﬁrst of all decrease liquidity which would then increase volatility [see, e.g., Farmer et al.
(2004)]. In fact, it is possible that decimalization could increase the incentive for algorithmic
trading which is often blamed for increasing the probability of a market meltdown (see
Section 1.1.6). On the other hand, a tick size reduction generates less noise due to the smaller
e?ect of price discreteness. Earlier studies support the latter e?ect but unfortunately they
use unprecise estimation methods and sparsely sampled data [see, e.g., Ronen and Weaver
(2001)]. Furthermore, they typically do not attempt to decompose volatility in any way.
In contrast to the earlier decimalization studies, we decompose observed volatility into
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signal and noise [see Eq. (1.2)]. This framework is well known in statistics and it is applied
extensively for example in signal processing and telecommunication. In ﬁnance, it can be
seen as a reduced form of the model of Madhavan, Richardson, and Roomans (1997). This
allows us to study the e?ect of decimalization both on the "true" volatility and the noise
volatility. The noise term includes recording errors, bid-ask bounce, price discreteness, and
other frictions that do not reﬂect the true value [see Stoll (2000)]. The true value of a stock
is traditionally viewed as the discounted sum of future dividends [see Eq. (1.1)]. Notice
that if we were to stubbornly use the observed volatility in place of the unobserved true one,
then our volatility estimate would depend on the sampling frequency. This is because the
e?ects of noise are frequency dependent and become more severe the higher the sampling
frequency (see Section 1.1.2). These di?erences are relevant in option pricing, for example.
From a welfare perspective, it is desirable to make the observed volatility smaller and let
the market price reﬂect the true value of the stock as accurately as possible.
In this essay, we apply several non-parametric estimators in order to accurately mea-
sure volatility and market microstructure noise variance before and after the ﬁnal stage of
decimalization. The two-scale realized volatility (TSRV) [Zhang, Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia
(2005)], its generalization (GTSRV) [Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006)], and the
multi-scale realized volatility (MSRV) [Zhang (2006)] estimators produce asymptotically
unbiased and consistent estimates when di?erent types of noise exist. These estimators are
based on the idea of subsampling and averaging. This actually makes them to be conceptu-
ally in line with the heterogenous market hypothesis, that is, with di?erent players operating
at di?erent time-scales (as explained in the ﬁrst essay). The noise variance is estimated sim-
ilarly by a method that we call the re-scaled realized volatility (RSRV). All of the estimators
we use are relatively simple to understand and calculate. Another beneﬁt is that they are
less prone to misspeciﬁcation than parametric methods are. The use of high-frequency data
helps us to overcome the potential loss in statistical e?ciency.
In order to address the statistical signiﬁcance of the decimalization e?ects, we use two
standard statistical tests. The paired-? test and the Wilcoxon rank sign test are used in a
wide array of experiments in di?erent ﬁelds, for example in medicine. They have also been
used in earlier decimalization studies in ﬁnance [see, e.g., Bessembinder (2003)]. Now the
"laboratory" is the NYSE and the control variable is the tick size ($1?16 ? $1?100). The
control group consists of a group of stocks that were decimalized before the date of the ﬁnal
decimalization. We match the control group to a group of stocks that were decimalized on
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the ﬁnal date (Jan/29/2001). For comparison, we also form another test group consisting
of the highly active Dow Jones Industrial Average index stocks. We ﬁrst have a look at
typical variables such as the bid-ask spread, depth, and volume. We then test for signiﬁcant
changes in true volatility, noise volatility, and their ratio (called the "signal-to-noise ratio").
Our main result is that decimalization decreased observed volatility by decreasing noise
variance. This reduction can be attributed to smoother price evolution or, in other words,
to diminished price discreteness. As a consequence, the signiﬁcance of the true signal is
increased especially in the trade price data for the high-activity stocks. The mixed-e?ect
panel regressions show, however, that most of this increase is explainable by confounding
and random e?ects. The trade data give more favorable results than the midquote data
which is in line with the view that trade prices are more sensitive to the changes in the tick
size and that they provide a less accurate estimate of the true price. For the inactive stocks
the di?erence between the data types appears to be insigniﬁcant.
This essay demonstrates how the di?erent estimators perform in a changing environment.
The MSRV estimator appears to give the most robust estimates with respect to the data
type and tick size used. This is noteworthy because we ﬁnd that decimalization decreased
linear dependence in the trade data but increased it in the midquote data. On the other
hand, the MSRV trade price data estimates are on average a few percents higher than the
respective midquote data estimates in both periods. The reason for this discrepancy may be
that the MSRV estimator is not capable of adjusting to all the complex data dependencies.
Nevertheless, we feel that the three non-parametric estimators used here can be at the
moment regarded as more ﬂexible than the parametric estimators suggested in the literature.
We also investigate the presence and the e?ect of jumps. For the presence of jumps, we
use a test recently proposed by Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006) which we call the two-scale
jump test (TSJT). We ﬁnd that jumps do exist in the data and that their e?ect is di?erent
in event time than in calendar time. In particular, data in calendar time are more jumpy,
consistently with the view expressed about non-stationarity earlier (see Section 1.1.12). It is
also consistent for example with the Clark’s (1973) SV model (see Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4).
Most importantly, we do not ﬁnd true jumps to be critical for our analysis in the sense that
the decimalization results stay intact when these jumps are removed. Preﬁltering errors
from the data seems far more important because compared to jumps triggered by news (the
so-called true jumps), the errors tend to be bigger, more frequent, more systematic, and
harder to correct for especially in the quote data.
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Chapter 2
AWavelet Analysis of Scaling Laws and
Long-Memory in Volatility
Abstract1 This essay studies the time-varying behavior of the volatility scaling
law and long-memory. A single scaling law has been found insu?cient across the
relevant time-scales in FX market volatility [Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher (2001a)].
This essay investigates (i) if di?erent scaling regions appear in stock market volatility,
(ii) if the scaling law systematically di?ers from the Brownian square-root scaling
law, (iii) if the scaling law is constant over time, and (iv) if the behavior could be
explained by heterogenous market players or by intraday volatility periodicity. The
data we use as an example are 5-minute volatility series of Nokia on the Helsinki Stock
Exchange around the burst of the IT-bubble. The results show at least qualitatively
that (i) di?erent scaling regions can appear in the stock markets, that (ii) the scaling
law and the long-memory parameter are systematically di?erent from their Brownian
counterparts and (iii) they do not have to be constant over time, and ﬁnally that (iv)
their time series behavior can be explained for a signiﬁcant part by heterogenuity,
"irrational exuberance," and an intraday seasonality called the "New York e?ect."
Keywords: Heterogenous markets; Intraday data; Long-memory; Scaling; Volatil-
ity; Wavelets
JEL Classiﬁcation Numbers: C14, C22
2.1 Introduction
It is well known that stock market volatility exhibits jumps and clustering [see, e.g., Cont
(2001)]. They are the best known "stylized facts" of ﬁnancial time series. For the last
two decades the main emphasis has been put into the research of volatility clustering. The
seminal articles of Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) launched huge interest in generalized
autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (GARCH) models [see, e.g., Bollerslev, Chou,
and Kroner (1992)]. The importance of the conditional variance stems from the fact that
1A shorter version of this essay has appeared in 2005 in SPIE Proceedings 5848 (pp. 39—54, Noise and
Fluctuations in Econophysics and Finance; D. Abbott, J.-P. Bouchaud, X. Gabaix, J. L. McCauley; Eds).
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a correctly speciﬁed volatility model is useful for example in valuation of stocks and stock
options and in designing optimal dynamic hedging strategies for options and futures.
The (G)ARCH models may however be argued to perform less perfectly than desired.
This is partly because they typically model only one time-scale (usually a day) at time
while stock market data have no speciﬁc time-scale to analyze. A notable exception in
this respect is the heterogenous ARCH model [Müller et al. (1997)] which is based on the
hypothesis of a heterogenous market [Müller et al. (1995)]. According to this hypothesis the
stock market consists of multiple layers of investment horizons (time-scales) varying from
extremely short (minutes) to long (years). The short horizons are thought to be related to
speculation and the longer horizons to investing. Of course, the players in the stock market
form a heterogenous group with respect to other things as well, such as perceptions of the
market, risk proﬁles, institutional constraints, degree of information, prior beliefs, and other
characteristics such as geographical locations. Müller et al. (1995) argue, however, that
these di?erences translate into sensitivity to di?erent time-scales [see also Osler (1995)].
Müller et al. (1997) in fact ﬁnd evidence that time-scale is one of the most important
aspects in which trading behaviors di?er.
The incorporation of multiple time-scales into the analysis should improve the e?ciency
of risk management which requires scaling a risk measure (standard deviation, say) of one
time-scale to another. The industry standard is to scale by the square-root of time, familiar
from Brownian motion. But such scaling implicitly assumes that the data generating process
(DGP) is made of identically and independently distributed (IID) random variables. This
assumption is not reasonable for ﬁnancial time series where the persistence in conditional
second moments is universally found so strong and long-lasting that volatility is said to ex-
hibit "long-memory." Standard scaling may in fact be misleading [see Diebold et al. (1997)].
Several authors provide evidence of scaling laws in the foreign exchange (FX) markets [see,
e.g., Müller et al. (1990), Guillaume et al. (1997), and Andersen et al. (2001)]. Using
wavelet analysis, Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher (2001a) ﬁnd that di?erent scaling regions
exist for intradaily and larger time-scales — a phenomena known as multiscaling [see, e.g.,
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Fisher, Calvet, and Mandelbrot (1997)]. This basicly means that the annualized volatility
can be signiﬁcantly di?erent when the data are sampled at di?erent frequencies.
In this essay, we investigate (i) if di?erent scaling regions appear in a stock market with
considerably smaller turnover, lower liquidity, and higher transaction costs than the FX
markets, (ii) if the scaling law systematically di?ers from the Brownian square-root scaling
law, (iii) if the scaling law is constant over time, and (iv) if the behavior can be explained by
the heterogenuity of the market players, "irrational exuberance" [Shiller (2001)], or intraday
volatility periodicity. We attempt to answer these issues at least qualitatively using wavelet
analysis and 5-minute volatility series of Nokia Oyj from the Helsinki Stock Exchange around
the burst of the IT-bubble. Wavelet analysis is ideal for studying time-scale dependent
phenomena. It is locally adaptive, giving it a distinct advantage over the standard frequency
domain methods. The stylized facts do not present a problem for its application. Because
the wavelet methodology also allows for consistent estimation of long-memory, the above
four issues also shed more light on the behavior of long-memory in volatility. For this reason
we review a locally stationary stochastic volatility model with a time varying long-memory
parameter that is more ﬂexible than its GARCH counterpart. Overall, we believe that the
ﬁndings reported in this essay should be of considerable interest to researchers and risk
management professionals who may be motivated to do a rigorous large-scale quantitative
study along the same lines in order to truly assess the statistical and economic signiﬁcance
of them.
The structure of this essay is as follows. Section 2.2 shortly describes the wavelet method-
ology and the concept of wavelet variance in particular. In Section 2.3, we review a locally
stationary long-memory stochastic volatility model. We describe our data in Section 2.4.
Section 2.5 collects the empirical results which form the core of the analysis presented in
Vuorenmaa (2004). Section 2.6 concludes. Appendix 2.A collects some supporting material.
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2.2 Wavelet decomposition of variance
2.2.1 Wavelet ﬁlters
A number of good reviews of wavelet methodology exist and we do not attempt to cover the
theory here. We only want to recall some central concepts that should help the reader to
grasp the essential elements of wavelets. Introductions for economists are given by Schleicher
(2002) and Crowley (2005) [see also Vuorenmaa (2004)]. A textbook introduction is given
by Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher (2002). A concise review of wavelets in statistical time
series is Nason and von Sachs (1999) and a comprehensive treatment is Percival and Walden
(2000). The close relationship to Fourier analysis is discussed by Priestley (1996). Proofs
of many central results of wavelet theory can be found for example in Härdle et al. (1998).
A wavelet ﬁlter ?? acts as a high-pass (or a band-pass) ﬁlter. Convolving a wavelet ﬁlter
with data gives the (empirical) wavelet coe?cients, i.e., the details with low-frequencies
ﬁltered out. To qualify as a wavelet ﬁlter, ??? of length (or width) ? must satisfy
??1X
?=0
?? = 0 (zero average)?
??1X
?=0
?2? = 1 (unit energy)?
and
??1X
?=0
????+2? = 0 (orthogonality),
for all nonzero integers ? [see Percival and Walden (2000, p. 69)].
An example of a compactly supported Daubechies wavelet ﬁlter is the Haar wavelet of
length ? = 2,
?Haar0 = 1?
?
2 and ?Haar1 = ?1?
?
2?
for which the above three conditions are easily checked to hold. In general, however, the
Daubechies ﬁlters have no explicit time-domain formulae. Their values are tabulated instead
[see, e.g., Percival and Walden (2000, Ch. 4.8)]. Nevertheless, the Daubechies ﬁlters are
practical because they yield a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) that can be described
in terms of generalized di?erences of weighted averages. That is, the Daubechies wavelet
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ﬁlters are capable of producing stationary wavelet coe?cient vectors from "higher degree"
non-stationary stochastic processes — a valuable property when analyzing stock market data.
The choice of a proper length can be somewhat tricky although it is rarely critical if
just chosen reasonably. A long wavelet ﬁlter prevents undesirable artifacts and results in a
better match to the characteristic features of a time series. But as the length of the ﬁlter
gets longer, more coe?cients are being unduly inﬂuenced by boundary conditions and the
computational burden is increased. Thus one should search for the shortest ﬁlter that gives
reasonable results. If one also wants to have the DWT coe?cients alignable in time, a good
choice for the analysis of stock market data is often the least asymmetric wavelet ﬁlter of
length ? = 8 [abbreviated LA(8)]. This is the wavelet ﬁlter used in this essay.
2.2.2 Maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform
In this essay, we use a non-orthogonal wavelet transform called the maximal overlap discrete
wavelet transform (MODWT). With a proper algorithm the complexity of the MODWT is
of the same order as that of the fast Fourier transform. Its speed is useful because in high-
frequency data analysis the number of observations can easily become large. Percival and
Walden (2000, pp. 159—160) list the theoretical properties that distinguish the MODWT
from the (ordinary) DWT. It su?ces to say here that the MODWT can handle any sample
size and that the MODWT wavelet variance estimator (to be deﬁned in the next section) is
asymptotically more e?cient than the estimator based on the DWT.
The MODWT is easily formulated using matrices [see Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher
(2002, Ch. 4.5)]. The length (? +1)? column vector of MODWT coe?cients ew is obtained
by
ew = fWx?
where x is a length? column vector of observations and fW is a (?+1)?×? non-orthogonal
matrix deﬁning the MODWT. The vector ew and the matrix fW consist of length ? column
subvectors ew1? ???? ew? ? ev? and ? × ? submatrices fW1? ????fW? ? eV? , respectively. The level ?
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wavelet coe?cients ew? are associated with changes on a scale of length ?? = 2??1 and the
scaling coe?cients ev? are associated with averages on a scale of length 2? = 2?? . The
wavelet coe?cients play a key role in the subsequent sections.
A useful property of the MODWT is that it produces a scale-by-scale analysis of variance
upon the energy decomposition:
kxk2 =
?X
?=1
kew?k2 + kev?k2 ?
This decomposition can be used to analyze phenomena consisting of variations over a range
of di?erent time-scales. Such a decomposition ﬁts well in our view of heterogenous markets
with di?erent kind of players operating at di?erent time-scales as explained in Introduction.
2.2.3 Wavelet variance
We now look closer at the decomposition of variance in the context of long-memory processes.
We demonstrate the practicality of the wavelet decomposition by contrasting it to the much
more well known Fourier methodology. The discussion should make it clear what is meant
by wavelet variance and how the memory of the process relates to scaling laws. It should
also prove helpful in understanding the way we estimate long-memory globally and locally in
the empirical section and the advantage of it compared to the Fourier estimation technique.
Consider an ARFIMA process {??} with long-memory (see Appendix 2.A.1) whose
?th order backward di?erence ?? is a stationary process with mean ?? (not necessarily
zero). Then a Daubechies wavelet ﬁlter e?? of length ? ? ? results in the ?th wavelet co-
e?cient process ???? :=
P???1
?=0
e???? ??? being a stationary process. Deﬁne the global (or
time-independent) wavelet variance for {??} at scale ?? to be
?2?(??) := V {????} ?
This represents the contribution to the total variability in {??} due to changes at scale ??.
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By summing up the time-scale speciﬁc wavelet variances, we get the variance of {??}:
?X
?=1
?2?(??) = V{??}?
The wavelet variance is well deﬁned for both stationary and non-stationary processes with
stationary ?th order backward di?erences as long as the wavelet ﬁlter is wide enough. An
advantage of the wavelet variance is in fact that it handles both types of processes equally
well which is useful in our context. An unbiased estimator of ?2?(??) is
e?2?(??) = 1??
??1X
?=???1
e?2????
where?? := ????+1 ? 0 and e???? :=P???1?=0 e???? ??? mod? are the (periodically extended)
MODWT coe?cients. Here only the coe?cients una?ected by the periodic boundary con-
ditions are included in the sum (otherwise the estimator would be biased).
A Fourier spectrum decomposes the variance of a series across di?erent frequencies.
Because the scales that contribute the most to the variance of the series are associated with
those coe?cients with the largest variance, it is not surprising that estimates of the wavelet
variance can be turned into SDF estimates [see Percival and Walden (2000) and Priestley
(1996)]. The approximation improves as the length of the wavelet ﬁlter increases because
then e???? becomes a better approximation to an ideal band-pass ﬁlter.
It is well known that the periodogram is an inconsistent estimator of the Fourier spec-
trum. This implies that the popular GPH-estimator [Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983)]
based on the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of the log-periodogram for frequencies
close to zero is, in general, an inconsistent estimator of the long-memory parameter of a
fractionally integrated process with |?| ? 1?2. Although the GPH-estimator can be shown
to be consistent under certain regularity conditions (Gaussianity, in particular) [see Robin-
son (1995)], these conditions are not necessarily realistic in ﬁnancial data that we analyze
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(volatility is not normally distributed).2
Jensen (1999) shows that a wavelet based OLS-estimator is consistent when the sample
variance of the wavelet coe?cients is used in the regression. Using the wavelet variance of
the DWT coe?cients ????,
?2?(??) =
1
2?
2??1X
?=0
?2???? (2.1)
we get that
V {????} = ?2?(??)? ?22?(2??1)?
when ? ?? (here ?2 is a ﬁnite constant). By taking logarithms on both sides, we obtain
the (approximate) log-linear relationship
log ?2?(??) = log ?
2 + (2?? 1) log 2?? (2.2)
The unknown ? can then be estimated consistently by OLS-regression by replacing ?2? by
its sample variance ?2? [see Eq. (2.1)]. Jensen (1999) shows that the wavelet based OLS-
estimator does signiﬁcantly better than the GPH-estimator in the sense of smaller mean
square error (MSE). The asymptotic e?ciency of this estimator can be further improved by
using the MODWT coe?cients instead of the DWT coe?cients (as we do in this essay).
Wavelet variance can also be deﬁned "locally." Then only the wavelet coe?cients "close"
to the time point ? are used. Given ? ? 2?(?), an unbiased estimator of local wavelet
variance for {??} at scale ?? based upon the MODWT is
e?2?(?? ??) = 1??
??+??X
?=??
e?2???+??? ? (2.3)
where ? = ??? represents a time point in the rescaled time domain [0? 1]? ?? is a "cone of
inﬂuence," and ? ? is an "o?set" [see Whitcher and Jensen (2000)]. The cone of inﬂuence
includes only those wavelet coe?cients for which the corresponding observation made a
2Improvements have been made regarding the consistency of the log-periodogram method in the context
of non-stationary processes [see, e.g., Kim and Phillips (2006)] but the conditions remain technical.
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signiﬁcant contribution. It varies across scales and di?erent ﬁlters. The tabulated values
for the Daubechies family of wavelets are given in Whitcher and Jensen (2000). They also
give the values of the o?sets for each wavelet ﬁlter ? ? 2 which are relevant to us due to
our choice of the Daubechies family LA(8) wavelet ﬁlter.
Jensen and Whitcher (2000) take advantage of the ﬁnding that when the MODWT is
applied to a locally stationary [for a deﬁnition, see Dahlhaus (1997)] long-memory process
{????}, then the level-? MODWT wavelet coe?cients {e??????} form a locally stationary
process with mean zero and time-varying variance
V {e??????} = ?2?(?? ??)? ?2(?)2?[2?(?)?1]?
when ? ?? [?2(?) is a constant given in Whitcher and Jensen (2000)]. Analogously, then,
log ?2?(?? ??) = log ?
2(?) + [2?(?)? 1] log 2?? (2.4)
and the unknown ?(?)s can be estimated consistently by OLS by replacing ?2? by its time-
varying sample variance e?2? [see Eq. (2.3)]. Whitcher and Jensen (2000) show, using sim-
ulations, that in the case of a globally stationary ARFIMA the median of b?(?) accurately
estimates the true value of ? (with a slight negative bias near the boundaries). From an em-
pirical point of view, it is also comforting to know that they ﬁnd the estimated long-memory
parameter performing well on both sides of the change when the long-memory parameter is
disturbed by a sudden shift (with a slight bias and increase in the MSE at the boundaries).
Such a sudden shift imitates local stationarity presumably present in real stock market data.
2.3 Long-memory stochastic volatility modeling
We now shortly review the standard stochastic volatility modeling framework and in par-
ticular an extension of it that allows for time-varying long-memory. This, together with the
above long-memory wavelet estimation method, will prove useful in the empirical analysis.
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The standard discrete-time stochastic volatility (SV) model is often written as
?? = ? exp(???2)???
where ?? denotes the demeaned return process ?? = log(??????1) ? ?, ?? is the price of
a stock, ? is the mean of the returns, and {??} is a series of IID random disturbances
with mean 0 and variance 1. Furthermore, ? exp(???2) is modeled as a stochastic process
{log ?2?} := {??} and it is assumed to be independent of {??}. Compared to the GARCH
type of models, SV models have one more source of uncertainty (and are thus more ﬂexible).
This automatically produces heavy tailed return distributions observed in practice.3
Many speciﬁcations for the (log)volatility scheme {??} exist, such as ARMA and random
walk. In the long-memory stochastic volatility (LMSV) model proposed by Breidt, Crato,
and de Lima (1998), {??} is generated by fractionally integrated Gaussian noise,
(1??)??? = ???
where |?| ? 1?2? ? is the lag operator, and ?? ? ???
¡
0? ?2?
¢
is independent of {??}. This
model encompasses a short-memory model when ? = 0 [see Harvey, Ruiz, and Shephard
(1994)]. When ?1?2 ? ? ? 0? the memory is said to be of intermediate strength and
when 0 ? ? ? 1?2? the memory is strong (long). Because {??} is a stationary process, the
LMSV model is itself stationary and as such it ignores intraday volatility patterns, irregular
occurances of market crashes, mergers and political coups [Jensen and Whitcher (2000)].
Another potential shortcoming of the LMSV is that the parameter ? is constant over time.
The above motivated Jensen and Whitcher (2000) to introduce a non-stationary class of
long-memory stochastic volatility models with time-varying parameters that also we apply
shortly in our empirical analysis. In their model, the logarithm of the squared returns is
3If the independence assumption between {??} and {??} is removed, then the model is also able to account
for asymmetric e?ects such as the so-called "leverage e?ect." More details on stochastic volatility modeling
and appropriate estimation methods can be found for example in Shephard (2005). In the empirical analysis
of this particular essay we do not account for the leverage e?ect, however. Neither do we attempt to fully
estimate an SV model but only its "memory."
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a locally stationary process that has a time-varying spectral representation [see Dahlhaus
(1997)]. This means that the level of persistence associated with a shock to conditional
variance (which itself is allowed to vary over time) is dependent on when the shock takes
place. The shocks themselves still produce long-term persistent responses. More precisely,
a locally stationary LMSV model is deﬁned as
???? = exp (?????2) ???
?(?????)(1??)?(??? )???? = ?(?????)???
where |?(?)| ? 1?2? ?? ? ???(0? 1) and ?? ? ???(0? ?2?) are independent of each other.
The functions ?(???) and?(???) are, respectively, order ? and ? polynomials whose roots
lie outside the unit circle uniformly in ? and whose coe?cient functions, ??(?)? ? = 1? ???? ??
and ??(?)? ? = 1? ???? ?? are continuous on R? The coe?cient functions satisfy ??(?) = ??(0)?
??(?) = ??(0) for ? ? 0? and ??(?) = ??(1)? ??(?) = ??(1) for ? ? 1? and are di?erentiable
with bounded derivatives for ? ? [0? 1]? Notice that by setting ?(???) = ?(?)? ?(???) =
?(?)? and ?(?) = 0 for all ? ? [0? 1]? we get the SV model of Harvey, Ruiz, and Shephard
(1994). If, on the other hand, we set ?(?) = ? for all ? ? [0? 1]? we get the LMSV model
described above.
Finally, before turning to the empirics, it is worthwhile to ponder some potential draw-
backs of the fractional modeling approach. In particular, it has been argued that the frac-
tional models are not entirely realistic at high frequency because the e?ect of distinct news
are on average more or less short-lived [see, e.g., Ederington and Lee (1993)].4 Interestingly,
however, the standard SV model can accommodate this empirical ﬁnding. Andersen and
Bollerslev (1997a) use the framework advocated by Clark (1973), Epps and Epps (1976), and
Tauchen and Pitts (1983) in order to show that the long-memory features of volatility may
arise through the interaction of a large number of heterogenous information arrivals. More
4Hwang and Satchell (1998) also note that a positive fractionally integrated process has a positive drift
term in volatility which is not realistic over long term. But, although the fractionally integrated models
may not be theoretically sound in this respect, they may well be good enough in practical work. The author
is grateful to Clive W. J. Granger for pointing out this theoretical weakness of these models.
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precisely, they deﬁne the "aggregate volatility" process {log ?2?} := {?? + ??} as consisting
of ? distinct information arrival processes, ?? =
P?
?=1 ????? where ???? = log ?
2
??? ? ?? follows
???? = ???????1 + ???? with ???? ? ???(0? ?2??), and ?? =
P?
?=1 ??, where ?? = E
¡
log ?2???
¢
?
In this model the autoregressive coe?cient, ??? reﬂects the degree of persistence in the ?th
information arrival process. Although the e?ect of distinct news would be short-lived, the
aggregate e?ect can last long; the autocovariance of the returns decays at a slow hyperbolic
rate. In the light of this, the locally stationary LMSV model may well be considered as a
useful modeling tool and it further motivates our application of it in the empirical analysis.
2.4 Data description
The data are the transactions of Nokia Oyj from the Helsinki Stock Exchange (HSE) between
January 4, 1999 and December 30, 2002. On the HSE, trading is electronic and the tick
size is 0?01 (EUR). There are at least two good reasons for choosing Nokia as an example.
First, Nokia is the market leader of the mobile phone industry and a representative stock
of the overvaluation of the technology sector in the late 1990s. Second, Nokia is a highly
liquid stock on the HSE which in the year 2003, for example, accounted for 62% of the total
number of Nokia shares traded in the world.5 Notice that an extensive analysis of HSE
stocks would be di?cult to carry out because there exist only a handful of active stocks.
The data are "discretized" (harmonized or made homogenously spaced) by extracting the
5-minute prices ?? using the closest transaction price to the relevant time mark. Discretiz-
ing is necessary for the wavelet decomposition to be interpretable in terms of time-scales
capturing a band of frequencies. Theoretically, discretizing is justiﬁable by assuming that
the DGP does not vary signiﬁcantly over short time intervals. For an active stock this is
reasonable because then "non-synchronous trading" does not pose a problem. The 5-minute
interval also avoids other market microstructure problems such as the "bid-ask bounce" [see,
5For comparison, the same percentage for the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) was only 20% [the
HSE (May 4, 2004)] where (and the Nasdaq) Nokia had the largest trading volume of cross-listed non-U.S.
companies [Citigroup (June 23, 2004)].
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Table 2.1. Periods I and III and the respective HSE trading times.
Time period Trading (I) AMT Trading (II)
I ????04?99?????31?00 10 : 30? 17 : 30 17 : 30? 18 : 00 ?
III ????17?01?????27?02 10 : 00? 18 : 00 18 : 03? 18 : 30 18 : 03? 21 : 00
Table 2.2. Return sequence numbers and the respective trading days.
0 5 000 10 000 15 000 20 000 25 000 30 000 35 000
I ????04
1999
????26
1999
????23
1999
????15
1999
????08
1999
????03
2000
????29
2000
????22
2000
III ????17
2001
????11
2001
????03
2001
????25
2001
????16
2001
????17
2002
????12
2002
?
e.g., Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997, Ch. 3)]. The returns are formed as
???? = 100× (log???? ? log?????1) ? (2.6)
where ???? denotes the (log)return for intraday period ? on trading day ?, ? ? 1? and
? = 1? ???? ?? In the case of a missing observation for a speciﬁc time mark, we use the
previous price. We adjust the prices for stock splits but not for dividends. Block trades are
not controlled for either. These omissions are not critical for the empirical analysis.
The HSE did not have constant trading hours between years 1999 and 2002 (see Table
2.1). The changes in the trading hours were mainly caused by international pressure towards
harmonization of exchange open hours in Europe. In particular, the long-run trend of longer
trading days was suppressed by the weak market conditions after the burst of the IT-bubble.
In what follows, we analyze subperiods I and III separately. This is because there may be
a structural break taking place in between these periods. For this reason we refer to these
two periods as "I" and "III" (instead of the more logical "I" and "II").
In Period I (January 4, 1999 — August 31, 2000), continuous trading took place between
10 : 30 a.m. and 5 : 30 p.m. (total of 7 hours or 85 intraday 5-minute prices). Transactions
between 5 : 30 p.m. and 6 : 00 p.m. are discarded because they belonged to after market
trading (AMT) session.6 April 20, 2000 is an incomplete day. In total, there are 419 trading
6During the AMT the trading price can ﬂuctuate between the trading range established during continuous
trading for round-lot trades.
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days (35 615 price observations).
In Period III (April 17, 2001 — March 27, 2002), continuous trading included evening
hours from 6 : 00 p.m. to 9 : 00 p.m (total of 11 hours or 133 intraday 5-minute prices).
A technical break with no transactions occured every trading day between 6 : 00 p.m. and
6 : 03 p.m. After the break, continuous trading and AMT took place simultaneously. This
simultaneity requires careful ﬁltering. We decide to apply the following rule: prices that
have a percentage price change of more than 3% relatively to the last genuine price recorded
(before the technical break at 6 : 00 p.m.) are detected as artiﬁcial and replaced by the
previous genuine price. There are no incomplete trading days in this period. In total, there
are 237 trading days (31 521 price observations). For convenience (in ﬁgures), in Table 2.2
we convert the return sequence numbers of Periods I and III to their respective trading days.
2.5 Empirical analysis
2.5.1 Preliminary analysis
Descriptive statistical key ﬁgures for Periods I and III are summarized in Table 2.3. Notice
that Periods I and III have about equal number of observations which is handy for statistical
inference. The two periods represent turbulent and calm regimes, respectively: Period I
represents the "IT-bubble" and Period III its aftermath.7 Their volatilities seem to di?er
from each other by simply looking at the return series (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2, lower panels).8
Structural breaks are known to be able to generate artiﬁcial long-memory [see, e.g., Granger
and Hyung (2004)]. Mikosch and Sta˘rica˘ (2004) argue that long-memory might be due to
non-stationarity implying that stationary models are inappropriate over longer horizons.
In order to get reliable long-memory estimates, it is safer to analyze these two periods
separately (although the model we reviewed in Section 2.3 accommodates non-stationarity).
7Polzehl, Spokoiny, and Sta˘rica˘ (2004) ﬁnd that the "U.S. 2001 recession" may have started as early as
October 2000 and ended as late as summer 2003, supporting our data separation to two periods.
8Counterintuitively, the standard deviation of Period I returns is actually smaller than that of Period III
(0?3789 vs. 0?3869, respectively). Similarly, the means of absolute returns are 0?1874 and 0?2287, respectively.
Wavelet variance decomposition in the next section will shed more light on this ﬁnding.
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Table 2.3. Descriptive key statistics for the (log)returns of Periods I and III.
Nobs Min. 1st Q. Med. Mean 3rd Q. Max. Std.
I 35 614 ?11?61 ?0?1118 0 +3?747?? 03 0?1161 10?97 0?3789
III 31 520 ?11?16 ?0?1523 0 ?6?798?? 04 0?1534 14?05 0?3869
Period I (January 4, 1999 - August 31, 2000)
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Figure 2.1. Price and return series of Period I (IT-bubble period).
The sample autocorrelation function (ACF) of returns in Periods I and III di?er from
each other (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4, top panels). The market openings on the HSE and the
NYSE seem to cause statistically signiﬁcant linear dependence in Period I.9 (This does not
necessarily imply arbitrage opportunities because transactions costs can be high.) Based
on the ACF, it would also seem that the market became more e?cient when they cooled
down. It is a bit surprising, though, that in Period I no signiﬁcant negative autocorrelation
of MA(1)-type exists that is typically reported and attributed to bid-ask bounce [Andersen
9The NYSE opens at 9 : 30 a.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST). When comparing the ﬁgures to each
other, recall that the length of the trading day was di?erent in Periods I and III (see Table 2.1).
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Period III (April 17, 2001 - March 30, 2002)
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Figure 2.2. Price and return series of Period III (aftermath period).
and Bollerslev (1997a) for example report ?0?04 in the FX markets with 5-minute data].
In Period III, however, signiﬁcant negative ﬁrst-lag autocorrelation appears (?0?08). This
suggests that in Period I the bid-ask spread entirely reﬂected information factors and not
real frictions [see Stoll (2000)]. We decide not to ﬁlter out the one-lag dynamics because its
e?ect on the type of analysis we carry out is not signiﬁcant.
To proxy volatility, we use absolute returns as suggested for example by Ding, Granger,
and Engle (1993). This is for a couple of reasons. First, as is well known, absolute re-
turns produce unbiased estimates of volatility (although they become very noisy over long
horizons) [see, e.g., Andersen and Bollerslev (1998a)]. Second, taking the absolute values
of returns instead of squaring them prevents a downward bias in semi-parametric long-
memory estimation [see Wright (2002)]. Third (related to the second), squaring returns
produces more outliers and is less robust against asymmetry and non-normality of returns
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Figure 2.3. The sample ACFs of returns (above) and volatility proxy (below) in Period I.
The 95% critical bound (dashed line) is for Gaussian white noise (±1?96???).
[Davidian and Carroll (1987)]. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, because we want
to have intraday estimates of volatility every 5 minutes, the theoretically more attractive
realized volatility estimation technique becomes practically impossible to apply here.
The sample ACFs of absolute returns stay signiﬁcantly positive for a long time in both
periods (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4, lower panels). In Period III, for example, the ﬁrst-lag
autocorrelation (0?32) is well above the critical bound [Andersen and Bollerslev (1997a) ﬁnd
0?31]. Clearly, the returns are not independently distributed. Although the pattern is quite
similar in both periods, there are some important di?erences. First, the ACF peaks higher in
Period I than in Period III. This peak is caused by the large (on average) overnight return in
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Figure 2.4. The sample ACFs of returns (above) and volatility proxy (below) in Period
III. The 95% critical bound (dashed line) is for Gaussian white noise (±1?96???).
Period I. The larger "overnight e?ect" in Period I is most probably due to the more frequent
news arrival, irrational exuberance, and shorter trading day on the HSE (information had
more time to accumulate over night and especially in the United States). Second, in Period
I the ﬁrst peak just prior to the highest peak is a reﬂection of the opening of the New York
stock markets, here referred to as the "New York e?ect."10 In Period III, on the other hand,
the NY-e?ect is weaker which is probably due to the longer trading day on the HSE and the
generally weaker link between the U.S. and European markets after the burst of the bubble.
10It is of course possible that other markets a?ect volatility on the HSE but as will be demonstrated later
(Section 2.5.5), the average intraday volatility peaks at the opening of the NYSE. Volatility spillover e?ects
are reported for example by Engle, Ito, and Lin (1990) who call them "meteor showers."
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Table 2.4. Wavelet levels and time-scales.
Level Scale Associated with changes of
1 1 5min
2 2 10min
3 4 20min
4 8 40min
5 16 80min
6 32 160min ? 3 h
7 64 320min ? 5 h
8 128 640min ? 11 h
9 256 1 280min ? 21 h
10 512 2 560min ? 43 h
11 1 024 5 120min ? 85 h
12 2 048 10 240min ? 171 h
2.5.2 Multiresolution decomposition
In order to study volatility at di?erent time-scales, the MODWT(? = 12) is applied to
absolute returns using LA(8) with reﬂecting boundary. This makes sense because wavelets
can be used to decompose a time series in a fully energy preserving way (see Section 2.2.2).
The ﬁrst 12 wavelet levels with the corresponding time-scales and associated changes are
reported in Table 2.4.11 Although the time-scales can be interpreted in "calendar time," one
must be careful because the length of the trading day varied over the two periods. So, for
example, in Period I the ﬁrst 6 levels correspond to intraday (and daily) dynamics capturing
frequencies 1?64 ? ? ? 1?2? i.e., oscillations with a period of 10 ? 320 (= 2 × 5 ? 64 × 5)
minutes. In Period III, on the other hand, the ﬁrst 7 levels correspond to intraday (and
daily) dynamics capturing frequencies 1?128 ? ? ? 1?2? i.e., oscillations with a period of
10?640minutes. In terms of changes, the 6th level in Period I corresponds to approximately
a half of a trading day (in Period III it corresponds to the 7th level). These two levels serve
as "natural watersheds" between intraday and interday (and larger) dynamics. The idea is
to next analyze the wavelet variances of volatility at various levels, relate them to each other
through scaling laws, and pay some special attention to the possible "crossover points."
11An unfortunate consequence of the dyadic dilation is that time-scales become coarse rapidly so that
not all of the potentially interesting scales are recovered. The non-dyadic extension [Pollock and Lo Cascio
(2004)] could o?er some new interesting insights in this respect.
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2.5.3 Global scaling laws and long-memory
Most of the energy of volatility is located at the smallest time-scales (the highest frequencies).
The relationship between the time-scale and wavelet variance is actually approximately
hyperbolic or, on a double-logarithmic scale, approximately linear (see Figure 2.5).12 In
Figure 2.5 we have also drawn a Gaussian conﬁdence interval for the wavelet variances
for Period III. Similar to the ﬁnding of Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher (2001a) in the FX
markets, this ﬁgure suggests that there may exist two di?erent scaling regions in Period I.
[Recall that a break at the 7th level is associated with 320-minute changes (Table 2.4).]
Because Period III has a longer trading day (11 vs. 7 hours), a break in its scaling
law could be expected to occur at the 8th level. But there is no such break in Period III.
The di?erence between the two scaling laws is most evident at level 6 where the wavelet
variance for Period I lies above the wavelet variance for Period III. Although this is not a
statistically rigorous test, it does give some indication of their di?erence because the number
of observations are similar in both periods. The level 6 empirical wavelet coe?cients of
Period I can be seen to be more volatile than the same level time series of Period III by casual
inspection (the empirical wavelet coe?cients at some levels are included in Appendix 2.A.3).
Thus, qualitatively at least, Period I appears to have more energy at level 6. This does not
explain the large number of jumps in Figure 2.1, however, because sudden jumps should be
well-captured by the 1st level (not the 6th). But in fact, the 1st level wavelet variance for
Period I lies outside the conﬁdence interval for Period III as well. The corresponding time
series of the empirical wavelet coe?cients again support this conjecture (Appendix 2.A.3).
We conclude that the di?erent outlook for Period I is due to a signiﬁcantly larger amount
of energy at levels 1 and 6 (corresponding to 5-minute and approximately 3-hour changes,
respectively). This then raises the question of what might have caused the di?erence.
As explained in Introduction, the di?erence in the overall level of volatility can be at-
tributed to speciﬁc time-scales that correspond to certain type of players in the market. For
12Levels 11 and 12 appear to be contaminated by boundary e?ects. The wavelet ﬁlter becomes too wide
for the reﬂecting boundary too work well. These two levels are thus ignored in the analysis below.
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Figure 2.5. The wavelet variances of Periods I (continuous dark line) and III (dashed line)
on a double-logarithmic scale. The Gaussian 95% conﬁdence interval of Period III is also
drawn (dotted line).
example, the jumps at the 1st level can be argued to measure the ﬂow of new information
and the general level of nervousness.13 This is the type of information short-run speculators
ﬁnd valuable. Because most of the big jumps at this level are caused by overnight returns,
such speculators have probably rebalanced their positions at the market openings. But the
di?erence at the 6th level is not so easily attributable to any speciﬁc group of investors (such
as speculators operating at a daily interval) because the intraday volatility seasonality is
particularly strong in Period I and it may have a?ected the scaling law. This is studied more
13Level 1 may be a?ected by market microstructure noise (such as the bid-ask bounce) to some small
extent. In order to be on the safe side, we ignore level 1 in the OLS-regressions below.
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carefully in Section 2.5.5. Before that we take a good look at the memory of the process
which may well be closely related to the existance of di?erent players in the market.
As shown in Section 2.2.3, scaling laws are intimately related to the memory of the
DGP. The observed initial rapid decay of the sample autocorrelation followed by a very slow
rate of dissipation is characteristic of slowly mean-reverting fractionally integrated processes
that exhibit hyperbolic rate of decay (i.e., long-memory).14 The estimation of the fractional
di?erencing parameter ? is now conducted for Periods I and III separately as described in
Eq. (2.2) [see, e.g., Jensen (2000) and Tkacz (2000)]. Following Ray and Tsay (2000),
we use standard errors obtained from regression theory to judge the signiﬁcance of the
results. We ﬁrst notice that all the estimates fall in the interval (0? 1?2) which supports
the conjectured long-memory (see Table 2.5). Period I has systematically slightly larger
estimates than Period III when the OLS-regressions are run with di?erent levels as the
explanatory variable. In line with Figure 2.5 (showing the kink in Period I), the coe?cients
with the intraday levels (?1 = 2? ???? 6) and the larger levels (?2 = 7? ???? 10) do not di?er
signiﬁcantly from each other in Period III but may well do so in Period I.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the long-memory features of volatility may arise through the
interaction of a large number of heterogenous information arrivals. This view builds on the
work of Tauchen and Pitts (1983) who model volatility as depending on (i) the average rate
of new information ﬂowing to the market, (ii) the number of active traders, and (iii) the
rate of disagreement of action among them. The last point stresses investor heterogenuity in
line with Granger (1980) who shows that the aggretion of simple dynamic models can create
long-memory. In fact, intraday traders almost by deﬁnition react to news di?erently than
long-term investors do. Moreover, price adjustments [reported for example by Ederington
and Lee (1993)] may be slower when the news come as a surprise. It is very likely that all
these factors were more signiﬁcant in Period I than in Period III.
We are aware that the relatively short time-span of the data (about 1?5 years in both
periods) may be criticized in this context. It could be that the long-memory estimate has not
14In contrast, most (G)ARCH models exhibit exponential rate of decay [see, e.g., Breidt, Crato, and de
Lima (1998)].
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Table 2.5. OLS-regression results of the global long-memory.
Period I Period III
Levels \(2?? 1) S.E. b? \(2?? 1) S.E. b?
2? 10 ?0?6204 0?0502 0?1898 ?0?6408 0?0206 0?1796
2? 6 ?0?4443 0?0911 0?2778 ?0?5643 0?0440 0?2178
7? 10 ?0?3773 0?0227 0?3114 ?0?5777 0?0400 0?2112
yet converged to its true value and that it is upwards biased. The recent evidence [see, e.g.,
Andersen and Bollerslev (1997a,b) and Bollerslev and Wright (2000)] however suggests that
the performance of the long-memory estimate of volatility is greatly enhanced by increasing
the observation frequency instead of the time-span — and this is actually what we have done.
2.5.4 Local scaling laws and long-memory
Another possible criticism is that the assumption of a constant long-memory structure is
not always reasonable. After all, the information ﬂow rate and the strategies of the market
participants may change a lot over time. Bayraktar, Poor, and Sircar (2004) tackle the
problem of time-varying long-memory by segmenting the data before estimation. Whitcher
and Jensen (2000) however argue that the ability to estimate local behavior by applying a
partitioning scheme to a global estimating procedure is inadequate when compared with an
estimator designed to capture time-varying features. We thus apply their MODWT-based
method for estimating the local long-memory parameter ?(?). But in contrast to Jensen and
Whitcher (2000) who use log-squared returns to estimate volatility, we use absolute returns
(for reasons explained in Section 2.5.1).15 Notice that we are in fact implicitly assuming that
absolute results are generated by a locally stationary process [Eq. (2.4) continues to hold].
This assumption is certainly more reasonable than an assumption of covariance stationarity.
We report here only the results for levels 2?10 because they give the most stable results.
The behavior of the local long-memory parameter ?(?) estimates for Periods I and III is
similar (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7). The estimate tends to stay in the long-memory interval
15Taking absolute values instead of squaring the returns (and then taking a logarithm) also helps us to
prevent outliers generated by taking a logarithm of a return close to zero — known as the "inlier problem."
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Local long-memory parameter estimates (Period I)
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Figure 2.6. Local long-memory parameter estimates of Period I (top) and the time-aligned
return (middle) and price (bottom) series.
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Local long-memory parameter estimates (Period III)
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Figure 2.7. Local long-memory parameter estimates of Period III (top) and the time-
aligned return (middle) and price (bottom) series.
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Table 2.6. Key statistics for time-varying long-memory.
Min. 1st Q. Med. Mean 3rd Q. Max. ?2 df ?
I ?0?3426 0?2084 0?3117 0?3020 0?4056 1?0313 5?5039 2 0?0638
III ?0?3287 0?1663 0?2505 0?2412 0?3262 0?6624 3?6219 2 0?1635
Note: ?2 is the Jarque—Bera test statistic for normality (? ?2).
(0? 1?2) although jumps tend to pull it downwards and out of bounds. The estimate is
however mean reverting, unconditionally Gaussian, and it seems to stabilize when volatility
is low. We also ﬁnd that a steady increase in the price increases the estimate of long-memory,
in line with the deﬁnition of long-memory. Notice, in particular, that the median of the local
long-memory parameter estimate in Period I is larger than in Period III (see Table 2.6).
Finally, although we do not discuss it in detail here, we note that it might be possible to
ﬁnd a reasonably realistic stochastic structure for ?(?) and use that in volatility forecasting.
We would then have to consider the e?ect of structural breaks more seriously because they
have been shown to bias the estimate of ?(?) upwards [see, e.g., Granger and Hyung (1999)].
The timing and the size of the breaks would then be particularly important to know.
2.5.5 The e?ect of volatility periodicity
We now describe how volatility typically behaves during the day on the HSE in order to
evaluate its e?ect on the above results. On average, the shape of intraday volatility is similar
in Periods I and III (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9). After the highly volatile ﬁrst 5 minutes (the
overnight returns being excluded), volatility calms down smoothly. At afternoon hours, the
behavior of volatility becomes abrupt again. The ﬁrst afternoon peak occurs at 3 : 35 p.m.
and the next one at 4 : 35 p.m. The former peak is most probably due to the scheduled U.S.
macro news announcements.16 The latter peak is the NY-e?ect (see Section 2.5.1). There
is also a small but distinct 5-minute peak half an hour later at 5 : 05 p.m. which we believe
to be caused by macro news as well. In Period III, on the other hand, the most visible peak
is at 6 : 05 p.m. (and right after it). This is exactly when the AMT begins. It is thus an
16The most important U.S. macro news announcements are released at 8 : 30 a.m. and 10 : 00 a.m. EST.
These include for example the employment report [see Ederington and Lee (1993), Andersen and Bollerslev
(1998b), and Bollerslev, Cai, and Song (2000)].
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Figure 2.8. Intraday volatility in Period I (continuous line) and the FFF-ﬁt (dashed).
artifact of the simultaneous trading and indicates that our ﬁlter was not totally succesful
in removing the AMT trades (see Section 3). Finally, in both periods, the last 5 minutes of
trading also experience a sudden but small increase. This is probably caused by intradaily
traders’ need to close their accounts for the day. In general, it can be said that the average
volatility pattern is an "inverse-J" (or perhaps rather a "W") which is in line with earlier
empirical studies using data from the NYSE [see, e.g., Wood, McInish, and Ord (1985)].17
We remove the intraday volatility seasonality by the Fourier ﬂexible form (FFF) method
17Similar stock market studies include Harris (1986) and Lockwood and Linn (1990). In the FX markets,
volatility periodicities are associated with the opening and closing of various ﬁnancial centers around the
world [see, e.g., Andersen and Bollerslev (1997a, 1998b)]. In the interest rate and FX futures markets,
volatility periodicities are due to the scheduled macro news announcements [see Ederington and Lee (1993)].
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Average Volatility Fit (Period III)
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Figure 2.9. Intraday volatility in Period III (continuous line) and the FFF-ﬁt (dashed).
(see Appendix 2.A.2).18 The FFF has been succesfully applied on stock market data before
[see, e.g., Martens, Chang, and Taylor (2002)]. We use the minimum number of sinusoids
that give a reasonable ﬁt. For Period I, the FFF-ﬁt (with 3 sinusoids) is
b? (?;?) = ?4?06
(0?94)???
+ 1?29
(2?69)
?
?1
? 0?27
(0?90)
?2
?2
+ 2?29
(0?34)???
1?=?1 + 1?23
(0?27)???
1?=?2
+
μ
1?20
(0?52)?
cos
?2?
?
+ 0?23
(0?10)?
sin
?2?
?
+ 0?33
(0?13)?
cos
?4?
?
?0?05
(0?06)
sin
?4?
?
+ 0?14
(0?07)?
cos
?6?
?
? 0?06
(0?05)
sin
?6?
?
¶
?
18Wavelets could be used to annihilate the intraday dependencies [see Gençay, Selçuk, and Whitcher
(2001b)]. Unfortunately, by considering the interdaily and longer dynamics (i.e., the wavelet smooth of level
? ? 6), we were not able to reproduce the hyperbolic decay in the sample ACF of the ﬁltered series.
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and for Period III (with 4 sinusoids) it is
b? (?;?) = 1?85
(0?87)?
? 11?17
(2?54)???
?
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?2
?2
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The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors and the asterices the corresponding
signiﬁcance codes (for 0?001? 0?01? and 0?05). ?1 and ?2 are normalizing constants and ?
is the total number of return intervals ? per day. Indices ?1 and ?2 mark the time of the
HSE market opening and the ﬁrst U.S. macro news accouncement, respectively.
Although admittedly a bit of a sidetrip, the FFF-regression results are explicitly reported
here because they are interesting in their own right. The estimates imply, in particular, that
volatility corresponding to the HSE market opening and the U.S. macro news announcement
in Period I increased by 3?14 and 1?85 percent, respectively [see Andersen and Bollerslev
(1998b)]. In Period III these e?ects were a bit weaker, accounting for 2?25 and 1?45 percent.
This is in line with the view that markets reacted more strongly in the bubble period than
in its aftermath. By comparing the average volatility patterns, the NY-e?ect is seen to have
been relatively a bit stronger in Period I as well (compare Figures 2.8 and 2.9).19
The (seasonality) ﬁltered return series e???? do not include the overnight returns (see
Appendix 2.A.2). Thus, in order to compare the scaling laws of the ﬁltered returns to the
original return series ???? [see Eq. (2.6)], the overnight returns must be ﬁrst omitted from
????. Naturally this reduces the total energy of volatility. In particular, energy due to the
smallest time-scales is signiﬁcantly reduced in Period I where the overnight returns play
a bigger role (see Section 2.5.1). The forms of the scaling laws do not change much (see
Figure 2.10, upper panel) but the seasonality removal does a?ect the form of the scaling law
19The drawn FFF-ﬁts are obtained by applying |???? ? ?| = (b????1?2) exp h b?(?;??? ?)?2i exp (b?????2) ? In
their paper, Andersen and Bollerslev (1997b) are vague especially about the scaling factor (b????1?2).
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Table 2.7. OLS-regression results for seasonality adjusted volatility.
Period I Period III
Levels \(2?? 1) S.E. b? \(2?? 1) S.E. b?
2? 10 ?0?4483 0?0334 0?2758 ?0?5468 0?0155 0?2266
2? 6 ?0?3326 0?0955 0?3337 ?0?6218 0?0069 0?1891
7? 10 ?0?5429 0?0199 0?2286 ?0?4692 0?0320 0?2654
Table 2.8. Key statistics for time-varying long-memory in adjusted volatility.
Min. 1st Q. Med. Mean 3rd Q. Max. ?2 df ?
I ?0?3737 0?2591 0?3464 0?3415 0?4300 1?1873 12?322 2 0?0021
III ?0?3446 0?1992 0?2803 0?2682 0?3481 0?7073 5?3449 2 0?0691
Note: ?2 is the Jarque—Bera test statistic for normality (? ?2).
in Period I. The kink is smoothed out; the interdaily wavelet variances increase considerably
compared to the intradaily wavelet variances. Almost all of the periodicity-ﬁltered wavelet
variances are signiﬁcantly di?erent from the wavelet variances of the original volatility series
(with the overnight returns excluded). The scaling law in Period I is still not perfectly linear:
the intradaily and larger regions remain. In Period III the changes are more subtle.
A direct consequence of the change in the scaling law is a change in the estimates of long-
memory. The global estimates of ? increase signiﬁcantly in both periods (more in Period I
than in Period III) (see Table 2.7). [Thus, the OLS-method does not seem to be robust in
this sense in contrast to the ﬁnding of Bayraktar, Poor, and Sircar (2004).] The removal of
the intraday periodicity a?ects the local long-memory estimates too although not as clearly.
The medians of b?(?) increase by approximately 0?03 in both periods: from 0?3117 to 0?3464
(Period I) and from 0?2505 to 0?2803 (Period III) (see Table 2.8).
Finally, we would like to point out that in Period I the FFF-method mistakingly enlarges
the amplitude of some intraday jumps, thus making the range of the estimates of ?(?) wider
and the unconditional distribution only nearly Gaussian. In between the jumps, however,
the path of b?(?) becomes steadier (see Figure 2.11, left-hand side). The 1st and 3rd quantile
conﬁrm that the unconditional distribution is more concentrated around the mean value.
The path stabilizes in Period III as well (see Figure 2.11, right-hand side).
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Figure 2.10. The scaling laws of the overnight return excluded series (continuous line in
top panel) and the original return series (dark line in the top panel). The seasonality ﬁltered
series are drawn below (dark line in the lower panel). The Gaussian 95% conﬁdence intervals
are also drawn (dotted thin line in both panels).
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Figure 2.11. Unconditional distributions of the estimate of ?(?).
2.6 Conclusions
In this essay we have studied the time-varying behavior of the scaling law and long-memory
in volatility using wavelet analysis. We have hypothesized that the markets consist of
di?erent type of investors and that they are to a large extent identiﬁable by their time-
scale of operation. The main results are that (i) di?erent scaling regions can appear in
stock markets, (ii) the scaling law is systematically di?erent from the Brownian square-root
scaling law, (iii) the scaling law is not constant over time, and that (iv) the behavior can for
a signiﬁcant part be explained by an intraday periodicity here referred to as the "New York
e?ect." We also ﬁnd evidence that long-memory varies over time and it appears to have been
stronger in the bubble period than its aftermath. These results should be of considerable
interest to at least researchers and risk management professionals. The results suggest that
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it would be useful to do a more rigorous quantitative study along these lines in the future.
More speciﬁcally, the "global" wavelet analysis reveals some di?erences between the IT-
bubble and its aftermath period. In the bubble period, a break in the scaling law occurs at
a daily frequency implying that the traditional time-scale invariant scaling by square-root of
time would lead to misleading results. In other words, intraday speculators and long-term
investors face di?erent type of risks that are not scalable in the standard fashion. In the
aftermath period no such break occurs, suggesting that the form of the scaling law is able to
evolve over time and making the standard scaling potentially even more misleading. We also
ﬁnd that the frenzy behavior of the intraday speculators can for a signiﬁcant part explain
the change in the form of the scaling law. The strong New York e?ect seem to have caused
changes in the form of the scaling law in the bubble period.
The "local" wavelet analysis supports the global ﬁnding that the scaling law is able
to evolve over time. The intimate relationship between the scaling law and memory of
the process implies that long-memory is not constant over time either. In particular, we
ﬁnd evidence that long-memory is signiﬁcantly stronger in the bubble period than in its
aftermath. The locally stationary LMSV model suggested in the literature may be a useful
forecasting tool but before estimating it, the intraday volatility periodicity should ﬁrst be
taken care of by some suitable method. We ﬁnd that the removal of the intraday volatility
periodicity increases the local long-memory estimates on average.
The underlying reasons for long-memory and its time-varying behavior are not addressed
in this essay in depth. It seems unlikely, however, that in this particular case the observed
long-memory would be caused by structural breaks due to our data precautions. It is more
probable that the bubble period experienced truly stronger long-memory caused by irrational
exuberance and more frequent news arrival which made the contrast between di?erent type
of investors in the market more obvious. This in turn was driven by factors such as loose
monetary policy in the U.S. [see Lee (2004)]. The exact identiﬁcation of structural breaks
should turn out useful in showing this and would also help in modeling long-memory over
time. Structural breaks can be identiﬁed by wavelet methods as well [see, e.g., Wang (1995)].
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2.A Appendix
2.A.1 Fractional di?erencing and long-memory
A real-valued discrete parameter fractional ARIMA (ARFIMA) process {??} is often deﬁned
with a binomial series expansion,
(1??)??? :=
?X
?=0
μ
?
?
¶
(?1)??????
where ? is the lag operator and
¡?
?
¢
:= ?!?!(???)! =
?(?+1)
?(?+1)?(???+1) ? These models were originally
introduced by Granger and Joyeux (1980) and Hosking (1981).
In ARFIMAmodels the long-memory dependency is characterized solely by the fractional
di?erencing parameter ?. A time series is said to exhibit "long-memory" when it has a
covariance function ?(?) and a spectrum ?(?) such that they are of the same order as ?2??1
and ??2?, when ? ? ? and ? ? 0, respectively. For 0 ? ? ? 1?2? an ARFIMA model
exhibits long-memory, and for ?1?2 ? ? ? 0 it exhibits antipersistence. In practice, the
range |?| ? 1?2 is of particular interest because then an ARFIMA model is stationary and
invertible [see Hosking (1981)].
Details concerning long-memory can be found for example in Beran (1994). Fractionally
integrated processes in econometrics are described in Baillie (1996).
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2.A.2 Fourier ﬂexible form
Following Andersen and Bollerslev (1997b, 1998b), intraday returns ???? (i.e., returns with
overnight returns excluded) can be decomposed as
???? = E (????) +
???????????
?
?
where in their notation ? refers to the total number of return intervals ? per day (not to
the total length of the series), ?? is the daily volatility factor, and ???? is an IID random
variable with mean 0 and variance 1? Notice that ???? (the periodic component for the ?th
intraday interval) depends on the characteristics of trading day ?. By then squaring both
sides and taking logarithms, deﬁne ???? to be
???? := 2 log [|???? ? E (????)|]? log ?2? + log? = log ?2??? + log?2????
so that ???? consists of a deterministic and a stochastic component.
The modeling of ???? is done by non-linear regression in ? and ??,
???? = ? (?;??? ?) + ?????
where ???? := log?2????E
¡
log?2???
¢
is an IID random variable with mean 0? In practice, the
estimation of ? is implemented by the following parametric expression:
? (?;??? ?) =
?X
?=0
???
"
?0? + ?1?
?
?1
+ ?2?
?2
?2
+
?X
?=1
???1?=??
+
?X
?=1
μ
??? cos
??2?
?
+ ??? sin
??2?
?
¶#
?
where ?1 := (? + 1)?2 and ?2 := (? + 1)(? + 2)?6 are normalizing constants. If we
set ? = 0 and ? = 0, then this reduces to the standard FFF proposed by Gallant (1981).
The trigonometric functions are ideally suited for smoothly varying patterns. Andersen and
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Bollerslev (1997b) argue that in equity markets allowing for ? ? 1 is important, however:
including cross-terms in the regression allows ???? to depend on the overall level of volatility
on trading day ?. The actual estimation of ? is most easily accomplished using a two-step
procedure described in Andersen and Bollerslev (1997b).
The normalized estimator of the intraday periodic component for interval ? on day ? is
b???? = ? exp
³ b?????2´P[??? ]
?=1
P?
?=1 exp
³ b?????2´ ?
where ? is the total length of the sample and [??? ] denotes the number of trading days.
The ﬁltered returns e???? (returns free from the volatility periodicity) are then obtained as
e???? := ?????b?????
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2.A.3 Empirical wavelet coe?cients
Volatility (January 4, 1999 - August 31, 2000)
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Figure 2.12. Volatility and the MODWT wavelet coe?cients of Period I (? = 2 and 4).
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Figure 2.13. The MODWT wavelet coe?cients of Period I (? = 6? 8 and 10).
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Volatility (April 17, 2001 - March 30, 2002)
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Figure 2.14. Volatility and the MODWT wavelet coe?cients of Period III (? = 2 and 4).
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Figure 2.15. The MODWT wavelet coe?cients of Period III (? = 6? 8 and 10).
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Figure 2.16. The 1st level MODWT wavelet coe?cients of Periods I and III.
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Chapter 3
A ?-Weibull Autoregressive Conditional Model and
Threshold Dependence
Abstract This essay generalizes the ACD models of Engle and Russell (1998)
using the so-called ?-Weibull distribution as the conditional distribution. The new
speciﬁcation allows the hazard function to be non-monotonic. We document that the
q-Weibull distribution recently suggested in physics as a generalization of the Weibull
distribution is closely related to the much older Burr Type XII distribution in statistics.
The nested, more heavy-tailed, ?-exponential distribution is also being used. Data from
the New York and the Helsinki Stock Exchange show that the ?-Weibull speciﬁcation
outperforms the standard speciﬁcations and performs as well as the Burr speciﬁcation
of Grammig and Maurer (2000). The more parsimonious ?-exponential speciﬁcation
typically provides a reasonable ﬁt. We also ﬁnd that the price threshold used a?ects
the shape of the hazard function and thus the relative success of the models.
Keywords: ACD model; Hazard function; Market microstructure; ?-exponential
distribution; ?-Weibull distribution; Ultra-high-frequency data
JEL Classiﬁcation Numbers: C16, C22, C41
3.1 Introduction
Financial data are inherently irregularly spaced. Engle (2000) calls the limit when all trans-
actions are recorded "ultra-high-frequency" data. When sampling such data at ﬁxed time
intervals (e.g., 5min), we lose potentially important information because trades tend to
cluster di?erently within a ﬁxed interval. In order to avoid any loss of information in a
parametric setup, we must be able to model the irregularity as accurately as possible.
It is common practice to call the di?erence between two consecutive trade recording times
a "duration" or, more precisely, a "trade duration." Trade durations reﬂect the intensiveness
of trading. They do not reveal all the possibly interesting characteristics of the market,
however. Other type of durations can be considered by deﬁning the event di?erently. A
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"volume duration" is deﬁned as the duration between trades that cross a certain cumulative
volume threshold. Volume durations are related to the concept of market liquidity. Similarly,
a "price duration" is deﬁned as the duration between trades that cross a certain cumulative
price threshold. Price durations are often found the most interesting duration type because
of their relevance in instantaneous volatility measurement [Engle and Russell (1998)], option
pricing [Prigent, Renault, and Scaillet (1999)], and empirical testing of microstructure theory
[Engle and Russell (1998) and Bauwens and Giot (2000), among others].
The basic parametric modeling tool for durations — whether trade, price, or volume
durations — is the autoregressive conditional duration (ACD) model of Engle and Russell
(1998). Their model is based on an analogous idea as the tremendously popular (G)ARCH
models for volatility [Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986)]: the underlying process is assumed
to be observable conditional on the past. Its simple mechanism generates clustering of
durations to slow and fast periods in the same manner as volatility clusters to tranquil and
turbulent periods. In this essay we are interested in the correct form of the conditional (or
the error term) distribution of price durations and not speciﬁcally in their conditional mean.
In their seminal article, Engle and Russell (1998) apply the exponential and Weibull
distributions as the conditional distribution. The exponential distribution has a ﬂat hazard
function which makes it particularly easy to work with. Unfortunately, Engle and Russell
(1998) ﬁnd a ﬂat hazard function to be inconsistent with data. The Weibull distribution
performs better empirically by allowing for a monotonically decreasing hazard function.
This is however not quite satisfactory either because the hazard function is often found to
be increasing for very small durations and decreasing for longer durations [Lunde (1999),
Bauwens and Veredas (1999), Engle (2000), and Grammig and Maurer (2000)]. A misspeci-
ﬁed hazard function can have severe consequences particularly in ﬁnite samples; the Monte
Carlo simulations of Grammig and Maurer (2000) show that quasi maximum likelihood
estimators of the exponential and Weibull—ACD models tend to be biased and ine?cient.
This can in turn lead to erroneous predictions of expected durations that can be harmful
in an ACD—GARCH framework [Ghysels and Jasiak (1998) and Engle (2000)]. Moreover,
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intraday volatility estimation by price duration models is heavily dependent on the correct
form of the hazard function [Engle and Russell (1998)].1
Grammig and Maurer (2000) propose the more general Burr distribution as the condi-
tional distribution. The Burr distribution has two shape parameters which allow it to have
a non-monotonic hazard function of "inverted U" shape. For the same reason Lunde (1999)
proposes using the generalized gamma distribution. These generalizations can be regarded
analogous in spirit to the succesful generalization of the (Gaussian) GARCH model to the
more fat tailed Student-?—GARCH model [Bollerslev (1987)]. Both the Burr and the gen-
eralized gamma distribution nest the exponential and Weibull distributions. They can also
take a variety of other distributional forms, including a fat-tailed form. Such ﬂexibility was
noted to be desirable already by Engle and Russell (1998).
Bauwens et al. (2004) compare several di?erent duration models. They consider not
only linear and logarithmic [Bauwens and Giot (2000)] ACD speciﬁcations but also more
complex speciﬁcations: the threshold ACD [Zhang, Russell, and Tay (2001)], the stochastic
conditional duration model [Bauwens and Veredas (1999)], and the stochastic volatility
duration model [Ghysels, Gouriéroux, and Jasiak (2004)]. The simple ACD models fair best
in their study. Bauwens et al. (2004) conclude that a good model has to have a conditional
distribution that is able to put a lot of probability mass on small durations but not too
much on very small durations. They end up recommending the generalized gamma or the
Burr—(log)ACD model.
We propose yet another generalization of the ACD model of Engle and Russell (1998).
The conditional distribution is now assumed to follow the so-called ?-Weibull distribution.
This distribution has been recently found in statistical mechanics and its application to
ﬁnancial data is one the main motivating factors of this essay. The other main motivating
factor is that our generalization allows for a non-monotonic hazard function. It also allows
1The (conditional) hazard function of price durations is linked to the instantaneous intraday volatility by
?2(? | I??1) = [???? (?)]2 ?(?? | I??1)? where ? (?) is the stock price at time ?, ?? is the price threshold, ?(·)
is the hazard function, and I??1 is the information available at time of the (?? 1)th trade. Similarly, Cho
and Frees (1988) show that a "temporal" volatility estimator robust to price discreteness can be constructed
based on the ﬁrst time at which a stock price crosses a prespeciﬁed threshold.
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for a survivor function that puts more mass on the right tail than the Weibull distribution.
We compare the performance of the ?-Weibull—ACD model and its special case — the ?-
exponential—ACD model — to the performance of the standard ACD models using price
duration data from the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Helsinki Stock Exchange
(HSE). We conﬁrm that in general price durations are best modeled using a non-monotonic
hazard function. The ?-Weibull and Burr—ACDmodels are found to perform best. The more
parsimonious models (with monotonic hazard function), particularly the ?-exponential—ACD
model, improve their performance relative to the others when the price threshold is increased.
This essay is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we review and study the ?-Weibull
distribution. In Section 3.3, we apply the ?-Weibull distribution in the ACD framework. We
describe the data in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we present our empirical results. Section
3.6 concludes. Appendix 3.A collects some technical results and additional tables.
3.2 The ?-Weibull distribution
The ?-Weibull distribution has its roots in physics where it was introduced and applied by
Picoli, Mendes, and Malacarne (2003). The ?-Weibull distribution smoothly interpolates
the Weibull and ?-exponential distributions which makes it more fat tailed than the Weibull
distribution. The parameter ? — called the entropy index in statistical mechanics — was
originally introduced by Tsallis (1988) in order to generalize the (Boltzmann—Gibbs) normal
entropy. The "Tsallis entropy" can be used to derive generalizations of some standardly
used distributions such as the Gaussian or the exponential. This type of generalizations are
typically identiﬁed by the preﬁx ? (not to be confused with the ?-series distributions); see
Gell-Mann and Tsallis (2004) for theoretical background and interdisciplinary applications.
Borland (2002), in particular, has succesfully applied the ?-Gaussian distribution in option
pricing. The ?-Weibull distribution has not however, to our best knowledge, been applied in
economics or ﬁnance before. Most of its properties such as the shape of its hazard function
have also remained unknown. Thus, we next document some of its basic characteristics.
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Figure 3.1. Densities of ?-Weibull with di?erent parameter values (? = 1)?
Deﬁne the ?-exponential function exp?[??] := [1? (1? ?)?]1?(1??) if 1? (1? ?)? ? 0 and
0 otherwise. By restricting ourselves to the positive quadrant, ? ? 0, the ?-Weibull density
function can be written as
? ??(?) = (2? ?)
?
??
???1exp?
?
?
μ
?
?
¶?¸
? (3.1)
where ? ? 0 and 1 ? ? ? 2 are shape parameters [the lower bound of ? being more
stringent than in Picoli, Mendes, and Malacarne (2003)] and ? ? 0 a scale parameter (see
Figure 3.1). The ﬁrst two moments of the ?-Weibull distribution are given in Appendix
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3.A.1. At this point, an astute reader may also notice the resemblance to the Burr Type
XII (also known as the Singh-Maddala) distribution which has been succesfully applied for
example in income distribution modeling [e.g., McDonald (1984)]. Its density function is
?(?) = ?(????)???1 [1 + (???)?]?(?+1) [Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishnan (1995)].2
Consider the probability of survival to time ?. This probability is given by a survivor
function ? (?) := 1 ? ? (?), where ? (?) is the cumulative distribution function for the cor-
responding random variable ? (denoting the duration of stay in the state of interest). The
survivor function for the ?-Weibull distribution is
? ??(?) =
?
1? (1? ?)
μ
?
?
¶?¸ 2??1??
? (3.2)
Now consider the probability of a state ending between time ? and time ?+?? conditional
on reaching time ? [e.g., Lancaster (1990, p. 7)]:
?(?) :=
P (? ? ? ? ?+?? | ? ? ?)
??
=
[? (?+??)? ? (?)] ???
1? ? (?)
=
?(?)
? (?)
when ??? 0? This function is called a hazard function and it may be, in general, constant,
monotonically increasing/decreasing, or non-monotonic. If the hazard function is monoton-
ically decreasing, this means that as time passes we become more and more sure that the
stay in the current state will continue. If the hazard function is ﬁrst increasing and only
after that decreasing (i.e., non-monotonic), it means that we are ﬁrst quite sure that we will
continue to stay in the current state but that the probability will temporarily decrease. The
hazard function for the ?-Weibull distribution is
???(?) =
(2? ?)??????1?h
1? (1? ?)
³
?
?
´?i2?? ?
2We thank Anthony Pakes for drawing our attention to this at the International Conference on Time
Series Econometrics, Finance and Risk 2006 conference. The di?erence between the two distributions is
more evident by looking at the cumulative distribution functions, however, given for example in Johnson,
Kotz, and Balakrishnan (1995).
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It is non-monotonic when ? ? 1 and ? ? 1 (see Figure 3.2). After realizing that the closely
related Burr Type XII distribution can be obtained as a (standard) gamma mixture of
Weibull distributions [Rodriquez (1977)], giving rise to a non-monotonic hazard function,
the non-monotonicity of the ?-Weibull hazard function is not in fact surprising.
The ?-Weibull distribution nests three other distributions. Namely, if ? = ? = 1 (or more
precisely, if ? = 1 and ? ? 1), then ???(?) = 1?? (constant) which is the hazard function
for the exponential distribution. If ? = 1 but ? ? 0, then we have the Weibull hazard
function: ???(?) = (1??)? ???1?. It is monotonically increasing if ? ? 1 and decreasing if
0 ? ? ? 1? Finally, if ? = 1 but ? 6= 1, we get the hazard function for the ?-exponential
distribution: ???(?) = (2 ? ?)??1? [1? (1? ?) (???)]2?? ? It is monotonically decreasing if
1 ? ? ? 2? The density and survivor functions for the ?-exponential distribution are directly
obtainable from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). One can also easily conﬁrm (on a semi-logarithmic
scale) that the survivor functions for the ?-exponential and ?-Weibull distributions are able
to put more weight on the right-hand tail than the Weibull distribution which may be
empirically important [see Engle and Russell (1998)].
The density, survivor, and hazard functions for the Burr and generalized gamma dis-
tributions can be found in Lancaster (1990, Ch. 4). Both of them nest the Weibull and
exponential distribution. Neither nest the ?-Weibull distribution, however (or vice versa).
The Burr distribution, of which the Burr Type XII distribution can be seen to be a special
case [Rodriquez (1977)], is also derivable as a gamma mixture of Weibulls [see Lancaster
(1990, p. 68)]. The expressions for the Burr density, survivor, and hazard functions are
slightly more di?cult than for the ?-Weibull distribution. The Burr hazard function is
???(?) = ?(x)????1? [1 + ?2?(x)??] ? where ?(x) is a function of gamma functions depending
on two parameters, ? and ?2. This hazard function is non-monotonic if the shape parameters
fulﬁll ? ? 1 and ?2 ? 0? If ?2 ? 0, the Burr distribution reduces to the Weibull distribution.
If in addition ? = 1? we obtain the exponential distribution. For the generalized gamma
distribution, on the other hand, the condition for a non-monotonic hazard function is given
in Lunde (1999). The hazard function for the generalized gamma distribution cannot be
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Figure 3.2. Hazards of ?-Weibull with di?erent parameter values (? = 5).
written in a closed form, however, which is a disadvantage. For this reason we do not con-
sider the generalized gamma speciﬁcation in the empirical part of this essay but simply note
that our preliminary results suggest that it behaves similarly to the Burr speciﬁcation.
3.3 The ?-Weibull—(log)ACD model
The logarithmic ACD (LACD) model [Bauwens and Giot (2000)] for durations ?? is
?? = ?????
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where ?? is IID noise with mean ? and appropriate distribution, ?? := exp(??), and ? =
1? ???? ?? Then E (?? | I??1) = ??? where ?? := exp(??) is proportional to the function ?? by
a factor L(?? ?) given below (so that ? = 1). The original linear formulation ?? = ???? [Engle
and Russell (1998)] has analogous assumptions.
The conditional expectation ?? can be speciﬁed in many ways [see, e.g., Hautsch (2004)].
We review only the simplest case with one lag (the benchmark case). It is generalizable to
multi-lags in self-explanatory fashion. In the linear ACD(1? 1) speciﬁcation the conditional
expected duration is
?? = ? + ????1 + ????1?
for ? ? 0, ? ? 0 and ? ? 0. These conditions, sometimes called the Bollerslev inequality con-
ditions [Bollerslev (1986)], ensure the positivity of the conditional duration. The parameter
? adjusts to the amount of overdispersion (becoming larger with stronger overdispersion)
while the parameter ? adjusts to the amount of autocorrelation (becoming smaller with
weaker autocorrelation). The additional condition ? + ? ? 1 ensures the existence of the
unconditional mean of the duration. This model stays (strictly) stationary even if the sum
of ? and ? is equal to one, though [see, e.g., Bougerol and Picard (1992)].
The LACD(1? 1) formulation speciﬁes the conditional expected duration to be
?? = ? + ? log ???1 + ????1?
The only constraint on the coe?cients then is ? ? 1?The logarithmic form implies a nonlinear
relation between the duration and its lags. We use this particular logarithmic speciﬁcation
— sometimes referred to as the "Geweke type" or "Type I" — because in the empirical
analysis we exclude all zero durations and ﬁnd it thus logical to work with. In general, the
ﬂexibility given by a logarithmic formulation is often found important in empirical market
microstructure studies where extra covariates (such as volume and spread) are introduced
in the conditional expectation equation.
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The relation between ?? and ?? for the ?-Weibull—(log)ACD model is
L(?? ?)?? = ???
where
L(?? ?) =
(2? ?)
(? ? 1)
(1+?)
?
?
¡
1
?
¢
?
³
1
??1 ?
1
? ? 1
´
??
³
1
??1
´
if ? 6= 1? ? ? 0, and [1?(? ? 1)? 1]? ? 1? In particular we require that 1 ? ? ? 2? This does
not present a problem in estimation because we expect the hazard function to be empirically
non-monotonic (i.e., ? ? 1 and ? ? 1)?
The estimation of the ACDmodel parameters can be done by maximum likelihood (ML).
The function to be maximized is the product of ? densities of ??? i.e., ? (?????) ??? where ?
is the appropriate density and the "standardized durations" ????? are IID. By the deﬁnition
of the ?-Weibull density, we have
?(??) = (2? ?)
?
??
1
??
μ
??
L(?? ?)
exp(??)
¶?
exp?
?
?
μ
??
?
L(?? ?)
exp(??)
¶?¸
?
By setting the scale parameter to ? = 1 and applying the function ?? then gives the log-
likelihood function
?(x;?? ?? ?? ?? ?) =
?X
?=1
{log(2? ?) + log(?) + (?? 1) log(??)? ???
+
1
1? ?
log
?
1? (1? ?)
μ
??
exp(??)
¶?¸¾
?
The log-likelihood function for the linear case is obtained by replacing ?? with log(??). The
analytical derivatives with respect to the parameters are similar to the Burr speciﬁcation
[see Grammig and Maurer (2000)] and given explicitly in Appendix 3.A.2. Notice that for
the ?-exponential (? = 1) the log-likelihood function simpliﬁes signiﬁcantly.
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3.4 Data description
The three month long (September, 1996 to November, 1996) NYSE Trades and Quotes
(TAQ) data set has been analyzed in several articles [e.g., Giot (1999), Bauwens et al.
(2004), Fernandes and Grammig (2005, 2006)]. Grammig and Maurer (2000), in particular,
analyze the data of Boeing (BA), Coca-Cola (KO), Disney (DIS), Exxon (XON), and IBM
(IBM). These data are made publicly available by J. Grammig and we use them as our
benchmark data.
Another popularly used data set is the three month long (November, 1990 to January,
1991) NYSE Trades, Orders, Reports, and Quotes (TORQ) data set. Engle and Russell
(1998) analyze the data of IBM. These data are made publicly available by R. F. Engle and
we use them as another benchmark. In both the TAQ and the TORQ data sets the NYSE is
trading continuously six and half hours per day (9 : 30?16 : 00 EST). Descriptive statistics
for IBM with three di?erent price thresholds are reported in Table 3.1. (A larger threshold
than $0?250 could be chosen, but we ﬁnd them producing too few intraday observations for
a reliable study.) The pre-ﬁltering and diurnality adjustment we use (described in Section
3.5.1) are essentially the same as in Engle and Russell (1998).
In addition to these two data sets, we use data from the Helsinki Stock Exchange (HSE).
The HSE has an electronic order-book system which means that it does not have market
makers like the NYSE "hybrid" system does. Another di?erence is that the tick size on
the HSE is 0?01 (EUR) while the tick size on the NYSE (at the time of data recording) is
$0?125 for the TORQ and $0?0625 for the TAQ data. By using di?erent type of data sets we
are able to test our models’ performance in di?erent environments. And because the HSE
has a decimal system, the HSE data hopefully shed some light on the performance of the
models at the later decimalized NYSE (completed on January 29, 2001).3 The HSE data
span six months (January, 2000 to June, 2000) totaling to 124 trading days. In this period
the HSE has seven hours of continuous trading per day (10 : 30? 17 : 30 CET+1) so that
3The e?ect of decimalization on volatility and market microstructure noise is in fact studied in the third
essay of this thesis. The e?ect on volatility is relevant to the current study because of the relationship
between volatility and price durations (as noted before).
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trading days are half an hour longer than on the NYSE and overlap for an hour. We ﬁnd
two unusual trading days on the HSE: on March 21 continuous trading was halted for half
an hour in the beginning of the day and on April 20 the exchange closed few hours earlier
than normally. These two days are however not excluded from the analysis because we do
not ﬁnd them impacting the parameter estimates signiﬁcantly. To remain consistent in this
respect, we decide not to exclude unusual days from the IBM TORQ data either [Engle and
Russell (1998) exclude them].
In our analysis of the HSE and TORQ data, zero durations are excluded by merging
trades that are recorded at the same second (i.e., data are compressed). The smallest
duration is thus one second (allowing for the logarithmic form). If prices di?er at the
same second, a weighted average based on the volumes is calculated. Block trades are not
excluded. Overnight durations, deﬁned as the duration between the ﬁrst executed event of
the day and the last of the previous day, are excluded. The "market openings," deﬁned
as the durations between the opening and the ﬁrst trade, are also excluded. Durations
recorded outside the o?cial market hours are excluded. This excludes the so-called "after
market trading" sessions on the HSE (9 : 00?9 : 30 and 17 : 30?18 : 00). These procedures
are for the most part standard. One possibly signiﬁcant di?erence is, however, that with the
HSE data we can only use transaction prices because midprices are not available. Midprices,
deﬁned as the average of the bid and ask price at the time of the transaction, are often used
to minimize price discreteness and the "bid-ask bounce" e?ect, i.e., the artiﬁcial bouncing of
the transaction price between bid and ask. We try to adjust to this limitation by analyzing
both midprice and transaction price TORQ data for comparison.
The HSE data consist of four stocks: Nokia, Sonera, UPM-Kymmene, and Stora-Enso.
Because of space constraints we concentrate on Nokia (NOK). The results for Sonera (SRA)
are very similar though (the other two stocks are much less liquid). In year 2000, NOK was
clearly the most actively traded stock on the HSE and, in fact, among the most liquid stocks
traded on the NYSE.4 Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 3.1. From this table we
4The HSE is in fact the most liquid market place trading Nokia in the world. In year 2003 it accounted
for 62% of the total number of shares traded while the percentage for the NYSE, where Nokia is listed as an
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Table 3.1. Descriptive statistics of durations (IBM/NYSE and NOK/HSE).
Nobs Min Med Mean Max Std DOD LB(15)
IBM
Trade durs 53 305 1 14 27?24 4 592 42?72 1?57 8 979
Adjusted 53 305 0?026 0?54 1?00 162?80 1?51 1?51 6 862
0.125-T 18 210 1 38 79?54 4 592 121?44 1?53 3 326
Adjusted 18 210 0?009 0?50 1?00 55?37 1?48 1?48 2 368
0.250-T 3 123 1 158 454?2 10 660 775?33 1?71 637
Adjusted 3 123 0?001 0?36 1?00 23?61 1?56 1?57 819
0.125-M 10 060 1 65 143?9 5 422 225?47 1?57 1 183
Adjusted 10 060 0?005 0?48 1?00 36?03 1?47 1?47 954
0.1875-M 5 614 1 97 248?8 5 593 397?55 1?60 534
Adjusted 5 614 0?003 0?41 1?00 19?68 1?48 1?48 450
0.250-M 3 537 1 141 402?5 8 026 684?18 1?70 253
Adjusted 3 537 0?002 0?38 1?00 15?85 1?53 1?53 295
NOK
Trade durs 287 327 1 6 10?81 470 15?15 1?40 105 850
Adjusted 287 327 0?066 0?55 1?00 33?22 1?30 1?30 65 992
0.05-T 53 954 1 21?50 57?51 3 911 116?50 2?03 35 411
Adjusted 53 954 0?009 0?42 1?00 51?77 1?76 1?76 25 344
0.10-T 27 622 1 32 112?1 7 273 257?63 2?30 22 361
Adjusted 27 622 0?004 0?35 0?99 51?75 1?96 1?98 17 759
0.20-T 6 799 1 131 452 17 590 984?36 2?18 2 272
Adjusted 6 799 0?001 0?41 0?98 52?88 1?90 1?93 2 675
Note: T and M denote transaction price and midprice threshold, respectively.
see that the mean trade duration for NOK is short (10?81 seconds) with average volume of
3 933 shares (median 1 550) per each time stamp. With price threshold 0?10 (ten ticks) the
mean duration becomes much longer (112?1 s) and the average volume is increased to 4 386
(median 1 600)? The degree of overdispersion (DOD) (the ratio of standard deviation and
mean) increases as well. In comparison, the mean trade duration for IBM (TORQ data)
is quite long (27?24 s) with smaller average volume of 1 840 shares (median 600) per each
time stamp. With transaction price threshold $0?125 (one tick) the mean duration becomes
longer (79?54 s) and the average volume is increased to 1 945 (median 500) shares. The
DOD stays roughly the same with the threshold increase and is signiﬁcantly less than for
NOK (and the other HSE stocks).
American Depositary Receipt, was 20% [HSE (May 4, 2004)]. On the NYSE, Nokia has the largest trading
volume of all cross-listed non-U.S. companies [Citigroup (June 23, 2004)].
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3.5 Empirical analysis
3.5.1 Preliminary analysis
Durations have an "inverse-U" intraday pattern on average: durations are expected to be
short when the exchange opens and when it closes but long in between.5 The intraday
pattern is well documented for the NYSE [see, e.g., Engle and Russell (1998) and Grammig
and Maurer (2000)], so we exemplify it here with the less often analyzed HSE data instead.
Figure 3.3 shows that on the HSE the shape of the pattern is in general the same for all the
weekdays and for all the stocks considered. For NOK, the ﬁrst segment (10 : 30 ? 11 : 00
CET+1) experiences trades crossing the threshold 0?10 every 50 seconds on average. The
ﬁfth trading segment (14 : 00 ? 15 : 00) has typically the slowest trading. Activity then
picks up in the eight segment (16 : 30?17 : 00) when the NYSE opens and continues strong
until the close. Although Monday di?ers somewhat from the other weekdays in its average
pattern, we do not ﬁnd it impacting the ACD model parameter estimates signiﬁcantly and
decide not to treat Monday di?erently to retain simplicity.
The intraday seasonality is standardly removed before the estimation of an ACD model.
We follow this tradition. The "diurnally adjusted durations" ?? are computed as
?? = ????(??)?
where ?? is the raw (trade, price, or volume) duration and ?(??) is the "time-of-the-day
e?ect" at time ??. We use linear splines to estimate the diurnality because they are easier
to handle than cubic splines and because they appear to produce very similar results. As
a general rule, we set knots at each hour. Because trading activity is expected to rise near
the open and the close, additional knots are set half an hour apart from the open and the
close. On the HSE an extra knot is set when the NYSE opens (9 : 30 EST, i.e., 16 : 30
CET+1). We thus have nine knots on the HSE (eight on the NYSE). The ordinary least
5The intraday pattern of durations is actually the inverse of the intraday pattern of volatility, documented
for the HSE in the ﬁrst essay of this thesis.
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Figure 3.3. Average daily diurnality pattern of price durations (threshold 0.10) measured
at nine segments for NOK on the HSE; Monday (M) through Friday (F).
squares method allows us to estimate ?(???1) =
P9
?=1 1? [?? + ?1?? (???1 ? ???1)] ? where 1? is
the indicator function for the ?th segment of the spline (i.e., 1? = 1 if ???1 ? ???1 ? ??,
? = 1? ???? 9 and 0 otherwise) and "???1 ? ???1" is the distance from the previous knot.
The Ljung-Box (LB) test statistics for the raw and diurnally adjusted data are reported
in the last column of Table 3.1. Highly signiﬁcant autocorrelation exists even after the
adjustment.6 The LB statistics for trade and price durations are considerably higher on the
HSE than on the NYSE. This is probably caused by the more frequent trading on the HSE
6The slow hyperbolic decay of the sample autocorrelation in fact suggests long-memory, a stylized fact
well documented in the volatility literature (see the ﬁrst essay of this thesis, for example).
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Figure 3.4. Diurnally adjusted price durations with three thresholds for NOK on the HSE.
[although the volume per trade is in general much larger on the NYSE; see also Jokivuolle
and Lanne (2004)]. Market microstructure noise (in particular the bid-ask bounce) may
have some a?ect in this outcome, too, as we argue in the next section.
Notice also that the strong autocorrelation and overdispersion indicate that durations are
not exponentially distributed (i.e., they are not memoryless). The unconditional histogram
of trade durations is skewed to right and displays unimodality after the removal of the
diurnality. This holds for price durations too, at least if the threshold is not set too high
(see Figure 3.4). (One should keep in mind, of course, that the form of the unconditional
distribution does not imply the form of the conditional distribution.)
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3.5.2 Estimation results
The ML estimation of the ACD models is done in GAUSS v7.0 using the constrained max-
imum likelihood module.7 The parameter value for ? is constrained by 1 ? ? ? 2 for the
?-Weibull speciﬁcation and by 1 ? ? ? 3?2 for the ?-exponential speciﬁcation. The start-
ing value is set to ?0 = 1?20 which allows for consistent estimation (because then the ﬁrst
two moments exist). The parameters in the conditional expected duration equation (?, ?
and ?) are by default constrained by the Bollerslev inequality constraints. Although in the
LACD(1,2) and (2,2) models we systematically ﬁnd negative values for certain parameters,
our results are not qualitatively sensitive to the choice of the constraints. The starting values
for the other parameters are set to the ML estimates of Grammig and Maurer (2000). For
optimization, we use the so-called BHHH algorithm with Brent’s method for the line search.
Both linear and logarithmic ACD models are estimated using numerical derivatives.
The standard way to evaluate the performance of ML estimated parametric models is
by their respective log-likelihood values. The classical likelihood ratio (LR) test is not com-
pletely satisfactory in our context, however. This is because the classical LR test cannot be
used to compare non-nested models. The presence of inequality constraints in the parameter
space also lead to di?culties in obtaining implementable exact critical values [Wolak (1991)].
Thus, to complement the LR test, we use two speciﬁcation tests applied in Grammig and
Maurer (2000), namely, the density forecast technique [Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998)]
and the "D-test" [Aït-Sahalia (1996) and Fernandes and Grammig (2005)].
The density forecast technique relies on an integral transform into an unit uniformly
distributed IID random variable under the correct speciﬁcation [Rosenblatt (1952)]: ?? =R ??
?? ??(?)?? ? ?(0? 1)? where ?? is the forecasted density of the standardized durations.
The transformed data are then amenable to a chi-square and an LB test which both have
to be passed in order to have the null hypothesis of correct speciﬁcation retained. The D-
test, on the other hand, is designed to reveal a di?erence between the (implied) parametric
7The GAUSS code originally written by J. Grammig and K.-O. Maurer (and co-authors) is used with
modiﬁcations. Code written by the same authors is used to calculate the test statistics and it is available
for download on the internet.
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and the true density functions of the standardized durations. In our case the latter is
approximated using a Gaussian kernel in a logarithmic scale which neatly circumvents the
kernel’s possibly severe boundary bias near zero. The test statistic is deﬁned as D? =R
? 1(? ? X ) [?(?? ?)? ?(?)]2 ?(?)??? where 1 is an indicator function deﬁned to be 1 in the
set of stable values for ? and 0 otherwise, ?(?? ?) is the implied parametric function, and ?(?)
the true density function of the standardized durations.8 Fernandes and Grammig (2006)
argue the D-test to have excellent power against ﬁxed and local alternatives.9 But because
Pritsker (1998) has shown the test to be incorrectly sized especially in persistent time series
(with the consequence of rejecting a true null hypothesis too often), in our empirical analysis
we rely primarily on the density forecast technique which is more commonly applied in the
literature anyhow. The density forecast technique is also better suited to show problems in
the tail regions which is the region where most of the remaining problems lie. Both test
statistics are reported in the tables, however, and they are in general in line with each other.
[More graphical evidence of the performance of these tests is reported in Vuorenmaa (2006).]
In Tables 3.2 to 3.4 we report the ML parameter estimates, the log-likelihood values, and
the test statistics for the following ﬁve linear ACD(1,1) models that we are going to have
a closer look: the exponential—ACD (EACD), the Weibull—ACD (WACD), the Burr—ACD
(BACD), the ?-exponential—ACD (QEACD), and the ?-Weibull—ACD (QWACD). Following
Grammig and Maurer (2000), we use 2?3 of the data for in-sample estimation and 1?3 for
out-of-sample evaluation. In the out-of-sample evaluation the test statistics are calculated
using the out-of-sample data but the parameter estimates are ﬁxed to their in-sample values.
We also include a few extra tables in Appendix 3.A.3 for the more interested reader.
This setup allows us to exactly reproduce the results of Grammig and Maurer (2000)
for the ﬁrst three models (EACD, WACD, and BACD) and to evaluate our new models
(QEACD and QWACD) against them. Because the parameter estimates for the logarithmic
speciﬁcation are qualitatively the same as for the linear one, we only report the latter here
8Logarithmic durations (? = log?) imply ?? (?) = ?? [exp(?)] exp(?) [see Grammig and Maurer (2000)].
9Their bootstrap version of this test would be more powerful but it would also be much more laborious
to use and thus we do not apply it here [see Fernandes and Grammig (2005)].
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and remark that the logarithmic speciﬁcation tends to be a bit more robust in autocorrelation
removal [in line with Bauwens and Giot (2000) and Bauwens, Galli, and Giot (2003)]. We
also concentrate almost exclusively on the results of the one-lag models. Adding more lags
does not seem to lead to systematic and signiﬁcant improvements in any other respect
than that autocorrelation is removed more e?ciently and log-likelihood values are modestly
higher. We ﬁnd for example that although the Akaike information criteria tends to prefer a
multi-lag model, the Bayesian information criteria tends to choose the one-lag model. This
is in line with the common preferance of one-lag models in volatility modeling, for example.
The NYSE TAQ data provide the natural benchmark for model comparison so we start
our analysis from there. The midprice threshold is ﬁxed to $0?125 (two ticks) by the data
source. The parameter estimates and test statistics for the EACD, WACD, and BACD
models are reported in Grammig and Maurer (2000). We reproduce them for convenience
in Appendix 3.A.3. Because the QEACD and QWACD results are qualitatively similar to
the results we report below with the TORQ and HSE data, we defer them there as well. In
order to prepare the reader for what follows, we next point out a few things from them.
First, we ﬁnd that the test statistics and the parameter estimates for the QWACD and
BACD models are satisfactory and similar for all the TAQ stocks — except for IBM which we
analyze separately below. Second, the parameter estimates imply a non-monotonic hazard
function [in line with Grammig and Maurer (2000)]. That is, we ﬁnd b? ? 1 and b? ? 1
(QWACD) or, equally well, b? ? 1 and b?2 ? 0 (BACD). The shape parameter estimates
b??b? are almost identical which is not surprising when one recalls that the conditional dis-
tributions are so closely related to each other (see Section 3.2). Finally, we ﬁnd that the
QEACDmodel always outperforms the WACDmodel. Sometimes (e.g., BA), when the non-
monotonicity of the hazard function is not evident (b? = 1?0911 or b? = 1?0927 with standard
errors 0?036), the QEACD model actually performs almost as well as the QWACD and
BACD models (?2 = 34?4 vs. 24?9 and 23?9 and ?? = 32?9 vs. 29?0 and 30?7, respectively).
We next analyze the strongly autocorrelated IBM more carefully with the TORQ data.
Although our primary goal in this essay is not to compare midprice data and transaction
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price data, we carry out the estimation using both data in order to be better able to interpret
the results regarding the HSE later (recall that the HSE data are transaction price data).
For the IBM TORQ data, we consider three di?erent thresholds in order to see the e?ect
of a threshold increase: $0?125 (one tick), $0?1875, and $0?250? We report only the results
with the smallest ($0?125) and largest ($0?250) thresholds because the results with $0?1875
are qualitatively the same as with the latter. In general, the results that we just pointed out
for the TAQ data hold with the IBM TORQ midprice data. In particular, we ﬁnd that the
implied hazard function is non-monotonic using the smallest midprice threshold (see Table
3.2, upper panel). With the largest (and medium) threshold, however, the implied hazard
function becomes monotonically decreasing, i.e., b? or b? ? 1 (see Table 3.2, lower panel).
The IBM TORQ transaction price data generally conﬁrm the above results (see Table
3.3). The di?erence to the midprice data is that we now obtain a bit lower estimates for ?,
?? and ? : with the smallest threshold we get b? = 0?9814 (0?011) and b? = 0?9812 (0?011)
and with the largest threshold we get b? = 0?7185 (0?018) and b? = 0?7189 (0?018). This
may be caused by the more prevalent market microstructure noise, reﬂected in the stronger
transaction price data autocorrelation especially with the smallest threshold (see Table 3.1).
All the ACDmodels do not perform well. The QWACD and BACDmodels perform quite
well with both thresholds and data types using the TORQ data, but the simpler models are
signiﬁcantly less robust and, at least for IBM, more pronouncedly so using transaction prices.
The WACD model, for example, performs exceptionally well (?2 = 23?1 and ?? = 41?6)
with the largest transaction price threshold for which the bid-ask bounce is less severe [see
Engle and Russell (1998) who use essentially the same midprice data], while with the smallest
threshold the QEACD model performs better (?2 = 65?2 and ?? = 57?6) in comparison to
the WACD model (?2 = 183?0 and ?? = 67?1). Data type and threshold may thus matter
signiﬁcantly especially when the simpler models are ﬁtted in strongly autocorrelated data.
The HSE data reconﬁrm the above ﬁndings. The main challenge stems from the fact that
NOK is hard to model because of its very strong autocorrelation (stronger than IBM’s). We
now also have to settle for using only transaction price data because we do not have midprice
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data available for the HSE. Market microstructure noise (mainly the bid-ask bounce) should
not be a major problem, however, because no o?cial market makers are assigned on the
HSE and, more importantly, we use price thresholds that are much larger than one tick.
We again estimate the ﬁve models using three di?erent thresholds: 0?05, 0?10, and 0?20.
The QWACD and BACD models perform the best regardless of the threshold. The ﬁt also
improves as a function of threshold. While the smallest threshold (0?05) estimates imply
a non-monotonic hazard function (see Table 3.4, upper panel), the largest threshold (0?20)
estimates implies a monotonically decreasing hazard function (see Table 3.4, lower panel).
This sort of threshold dependence typically allows the QEACD model to perform nearly as
well as the QWACD and BACD models. (See Appendix 3.A.3 for similar results for SRA.)
This far we have only reviewed the quantitative results. We now illustrate the threshold
dependence with the density forecast technique (see Figure 3.5). Recall that under the
correct speciﬁcation the histogram of the integral transformed series ?? should be ﬂat with
some reasonable conﬁdence [here we use 90% as do Grammig and Maurer (2000)]. It is
obvious from Figure 3.5 that the QWACD and BACD models have problems in ﬁtting the
left-hand tail region with the smallest threshold (the BACD performs almost identically
and its histograms are not shown here). Although their ﬁt is not good, the other models
actually do much worse. Fortunately, most of these problems reduce signiﬁcantly with a
larger threshold as dramatically exempliﬁed by for example the QWACD model for which
the drop is from ?2 = 268?9 to 26?6. [The other liquid HSE stock (SRA) has a similar drop
to a ?2-value that is typical for the much less autocorrelated TAQ stocks; see Appendix
3.A.3.] Clearly, a threshold increase typically alliavates problems when the autocorrelation
is strong. The near-zero region stays harder to ﬁt than the right-hand tail especially by the
WACD model which puts more mass near zero than the QEACD model (and vice versa for
the right-hand tail). The tradeo? between the tails is pretty much resolved by the QWACD
and BACD models although they still tend to overestimate the smallest durations. This
conﬁrms the conclusion of Bauwens et al. (2004) who see room for improvement near zero.
We ﬁnish this analysis by some general remarks. The expected duration equation para-
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Figure 3.5. Histograms of the integral transformed series and their corresponding autocor-
relation functions for NOK on the HSE with thresholds 0.05 (above) and 0.20 (below) using
three di?erent ACD speciﬁcations. The horizontal lines denote the 90% and 95% conﬁdence
intervals for the integral transformed series and the ACFs, respectively.
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meter estimates in the one-lag speciﬁcation of the BACD, QEACD, and QWACD models
are typically very similar. In contrast, the same parameter estimates for the EACD and
WACD models are signiﬁcantly di?erent. Notice also that a threshold increase has a signif-
icant e?ect on these estimates [see also Giot (1999)]. In particular, when the threshold is
increased, b? tends to increase and b? decrease (the e?ect being stronger for transaction price
data). This is related to the strength of autocorrelation (see Section 3.3). The out-of-sample
results fortunately suggest that the estimates for the expected duration remain quite stable
over the time period. This conserves at least part of the practical usefulness of these models.
In summary, the main di?erence between the ACD models considered in this essay lies
in their ability to account for the shape of the conditional distribution and the hazard
function. The exponential and Weibull distributions systematically under or overestimate
the empirical distribution in certain regions, most seriously in their tails (the former by
far worse). In general, the ?-exponential distribution speciﬁcation outperforms both of
them. The ?-Weibull and Burr distribution speciﬁcations perform almost identically to each
other and give robustly the best ﬁts. In this essay we have also empirically shown that it
is important to acknowledge the fact that the price threshold may signiﬁcantly a?ect the
shape of the hazard function. This threshold dependence seems to be much more evident
with the HSE data than the NYSE data which is probably due to the di?erences in their
market microstructures. It could in particular be due to the fact that the decimalized system
allows for more freedom in price setting. Importantly, the threshold dependence a?ects the
performance of all the considered ACDmodels (relative to each other). This also implies that
the models that can account for the non-monotonicity of the hazard function lose part of their
advantage with a larger threshold. Thus, if parsimony is considered important, the choice of
the "best" ACD model is not always clear cut. On the other hand, the simpler models seem
to be signiﬁcantly less robust with respect to the data type and threshold and should thus
be applied with care. Caution should be exercised with the other models as well because
strong autocorrelation generates problems for all of them. The logarithmic speciﬁcation
appears to ﬁt the autocorrelation structure slightly better than the linear speciﬁcation.
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Finally, although we use only price duration data in our empirical analysis, it is likely
that the performance of our new ACD models is qualitatively similar for volume duration
data as well [for some indication of this, see Grammig and Maurer (2000) and Bauwens et
al. (2004)]. In contrast, trade duration data may be much more problematic to ﬁt because
of the extremely strong and long-lasting autocorrelation (see Table 3.1). This may lead one
to prefer a long-memory ACD model similar to the ones used in volatility modeling instead
[Jasiak (1999)]. One could try to use such a model with strongly autocorrelated price
duration data as well. It is also noteworthy that sometimes the hazard function implied
by the parameter estimates from the trade duration data is monotonically decreasing (e.g.,
Stora-Enso on the HSE; not reported here). This could be caused by the relatively infrequent
trading, suggesting that liquid stocks have somewhat di?erent dynamics from illiquid ones.
A comparison between them could prove to be fruitful because in reality most stocks are
in fact quite illiquid (while most empirical studies use only liquid stocks). It would also be
interesting to study the e?ects of di?erent market mechanisms and tick sizes more extensively
in our context. (Unfortunately this is di?cult right here because of the limited number of
active stocks on the HSE.) Another future improvement could be related to the use of more
e?cient data preﬁltering methods because data errors can a?ect especially the tail regions of
the conditional distributions. There are also number of other avenues for durations modeling,
especially if the durations could be smartly linked to other variables (e.g., volatility) as done
for example by Engle (2000) or more recently by Renault and Werker (2008).
3.6 Conclusions
In this essay we have generalized the benchmark exponential and Weibull—ACD models to
the ?-Weibull—ACD model. From a ﬁnancial econometric perspective, our generalization is
motivated by the fact that it allows for a non-monotonic hazard function which is empirically
desirable. Many properties of the ?-Weibull distribution have not been recorded before
nor has the distribution been applied to ﬁnancial data before. That constitutes another
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motivation for using it here. The performance of the ?-Weibull—ACD model is demonstrated
using price duration data from the NYSE and the HSE which have market microstructures
di?erent from each other. Our main conclusion is that the ?-Weibull—ACD model clearly
outperforms the benchmark exponential andWeibull—ACDmodels with both stock exchange
data. The ?-Weibull—ACD model performs as well as the previously succesful Burr—ACD
model. The more parsimonious ?-exponential—ACD model often outperforms the Weibull—
ACD model (with as few parameters). Its performance is especially good when the hazard
function is monotonic (or nearly so) and a fat tailed conditional distribution is called for.
We have also empirically shown that the threshold level used a?ects the shape of the
hazard function implied by the model parameter estimates: as the threshold level is raised,
the implied hazard function becomes monotonically decreasing. That is, the form of the
conditional distribution does not stay exactly the same when the threshold is increased.
This in turn a?ects the success of the models relative to each other and makes the more
parsimonious ?-exponential—ACD model more attractive. The downside is lack of robust-
ness which may become serious with illiquid stocks and di?erent trading venues. We thus
recommend the ?-Weibull—ACD and Burr—ACD models which perform robustly the best.
In light of the previous studies, the generalized gamma speciﬁcation is likely to perform
equally well. In order to further improve their ﬁt one would like to adjust for the strong and
long-lasting autocorrelation especially in trade durations. The ﬁt could perhaps be improved
by modeling the near-zero durations more accurately with other conditional distributions.
Regime switch models o?er another alternative [see Hujer and Vuleti´c (2005)].
From a broader perspective, we believe that the distributional generalizations that we
have applied here in the ACD framework should prove valuable also in other contexts in
economics and ﬁnance where fat-tailed distributions are called for. The most obvious ex-
ample in economics is the modeling of income distributions where the closely related Burr
Type XII distribution has already proved to be succesful. Applications in risk management
can be easily imagined. We leave these issues for future research.
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Table 3.2. Midprice data estimates for linear ACD models (IBM/TORQ-NYSE).
Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0303 0?010 0?0320 0?010 0?0393 0?011 0?0384 0?011 0?0396 0?011
? 0?0625 0?012 0?0649 0?012 0?0783 0?013 0?0765 0?012 0?0782 0?013
? 0?9110 0?020 0?9062 0?020 0?8912 0?020 0?8924 0?020 0?8909 0?020
?? ? 0?8358 0?007 1?0433 0?017 1?0439 0?017
?2 0?3845 0?030
? 1?2424 0?009 1?2783 0?016
Nobs 6 706 6 706 6 706 6 706 6 706
?(·) ?7 187?5 ?6 975?0 ?6 871?4 ?6 873?2 ?6 870?5
?2 538?9 233?5 73?2 83?0 74?5
LB 33?5 31?8 26?0 26?2 25?9
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?0027 ? 0?0001
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 3 354 3 354 3 354 3 354 3 354
?2 403?7 262?3 119?7 133?4 118?5
LB 44?9 41?2 35?5 35?9 35?5
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Threshold $0.250
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0269 0?010 0?0286 0?010 0?0299 0?010 0?0430 0?012 0?0299 0?010
? 0?0664 0?016 0?0741 0?017 0?0824 0?018 0?1258 0?021 0?0824 0?018
? 0?9104 0?021 0?9006 0?020 0?8938 0?021 0?8742 0?021 0?8937 0?021
?? ? 0?7077 0?010 0?7588 0?019 0?7598 0?019
?2 0?1251 0?045
? 1?3823 0?013 1?1132 0?036
Nobs 2 357 2 357 2 357 2 357 2 357
?(·) ?2 518?5 ?2 234?2 ?2 230?2 ?2 268?5 ?2 230?0
?2 727?5 114?7 100?4 134?1 103?1
LB 73.9 75.0 73.2 70.6 73.1
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 1 180 1 180 1 180 1 180 1 180
?2 425?5 89?9 84?4 89?3 84?6
LB 18.5 16.7 16.4 16.5 16.3
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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Table 3.3. Transaction data estimates for linear ACD models (IBM/TORQ-NYSE).
Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0149 0?004 0?0149 0?004 0?0157 0?004 0?0159 0?004 0?0157 0?004
? 0?0657 0?008 0?0670 0?008 0?0740 0?008 0?0746 0?008 0?0739 0?008
? 0?9228 0?010 0?9211 0?010 0?9151 0?010 0?9147 0?010 0?9152 0?010
?? ? 0?8463 0?006 0?9812 0?011 0?9814 0?011
?2 0?2482 0?019
? 1?2154 0?007 1?1989 0?012
Nobs 12 139 12 139 12 139 12 139 12 139
?(·) ?13 245?4 ?12 921?6 ?12 820?1 ?12 820?9 ?12 819?8
?2 655?1 183?0 61?2 65?2 62?6
LB 66.3 67.1 58.2 57.6 58.0
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?1684 0?0309 0?1417
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 6 071 6 071 6 071 6 071 6 071
?2 571?8 257?6 132?1 131?6 132?8
LB 34.2 31.7 27.4 26.9 27.1
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Threshold $0.250
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0150 0?006 0?0152 0?006 0?0154 0?006 0?0162 0?006 0?0154 0?006
? 0?1802 0?026 0?2078 0?024 0?2165 0?025 0?2528 0?026 0?2166 0?025
? 0?8198 0?026 0?7922 0?024 0?7835 0?025 0?7472 0?026 0?7834 0?025
?? ? 0?6900 0?011 0?7185 0?018 0?7189 0?018
?2 0?0606 0?034
? 1?3118 0?013 1?0579 0?029
Nobs 2 081 2 081 2 081 2 081 2 081
?(·) ?2 127?9 ?1 829?3 ?1 827?6 ?1 900?6 ?1 827?5
?2 663?7 23?1 24?4 202?5 24?0
LB 57.5 41.6 37.7 26.7 37.6
D ? 0?0001 0?4564 0?2481 ? 0?0001 0?2404
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 1 042 1 042 1 042 1 042 1 042
?2 582?8 54?5 50?9 140?0 50?0
LB 22.3 16.8 16.1 15.3 16.1
D ? 0?0001 0?0007 0?0003 ? 0?0001 0?0003
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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Table 3.4. Transaction data estimates for linear ACD models (NOK/HSE).
Threshold 0.05 euro
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0036 0?001 0?0039 0?001 0?0053 0?001 0?0050 0?001 0?0054 0?001
? 0?0680 0?005 0?0679 0?005 0?0725 0?006 0?0710 0?006 0?0725 0?006
? 0?9302 0?006 0?9292 0?006 0?9250 0?006 0?9259 0?006 0?9249 0?006
?? ? 0?8611 0?003 1?0609 0?007 1?0607 0?007
?2 0?3538 0?012
? 1?2116 0?004 1?2611 0?007
Nobs 35 968 35 968 35 968 35 968 35 968
?(·) ?30 409?8 ?29 627?7 ?29 084?0 ?29 114?0 ?29 084?6
?2 1 886?1 989?2 267?1 307?2 268?9
LB 303.3 316.3 301.4 306.2 301.5
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 17 986 17 986 17 986 17 986 17 986
?2 1 135?0 639?6 175?4 234?2 177?2
LB 99.6 106.0 102.1 104.8 103.5
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Threshold 0.20 euro
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0150 0?003 0?0155 0?003 0?0180 0?004 0?0183 0?004 0?0180 0?004
? 0?2452 0?025 0?2612 0?025 0?3015 0?028 0?3053 0?027 0?3017 0?028
? 0?7548 0?025 0?7388 0?025 0?6985 0?028 0?6947 0?027 0?6983 0?028
?? ? 0?8309 0?010 0?9788 0?019 0?9782 0?019
?2 0?2459 0?028
? 1?2134 0?010 1?1967 0?018
Nobs 4 532 4 532 4 532 4 532 4 532
?(·) ?3 098?9 ?2 943?5 ?2 891?2 ?2 892?2 ?2 891?5
?2 236?8 54?1 26?6 35?4 26?6
LB 147.8 154.5 122.4 119.5 122.3
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?3608 0?2942 0?3789
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 2 267 2 267 2 267 2 267 2 267
?2 66?4 40?9 30?1 30?5 29?2
LB 99.3 108.3 93.1 91.2 92.7
D ? 0?0001 0?0188 0?2192 0?2430 0?2476
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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3.A Appendix
3.A.1 First two moments
The expectation of a ?-Weibull distributed random variable (we ﬁx ? = 1) is
E??(?) =
(2? ?)
(? ? 1)
1+?
?
?
¡
1
?
¢
?
³
1
??1 ?
1
? ? 1
´
??
³
1
??1
´ ?
if ? 6= 1? ? ? 0, and [1?(? ? 1)? 1]? ? 1?10 In the case these constraints fail to hold, the
expectation does not converge to a ﬁnite number.
If ? = 1 but ? 6= 1 the third constraint continues to hold if ? ? 3?2 and we recover the
?-exponential case:
E??(?) =
(2? ?)
(? ? 1)2
?
³
1
??1 ? 2
´
?
³
1
??1
´ ?
Alternatively,
E??(?) =
(2? ?)
6? 7? + 2?2
?
if ? 6= 1 and (4? 3?)?(? ? 1) ? ?1 (i.e., 1 ? ? ? 3?2)?
Two special cases of the above formulae should be mentioned. If ? = ? = 1, we recover
the exponential case for which the expectation is known to be E??(?) = 1?? (1 if ? = 1). If
? = 1 but ? 6= 1, we recover the Weibull case: E??(?) = ?(1 + 1??)?
The second moment of a ?-Weibull distributed random variable is
E??(?2) =
(2? ?)
(? ? 1) 2+??
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?
³
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? ? 1
´
?
³
1
??1
´ ?
if ? 6= 1? ? ? 0? and [1?(? ? 1)? 1]? ? 2.
10All the formulae in Appendix were calculated using Mathematica 4.
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If 1 ? ? ? 4?3? then for the ?-exponential (? = 1) the above formula reduces to
E??(?2) =
(2? ?)
(? ? 1)3
2?
³
1
??1 ? 3
´
?
³
1
??1
´ ?
which is numerically equivalent to
E??(?2) =
2(2? ?)
24? 46? + 29?2 ? 6?3
?
if (5? 4?)?(? ? 1) ? ?1 (i.e., 1 ? ? ? 4?3)?
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3.A.2 First order conditions
The ﬁrst order conditions for the maximum of the ?-Weibull-ACD model’s log-likelihood
function in the linear case are written down below. For the ?-exponential—ACD model the
expressions are much simpler (and only with respect to ?) and not reported explicitly.
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where ? is the digamma function (the ﬁrst derivative of the log of a gamma function).
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3.A.3 Additional model estimates
Table 3.5. Midprice data estimates for linear ACD models (BA/KO/TAQ-NYSE).
BA - Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0308 0?023 0?0342 0?025 0?0573 0?033 0?0535 0?031 0?0606 0?033
? 0?1137 0?041 0?1209 0?042 0?1693 0?046 0?1599 0?042 0?1740 0?044
? 0?8614 0?059 0?8508 0?061 0?7888 0?067 0?7983 0?064 0?7813 0?065
?? ? 0?8949 0?016 1?0927 0?036 1?0911 0?037
?2 0?3394 0?061
? 1?1766 0?0193 1?2514 0?034
Nobs 1 746 1 746 1 746 1 746 1 746
?(·) ?1 784?7 ?1 764?4 ?1 740?1 ?1 743?5 ?1 740?4
?2 88?6 60?1 23?9 34?4 24?9
LB 49.3 47.6 30.7 32.9 29.0
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?1377 0?1654 0?1736
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 874 874 874 874 874
?2 89?6 79?9 49?8 65?3 48?8
LB 23.1 22.3 19.9 20.4 19.9
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?0094 0?0033 0?0066
KO - Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?1588 0?042 0?1585 0?042 0?1605 0?042 0?1567 0?041 0?1586 0?041
? 0?1086 0?026 0?1093 0?026 0?1244 0?030 0?1153 0?027 0?1233 0?030
? 0?7274 0?052 0?7267 0?051 0?7148 0?051 0?7239 0?050 0?7175 0?050
?? ? 0?9588 0?019 1?1242 0?050 1?1235 0?049
?2 0?2862 0?079
? 1?1062 0?025 1?2216 0?047
Nobs 1 072 1 072 1 072 1 072 1 072
?(·) ?1 016?5 ?1 014?8 ?1 007?1 ?1 010?1 ?1 007?1
?2 65?4 49?5 24?0 40?0 23?9
LB 22.4 22.1 21.3 21.5 21.2
D 0?0291 0?3162 0?6657 0?8096 0?5995
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 537 537 537 537 537
?2 34?1 26?6 29?3 29?2 26?9
LB 10.4 10.6 11.5 11.1 11.4
D 0?8207 0?8768 0?9689 0?9474 0?9699
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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Table 3.6. Midprice data estimates for linear ACD models (DIS/XON/TAQ-NYSE).
DIS - Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0737 0?030 0?0742 0?031 0?0988 0?044 0?0796 0?034 0?0941 0?043
? 0?0460 0?015 0?0458 0?015 0?0482 0?018 0?0443 0?016 0?0463 0?019
? 0?8889 0?033 0?8885 0?034 0?8670 0?049 0?8853 0?039 0?8727 0?049
?? ? 0?9691 0?018 1?2190 0?045 1?2168 0?044
?2 0?3961 0?067
? 1?1128 0?021 1?2814 0?034
Nobs 1 439 1 439 1 439 1 439 1 439
?(·) ?1 613?0 ?1 611?8 ?1 588?0 ?1 600?4 ?1 587?7
?2 73?6 66?4 30?1 54?6 30?1
LB 17.1 17.2 17.4 17.7 17.7
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?1598 0?0303 0?0848
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 721 721 721 721 721
?2 129?6 120?4 96?0 103?2 96?1
LB 102.9 104.4 118.4 111.8 117.3
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
XON - Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0647 0?037 0?0660 0?038 0?1024 0?055 0?0868 0?053 0?1334 0?101
? 0?0457 0?016 0?0453 0?016 0?0393 0?015 0?0451 0?017 0?0446 0?018
? 0?8902 0?048 0?8892 0?049 0?8626 0?061 0?8686 0?064 0?8269 0?107
?? ? 0?9624 0?016 1?2498 0?044 1?2427 0?044
?2 0?4641 0?068
? 1?1230 0?018 1?3111 0?033
Nobs 1 810 1 810 1 810 1 810 1 810
?(·) ?1 803?2 ?1 800?8 ?1 766?2 ?1 785?3 ?1 767?6
?2 100?2 100?5 32?8 78?9 38?9
LB 14.2 14.3 14.1 14.3 14.5
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?1372 0?1118 0?1175
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 907 907 907 907 907
?2 49?4 53?1 29?7 51?2 28?1
LB 10.5 10.6 13.1 11.7 13.8
D 0?0068 0?0280 0?2606 0?1610 0?2733
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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Table 3.7. Midprice data estimates for linear ACD models (IBM/TAQ-NYSE).
IBM - Threshold $0.125
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0097 0?005 0?0098 0?005 0?0171 0?009 0?0125 0?006 0?0174 0?009
? 0?0901 0?019 0?0903 0?019 0?1116 0?029 0?0976 0?022 0?1124 0?028
? 0?9046 0?021 0?9042 0?022 0?8798 0?033 0?8949 0?025 0?8788 0?033
?? ? 0?9853 0?011 1?2625 0?025 1?2622 0?025
?2 0?4204 0?038
? 1?1026 0?012 1?2956 0?019
Nobs 4 484 4 484 4 484 4 484 4 484
?(·) ?5 044?3 ?5 043?4 ?4 952?0 ?5 009?3 ?4 952?0
?2 178?0 186?3 47?6 154?2 49?8
LB 104.7 105.3 93.2 103.1 92.5
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 0?0028 ? 0?0001 0?0016
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 2 244 2 244 2 244 2 244 2 244
?2 175?4 181?0 76?6 175?8 79?1
LB 42.2 42.3 39.1 41.5 39.1
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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Table 3.8. Transaction data estimates for linear ACD models (SRA/HSE).
Threshold 0.05 euro
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0065 0?001 0?0069 0?001 0?0086 0?001 0?0085 0?001 0?0086 0?001
? 0?0545 0?004 0?0557 0?004 0?0636 0?004 0?0629 0?004 0?0636 0?004
? 0?9388 0?005 0?9367 0?005 0?9284 0?005 0?9291 0?005 0?9284 0?005
?? ? 0?8662 0?003 1?0207 0?007 1?0207 0?007
?2 0?2795 0?012
? 1?2003 0?004 1?2184 0?007
Nobs 36 647 36 647 36 647 36 647 36 647
?(·) ?29 410?9 ?28 692?3 ?28 333?4 ?28 337?1 ?28 333?3
?2 1715?9 774?2 281?5 275?5 281?4
LB 204.4 202.0 163.8 166.4 163.7
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 18 325 18 325 18 325 18 325 18 325
?2 950?2 309?8 163?0 147?2 163?1
LB 201.0 199.3 170.5 173.3 171.1
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Threshold 0.20 euro
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E. Est. S.E.
? 0?0202 0?004 0?0218 0?004 0?0278 0?006 0?0286 0?006 0?0278 0?006
? 0?1510 0?015 0?1580 0?015 0?1916 0?019 0?1964 0?019 0?1915 0?019
? 0?8309 0?018 0?8205 0?018 0?7902 0?022 0?7872 0?022 0?7903 0?022
?? ? 0?7961 0?005 0?9674 0?011 0?9674 0?011
?2 0?3311 0?020
? 1?2761 0?006 1?2487 0?011
Nobs 12 998 12 998 12 998 12 998 12 998
?(·) ?8 163?4 ?7 482?4 ?7 311?4 ?7 314?6 ?7 311?2
?2 1 257?7 329?3 85?6 92?4 86?4
LB 169.3 163.7 118.7 114.9 118.9
D ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001 ? 0?0001
Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample Out-Sample
Nobs 6 500 6 500 6 500 6 500 6 500
?2 653?7 164?0 77?1 76?5 77?1
LB 297.5 293.0 251.8 248.5 252.4
D ? 0?0001 0?0443 0?0006 ? 0?0001 0?0006
Note: Robust standard errors are reported. The critical value for ?20?01(19) is 36? The LB test
statistic is for 15 lags. The (two-sided) ?-values for D are reported.
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Chapter 4
Decimalization, Realized Volatility, and Market
Microstructure Noise
Abstract This essay studies empirically the e?ect of decimalization on volatility
and market microstructure noise. We apply several non-parametric estimators in order
to accurately measure volatility and market microstructure noise variance before and
after the ﬁnal stage of decimalization which, on the NYSE, took place in January, 2001.
We ﬁnd that decimalization decreased observed volatility by decreasing noise variance
and, consequently, increased the signiﬁcance of the true signal especially in the trade
price data for the high-activity stocks. In general, however, most of the found increase
in the signal-to-noise ratio is explainable by confounding and random e?ects. We also
ﬁnd that although allowing for dependent noise can matter pointwisely, it does not
appear to be critical in our case where the estimates are averaged over time and across
stocks. For that same reason rare random jumps are not critical either. It is more
important to choose a proper data type and preﬁlter the data carefully.
Keywords: Decimalization; Market microstructure noise; Realized volatility; Real-
ized variance; Tick size; Ultra-high-frequency data
JEL Classiﬁcation Numbers: C14, C19
4.1 Introduction
The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) completed its long anticipated change from frac-
tional pricing to decimal pricing on January 29, 2001. This process is known as "decimaliza-
tion." It is accompanied by a reduction in the minimum price variation called the tick size
which in this case is from a sixteenth of a dollar to one cent. A reduction in tick size can have
signiﬁcant e?ects on other variables because it removes constraints on pricing and makes the
cost of obtaining price priority smaller. This in turn may change the strategic behavior of
the players in the market. The e?ect of decimalization on the quoted bid-ask spread, trading
volume, and alike are well documented. The e?ects on more elaborate concepts are not as
clear, however. Although volatility is almost unanimously reported to decrease [see, e.g.,
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Ronen and Weaver (2001)], most of the empirical studies use unprecise estimation methods
and sparsely sampled data that weaken the results. And with only very few exceptions [He
and Wu (2005)] do these studies decompose volatility in any way.
In theory, price discreteness forces the observed price to deviate from the "true" price
[see, e.g., Gottlieb and Kalay (1985), Cho and Frees (1988), and Easley and O’Hara (1992)].
As a consequence, the observed volatility is upward biased relatively to the true volatility
by amount that depends on the tick size [see Harris (1990a)] and the sampling frequency
[see, e.g., Gottlieb and Kalay (1985)]. Because decimalization alleviates rounding errors, the
di?erence between the true and the observed price should narrow. This should damp the
observed volatility but leave the true volatility intact. Hansen and Lunde (2006) ﬁnd some
evidence in this direction.
In this essay, we let the observed volatility to consist of two additive components: the true
volatility and the market microstructure noise variance. This decomposition allows us to
estimate them separately. If noise would not be separated out, the estimated volatility would
depend on the sampling frequency through the noise term and cause trouble in subsequent
modeling. We want to ﬁnd out if decimalization a?ects the true volatility and noise and
their relative strength signiﬁcantly. In order to accomplish this, we use elaborate econometric
estimation methods that allow us to extract useful information from ultra-high-frequency
(UHF) data. We take advantage of the fact that the NYSE decimalization was carried
out in a manner that resembles a controlled natural experiment. We also use mixed-e?ect
panel regressions to ensure that the found e?ects are not caused by confounding factors or
randomness.
A key point is to ﬁrst estimate the true volatility accurately. As noted for example by Cho
and Frees (1988), the sample standard deviation underestimates the true standard deviation
even in the absence of noise. We use several non-parametric estimators that have desirable
statistical properties and are yet ﬂexible and simple to calculate. In particular, if the market
microstructure noise is IID, then the two-scale realized volatility (TSRV) estimator [Zhang,
Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia (2005)] is consistent and asymptotically unbiased. Similarly, the
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re-scaled realized volatility estimator provides consistent noise variance estimates. Both
variance measures carry economically signiﬁcant information [Bandi and Russell (2006)].
Their ratio, "signal-to-noise," allows us to evaluate changes in the composition of volatility.
We also let the market microstructure noise to be serially correlated. The generalized
TSRV (GTSRV) [Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006)] and the multi-scale realized
volatility (MSRV) [Zhang (2006)] estimators are then still consistent and asymptotically
unbiased. The latter estimator, in particular, is able to account for time varying noise
properties. Such ﬂexibility is welcome because the properties of noise have been shown to
vary over time and data type [see, e.g., Hansen and Lunde (2006)]. We demonstrate how
the volatility estimators cope with a change in the tick size. This also enables us to study
if decimalization a?ects the trade price and midquote estimates di?erently.
Finally, because jumps can have a deteriorating e?ect on the estimates of volatility and
market microstructure noise variance [see Fan andWang (2006)], we investigate the presence
of jumps by a simple and direct test recently proposed by Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006) which
we call the two-scale jump test (TSJT). We ﬁnd that jumps do exist, as expected, and that
their impact may be di?erent in event and calendar time. We then remove the jumps using
di?erent thresholds. Because true jumps (triggered by news, for example) are relatively rare
random events, and because in our analysis we take averages over time and across stocks,
we do not expect to see qualitatively signiﬁcant changes in our results.
The empirical results of this essay show how a tick size reduction a?ects volatility and
market microstructure noise. As argued by Harris (1990a), price discreteness can produce
signiﬁcant biases especially when small variance components are being identiﬁed from UHF
data. This is relevant for example to risk management and options pricing [see Figlewski
(1997)]. Our results should also be of interest to stock exchanges and institutions that work
on to improve the e?ciency of the markets. International volatility spillovers combined
with the recent collusions between major stock exchanges highlight the need for rules that
help to weigh down excess volatility (consider the recent NYSE—Euronext and Nasdaq—OMX
mergers). In the future it may for example be that a tick size di?erent from one cent is found
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optimal or that more advanced trading mechanisms are introduced in order to reduce market
microstructure noise. After all, stock prices should ideally reﬂect all known information and
not noise [see Black (1986) and Amihud and Mendelson (1987)].
The structure of this essay is as follows. In Section 4.2, we review the related decimal-
ization literature. In Section 4.3, we describe the estimators we use in the empirical study.
The data are described in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we report the empirical results. We
conclude in Section 4.6. Appendix 4.A includes additional tables with volatility estimates
and also illustrates the idea of subsampling and averaging that the estimators are based on.
4.2 Review of decimalization e?ects
This section gives a brief review of the relevant decimalization literature. [A more general
survey can be found for example in Harris (1997, 1999) and NYSE (2001).] Notice that
di?erent methods and data sets make comparisons of many decimalization studies rather
tricky. Market structure alone can have a signiﬁcant e?ect on market characteristics [see
Huang and Stoll (2001)]. Furthermore, a tick size decrease from eights to sixteenths does
not necessarily have the same e?ect as a tick size decrease from sixteenths to cents.
The most direct evidence concerns the (bid-ask) spread. Both absolute and relative
spreads have been found to decrease. As predicted for example by the Harris (1994) model,
Ahn, Cao, and Choe (1996) and Ronen and Weaver (2001) ﬁnd that the tick size decrease
from eights to sixteenths reduced the quoted and e?ective spreads on the American Stock
Exchange (AMEX). Similar evidence is reported for the change to ﬁve cents on the Toronto
Stock Exchange (TSE) [e.g., Bacidore (1997)], from eights to sixteenths on the NYSE [Ricker
(1998), Bollen and Whaley (1998), and Goldstein and Kavajecz (2000)], and from sixteenths
to cents on the NYSE and the Nasdaq [Bessembinder (2003)]. Goldstein and Kavajecz (2000)
and Bessembinder (2003) note that the spread decrease is largest for the most active stocks.
The Harris (1994) model also predicts a decrease in quoted depth and an increase in
trading volume. Ahn, Cao, and Choe (1996) and Ronen and Weaver (2001) however ﬁnd no
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signiﬁcant changes in quoted depth or trading activity on the AMEX. On the other hand,
Bacidore (1997) and Porter and Weaver (1997) ﬁnd depth to decrease but trading volume
to remain constant on the TSE. Ricker (1998), Bollen and Whaley (1998), Goldstein and
Kavajecz (2000), and Bacidore, Battalio, and Jennings (2001) report decreases in quoted
depth on the NYSE. van Ness, van Ness, and Pruitt (1999) report increases in the number
of trades and volume. Chakravarty, van Ness, and van Ness (2005) report an increase in
both the number of trades and the trading volume of small sized trades.
Ricker (1998), Bollen and Whaley (1998), and Bacidore, Battalio, and Jennings (2001)
ﬁnd that decimalization improved liquidity on the NYSE. Bessembinder (2003) does not
ﬁnd evidence of liquidity problems on the Nasdaq either. It is indisputable, however, that
displayed liquidity is decreased because of more order cancellations and smaller limit order
sizes. NYSE (2001), among others, in fact concludes that market transparency diminished.
Jones and Lipson (2001) point out that the spread is no longer a su?cient statistic of
market quality for large investors. They report increased average execution costs for a
group of institutional investors on the NYSE due to the change from eights to sixteenths.
Similar evidence is presented by Goldstein and Kavajecz (2000). In contrast, Chakravarty,
Panchapagesan, andWood (2005) do not ﬁnd evidence of liquidity problems due to change to
cents using NYSE Plexus data [in line with Bacidore, Battalio, and Jennings (2003)]. They
suggest that large investors may have started using more cautious execution strategies.
Because liquidity does not appear to be adversely a?ected (at least not too much), deci-
malization is unlikely to increase volatility. Notice, however, that the great recent increase of
algorithmic trading [see Economist (2007b)] — partly fueled by the diminished market trans-
parency and the higher market making costs due to decimalization itself — may have actually
made the markets more sensitive to bad news. Trading algorithms can trigger sell-o?s which
in turn may cause losses of liquidity as happened for example in October 1987 when the
widely adopted "portfolio insurance" strategies fully kicked in. More recent evidence is from
February 2007 when automated trading led to severe order-routing problems on the NYSE
[see Economist (2007a)]. These instances are of course expected to be rare by standard
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measures.1 In "normal periods" decimalization is likely to decrease volatility due to the
smaller impact of price discreteness.2 Indeed, Ronen and Weaver (2001) and Bessembinder
(2003) report volatility reductions on the AMEX, the NYSE, and the Nasdaq. Both studies
proxy volatility by standard deviation or variance of midquote returns (the former also uses
daily closing midquotes).3 They do not ﬁnd exogenous market trends to be responsible for
the decrease. Chakravarty, Wood, and van Ness (2004) report similar ﬁndings for portfolio
volatility constructed from one minute intraday returns that are volume weighted.
It remains to identify what factors actually reduced volatility. A volatility reduction
may be due to many di?erent components such as the bid-ask bounce, price adjustments
to large trades, price discreteness, and so on. Market microstructure noise can be driven
by information asymmetries between the traders and the market maker. Not surprisingly,
identiﬁcation of the factors is hard in practice. Conﬂicting evidence of for example whether
adverse selection was increased or decreased exists [see Zhao and Chung (2006), Chakravarty,
van Ness, and van Ness (2005), and Bacidore (1997)]. Perhaps most relevantly to us, He and
Wu (2005) decompose the variance of price changes into public news, price discreteness, and
bid-ask spreads using the method of Madhavan, Richardson, and Roomans (1997). They
ﬁnd a signiﬁcant variance decline due to price discreteness and spreads. Gibson, Singh,
and Yerramilli (2003) furthermore ﬁnd that the spread reduction on the NYSE is due to
a decrease in the order-processing component (and that inventory and adverse selection
components remain signiﬁcant). Engle and Sun (2005) ﬁnd that in the decimalized NYSE
as much as 86% of the variance of market microstructure noise in transactions can be due to
variation in the informational component (the rest due to the non-informational component).
In this essay, however, we treat market microstructure noise as a one unit and do not attempt
to separate out its components.
1There is also evidence that algorithmic trading improves liquidity instead of decreasing it [see Hender-
shott, Jones, and Menkveld (2008)], that is, at least during "troubless" normal times.
2Ikenberry and Weston (2003) and Chung, van Ness, and van Ness (2004) however ﬁnd signiﬁcant clus-
tering to ﬁve and ten cents after decimalization so that the impact may not be full. Clustering is not that
surprising, though, because it simpliﬁes price negotiation, among other things [see, e.g., Harris (1991)].
3As noted for example by Cho and Frees (1988), Jensen’s inequality can be used to show that the sample
standard deviation is a downward biased estimator of the true standard deviation. Gottlieb and Kalay
(1985) ﬁnd that the portfolio volatility estimates are nearly unbiased, however.
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4.3 Estimators
The framework in which we operate here is standard. It can be viewed as a reduced form of
structural market microstructure models such as the model of Madhavan, Richardson, and
Roomans (1997) [see the discussion in Hasbrouck (1996)]. We now shortly review it.
Let the observed price, ?? consist of the latent true price ? and noise ? :
??? = ??? + ???? (4.1)
The noise term is commonly assumed to be IID with mean zero and ﬁnite variance. It
includes transient factors such as the bid-ask bounce, price discreteness, inventory e?ects,
and so on. In the IID case the ﬁrst-order autocovariance of the (observed) returns can be
shown to be ?E?2 (and zero afterwards) [see, e.g., Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006)].
Because trades and quotes tend to cluster over time, this framework has been extended to
include serially dependent noise. Hansen and Lunde (2006) argue it to be particularly
relevant with very frequent sampling in a decimalized market like ours. We take dependent
noise into account by using proper estimation methods (described below).
In Eq. (4.1), the true (generally unobserved) (log)price ? is standardly assumed to
follow an Itô process,
??? = ????+ ??????
with ?? possibly stochastic and ? the standard Brownian motion.4 Changes in the true
price are believed to be information driven and they are permanent. This is in line with
the view that the true price process should be positively correlated [see, e.g., Amihud and
Mendelson (1987)]. Standardly, the true price is also assumed to be independent of the noise
process. Although Hansen and Lunde (2006) argue that in practice negative dependence
exists especially in the midquote data due to severe asymmetric information e?ects [see,
e.g., Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and Madhavan, Richardson, and Roomans (1997)], in this
4Itô processes include for example the Ornstein—Uhlenbeck process as a special case. The true price
process could also be a more general semimartingale and still have its quadratic variation well deﬁned [see,
e.g., Protter (2005)]. A semimartingale with jumps however warrants special attention.
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essay we maintain the assumption of independence [for more discussion on the role of this
assumption, see Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2005b)].
If volatility is stochastic, it is important in many ﬁnancial applications (e.g., in option
pricing) to estimate and forecast the so-called integrated volatility (IV),
h???i? =
Z ?
0
?2????
as accurately as possible. Without any noise arising from market microstructure, realized
volatility (RV), also known as quadratic variation (in the theoretical limit),
[?? ? ](???)? =
??1X
?=0
¡
???+1 ? ???
¢2
over the observed prices at times 0 = ?0 ? ?1 ? · · · ? ?? = ?? provides a precise estimate of
IV when??? 0 (sampling higher).5 In the presence of noise this does not happen, however.
With IID noise, RV provides a consistent estimate of the noise variance instead [see Zhang,
Mykland, Aït-Sahalia (2005) and Bandi and Russell (2008)]:
1
2?
[?? ? ](???)? =dE?2? (4.2)
In this essay, we call this noise variance estimator the re-scaled realized volatility (RSRV).
Because of its upward biasedness [see Oomen (2005b) and Hansen and Lunde (2006)], we also
present a popular unbiased noise variance estimator later on (based on the aforementioned
fact that the ﬁrst-lag autocovariance term of returns equals ?E?2).6
Several more precise estimators for IV have been proposed [see, e.g., Zhou (1996)]. Al-
though most of them provide an unbiased estimate of IV, only few of them are consistent.
In this essay we use three estimators that are not only (asymptotically) unbiased but also
5Typically, "realized volatility" and "realized variance" refer to the same quantity. Keep in mind, how-
ever, that in ﬁnance literature volatility often refers to standard deviation (of returns) rather than to
variance. We nevertheless prefer to use the term realized volatility here.
6If negative dependence between the true price and noise truly exists, as suggested by Hansen and Lunde
(2006), it should reduce the upward biasedness of the RSRV estimator for active stocks.
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consistent. These estimators all are based on the idea of subsampling and averaging, and
although they start to be well known by now, we next describe them in some detail. The
reader may ﬁnd the details useful in the empirical section where we carry out some qualita-
tive robustness checks.
The two-scale realized volatility (TSRV) estimator of Zhang, Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia
(2005) is deﬁned as
\h???i(????)? = [?? ? ](?)? ?
?
?
[?? ? ](???)? ? (4.3)
where
[?? ? ](?)? =
1
?
???X
?=0
¡
???+? ? ???
¢2 ?
? = (???+1)??? and 1 ? ? ? ?? If the noise is IID and? is suitably chosen relatively to
?, then the TSRV estimator is consistent, asymptotically unbiased, and normal [see Zhang,
Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia (2005)]. [For the reader new to the idea of subsampling and
averaging, we illustrate the calculation of the ﬁrst sum in Eq. (4.3) by two numerically
equal ways in Appendix 4.A.1.]
The generalized TSRV (GTSRV) estimator proposed by Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and
Zhang (2006) allows for serially dependent noise. It is deﬁned as
\h???i(?????)? = [?? ? ](?)? ?
??
??
[?? ? ](?)? ?
?? = (??? +1)??, similarly for ?? , and 1 ? ? ? ? ? ?? The GTSRV estimator reduces
the impact of dependent noise by slowing down the "fast time-scale." It is consistent for
suitable choices of ? and ? [see Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006)]. Setting ? = 1
and ? ?? (when ???) recovers the TSRV estimator.
The multi-scale realized volatility (MSRV) estimator of Zhang (2006) is [see Aït-Sahalia,
Mykland, and Zhang (2006)]
\h???i(????)? =
?X
?=1
?? [?? ? ]
(??)
? + 2
dE?2?
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where ? ? 2. The weights ?? are selected to make the estimator asymptotically unbiased
and to achieve the optimal convergence rate of ??1?4 (the TSRV has slower convergence rate
of ??1?6)? The optimal weights are
??? =
?
?2
??
μ
?
?
¶
?
?
2?3
??0
μ
?
?
¶
?
where ??(?) = 12(? ? 1?2) and ??0 its ﬁrst derivative. It can be shown that the MSRV is
quite robust to the nature of the noise as long as the noise is stationary and su?ciently
mixing [see Zhang (2006) and Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006)].
We next deﬁne several signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) that play a central role in our em-
pirical analysis. We ﬁrst deﬁne SNR1 as
SNR1 :=
????
????
=
Eq. (4.3)
Eq. (4.2)
;
i.e., as the ratio of the estimates of true volatility and noise variance. Similarly, we deﬁne
SNR2 and SNR3 with GTSRV and MSRV in the numerator, respectively.
In theory, noise variance could be estimated unbiasedly by using the negative of the ﬁrst-
lag autocovariance of returns [see, e.g., Roll (1984), Zhou (1996), and Hansen and Lunde
(2006)]. It would also be quite robust to jumps [see Oomen (2005b)]. Unfortunately, in
practice this "Roll-estimator" can easily produce negative variances due to estimation error
[see Harris (1990b)], illiquidity, or positive serial dependence. In order to prevent negative
variances, we deﬁne SNR1?? SNR2?? and SNR3? so that the noise variance is estimated by
the absolute value of the ﬁrst-lag autocovariance. We denote this alternative estimator by
|???1| ? Notice that it only makes sense to calculate it using trade price data (as explained
in the next section).
Because jumps have been shown to have a deteriorating e?ect not only on the RSRV
estimator but also on the TSRV and MSRV estimators [see Fan and Wang (2006)], we
consider the impact of jumps in more detail later (see Section 4.5.3).
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4.4 Data description
We use Trades and Quotes (TAQ) data supplied by the NYSE. The decimalization process
to cents was completed on January 29, 2001 and we refer to this date as the decimalization
date. We analyze two periods of approximately equal length before and after it: November
6, 2000 — January 19, 2001 (the before decimalization period) and February 5, 2001 — April
12, 2001 (the after decimalization period). We exclude one business week on both sides of
the decimalization date in order to minimize confounding e?ects that may arise from the
adoption of the new rules. We also exclude one abnormally short trading day (Nov/24/2000).
This amounts to having 50 and 48 trading days in the before and after period, respectively.
Although the data do not span a long time period, there are thousands of observations per
day for an active stock which increases our conﬁdence in the empirical results. Focusing on
relatively short "before" and "after" periods close to each other also helps to avoid trends.
As is standard in the literature, we consider only NYSE trades and quotes that are time-
stamped during the normal trading hours (9 : 30? 16 : 00 EST). We now explicitly want to
exclude all other U.S. exchanges such as the Nasdaq in order to minimize noise contamination
due to di?erent decimalization schedules and market structures. We exclude trades reported
out-of-sequence and quotes that do not correspond to a normal trading environment.7 We
choose to merge together all simultaneous trades and quotes. The percentage of mergers in
the trade data is typically small (0?5?3%) but larger in the quote data especially for the most
active stocks (up to 30%). Merging (compressing) the data is a quite common procedure and
we do not ﬁnd it changing the autocorrelation structure signiﬁcantly. Hansen and Lunde
(2006) actually argue it to improve the precision of the volatility estimators.
We form three groups of stocks based primarily on their date of decimalization. In
"Control Group 18" (CG18) we include the 18 most active stocks that were decimalized in
the ﬁrst two pilot phases in August and September, 2000.8 The rest of the pilot stocks are
7More precisely, in the quote data, we keep modes 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, and 12. In the trade data, we exclude
all other trades than the so-called regular trades. See the TAQ2 User Guide for details.
8We exclude AOL and TWX from the analysis because of their merger in January, 2001. On the other
hand, we keep DCX and UBS although they are American Depositary Receipts because Ahn, Cao, and
Choe (1998) ﬁnd that order ﬂows do not seem to migrate easily from market to market.
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not active enough for our purposes as we do not want to include stocks from the third pilot
phase (December) because it would limit the number of time series observations too much.
(All pilot decimalized stocks and their times of decimalization are reported in Appendix
4.A.2.) In "Test Group Dow Jones" (TGDJ) we include 30 Dow Jones Industrial Average
index stocks that were decimalized on the decimalization date, January 29, 2001 (see Table
4.1).9 They are typically much more active and have larger market capitalization than the
CG18 stocks. We thus decide to form another test group called "Test Group 18" (TG18)
in which we include 18 stocks of similar activity to CG18. In order to improve the match
between them, the TG18 stocks are also pairwisely chosen from the same industry subsector
or sector as the CG18 stocks (see Table 4.2).10 Some descriptive statistics of all the stocks
included in our analysis are reported in Tables 4.3 (CG18 and TG18) and 4.4 (TGDJ).
Data errors are likely to be more frequent in UHF data than in sparsely sampled data.
With all the trades and quotes at our disposal, however, the errors are also easier to detect.
In the terminology of Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006), we say that a midquote or
trade price is a "bounceback" if a (logarithmic) return larger than a prespeciﬁed threshold is
followed by a return of similar magnitude but of opposite sign (so that the returns approx-
imately cancel out). We use the following ad hoc threshold rule based on data inspection:
for stocks priced below $10, in between $10 and $50? in between $50 and $100, and larger
than $100 we set the threshold to 0?01? 0?0083? 0?0067, and 0?005, respectively. In the before
decimalization period, we further multiply the thresholds by 1?5 for stocks trading in frac-
tions (although this adjustment turns out to be insigniﬁcant). We ﬁnd that in general there
are more bouncebacks in the trade price data than in the midquote data. This suggests that
trade price data are inherently more noisy (bouncy). We delete all found bouncebacks.
Bouncebacks can also be "sticky" in the sense that a data error can repeat for a while.
9Because MSFT and INTC are primarily Nasdaq stocks but part of the Dow Jones Industrial Average
index, they are replaced by LU and VZ. Moreover, because of a stock split, JPM is replaced by PFE.
10One could match also with respect to other factors such as price, volatility, and equity market capital-
ization [see, e.g., Chakravarty, Wood, and van Ness (2004) and Chung, van Ness, and van Ness (2004)] but
we ﬁnd our criteria to be adequate. The average prices, for example, are similar between the stock groups
(see Tables 4.3 and 4.4). In particular, the noise variance estimates of CG18 and TG18 are statistically the
same but larger than of TGDJ (as seen in a later table).
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Sticky bouncebacks are much more of a problem in the midquote data than in the trade
price data. We detect them by comparing the return and the corresponding spread to the
daily standard deviation and spread, respectively. If the spread increases only temporarily
from its daily average and is followed by a midquote returning to its previous level, a sticky
bounceback is detected and deleted unless it is easy to correct for.11 These procedures detect
the errors well.
When the sampling frequency gets high, the choice of data type becomes more relevant.
It is often argued that a midquote (deﬁned as the average of the bid and ask quotes) provides
a less noisy measure of the unobserved true price [see, e.g., Hasbrouck (2007)]. On the NYSE,
the variance of the market microstructure noise of midquote returns actually partly reﬂects
the bid-ask quote setting behavior of the specialists. For example, if the price of a stock
suddenly moves signiﬁcantly (up or down), the spread tends to widen momentarily (in the
same "direction") due to inventory positioning and information asymmetry. In our analysis,
we use both trade price and midquote data in order to show how di?erently decimalization
can a?ect them.12 We use the superscripts "?" and "?" to denote their respective estimates.
The key statistical di?erence between midquotes and trade prices relevant to us is that
the ﬁrst di?erences of midquotes do not typically have signiﬁcant negative ﬁrst-lag auto-
correlation commonly addressed to the bid-ask bounce [Roll (1984)], rounding errors [Har-
ris (1990a)], and inventory imbalances [e.g., Jegadeesh and Titman (1995)]. Instead, the
midquote returns typically show signiﬁcant positive autocorrelation for a few lags (and zero
afterwards). While this is generally true, the strength of the dependence can vary over time
and across stocks [see Hansen and Lunde (2006) and Curci and Corsi (2006)]. We ﬁnd,
for example, that the Ljung—Box (LB) test statistic is able to vary considerably between
days and stocks. It tends to be stronger (weaker) in midquote returns (trade price returns)
after decimalization (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4). We return to this issue in the next section
11We avoid deleting consecutive quotes because it leaves a gap in the durations between quotes. Deleting
consecutive quotes can be especially harmful for an inactive stock. Because it is sometimes hard to diagnose
data errors correctly, the remainder becomes part of market microstructure noise.
12Naturally other types of data could be used as well, for example weighting the bid and ask quotes by
the respective volumes. This would create a more bouncy price process than averaging.
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where statistical tests are run. Furthermore, it is not uncommon to observe other sort of
autocorrelation patterns, especially for the less active stocks such as the CG18 and TG18
stocks. The autocorrelation structure also depends on the concept of time (the clock).
In our analysis, the clock is set in event time. Event time refers either to trade or
quote time depending on the data type used. It is deﬁned by taking each consecutive
event (trade or quote) in consideration with equal weigth so that the distance between two
consecutive events is always one unit of time.13 This guarantees that no data (information)
is thrown away. This gives us an edge over the earlier decimalization studies typically using
the "old-school" way of sampling at equidistant calendar time intervals (e.g., 1min). It
is nowadays also widely believed that calendar time sampling is not very well-suited for
the analysis of the evolution of a true price in liquid markets [see, e.g., Frijns and Lehnert
(2004)]. The problems of calendar time sampling arise from the use of mandatory artiﬁcial
price construction rules (e.g., interpolation between two prices) and from several well-known
intraday patterns which tend to make the calendar time sampled series non-stationary.
4.5 Empirical analysis
4.5.1 Preliminary analysis
We now descriptively evaluate the decimalization e?ects on volatility and market microstruc-
ture noise variance. We also demonstrate how well the non-parametric estimators described
above perform. This should facilitate the interpretation of the test results in the next section.
We ﬁrst ﬁnd that the TSRV, GTSRV, MSRV, and RSRV estimators adapt quite nat-
urally to di?erent data types and concepts of time. The parametric methods suggested
in the literature [see, e.g., Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2005a)] would not be nearly
as ﬂexible. The parametric methods would, in particular, require us to take a stand on
13This is di?erent from "tick time" with only the instants having a non-zero price change recorded [see,
e.g., Oomen (2005a) and Gri?n and Oomen (2008)]. Both clocks adapt to the activity of the market but
we ﬁnd the trade and quote time to be more natural. Furthermore, tick time produces a more complicated
dependence structure in return series, as shown both theoretically and empirically by Gri?n and Oomen
(2008) [see also Aït-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2006) and Hansen and Lunde (2006)].
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the structure and strength of the noise. This would complicate matters considerably in an
empirical study like ours where many stocks are analyzed. Although the non-parametric
volatility estimators we use are also quite robust to data errors, we encourage some atten-
tion to be paid to the choice of time-scales that are being averaged over. We next describe
a setup which we found reasonable (although our results are not sensitive to this setup).
The TSRV and MSRV estimates are calculated with ? and ? matching the number of
quotes (trades) in 10 or 15 minutes on average, respectively. These choices may at ﬁrst seem
arbitrary and as such to produce considerable amount of estimation error but as Aït-Sahalia,
Mykland, and Zhang (2006) have shown, these two estimators are quite robust in this sense.
We have here merely tried to adjust the estimators to the daily pace of the market without
using any complicated optimality formulas. For very active stocks, obviously, ? and? can
be much larger than for inactive stocks. Because this may cause problems for the least active
stocks on slow days, we ﬁx the lower limit to ? = 10 if there are less than 10 observations in
10 minutes. We do not make any such adjustment to the MSRV estimator. For the GTSRV,
we select ? according to how strong the daily autocorrelation is: if the LB test statistic is
greater than 25 (the chi-square 5% critical value), then we use ? = 2 and 5 for the trade price
and midquote data, respectively. These choices reﬂect the typical autocorrelation pattern
for an active stock. If the daily autocorrelation is weak (LB is less than 25), then we use
? = 1 (corresponding to the TSRV). We advice against using a too large ? if the strength
of the dependence does not call for it because this would cause underestimation.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 report the average MSRV? (trade price data) estimates for each stock
before and after decimalization. The many downward pointing arrows suggest that there is
a general tendency for the true volatility to be lower after decimalization. These tables also
show that although the MSRV? estimates are close to the MSRV? (midquote data) estimates,
the former are on average around 4% above the latter regardless of the period and stock
group (see columns %?). On the other hand, the RV? estimates are clearly inﬂated before
decimalization and tend to become closer to the MSRV? estimates after decimalization (see
columns %???). For TGDJ, for which this e?ect is particularly evident, the reduction is from
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?174% to ?26% implying only moderate overestimation compared to the MSRV? estimates
after decimalization (see Table 4.6). In contrast, the RV? estimates are deﬂated compared
to the MSRV? estimates before decimalization. The noise reduction is also far less obvious
than with the trade price data (see columns %???). Interestingly, for the inactive stocks the
RV? estimates are actually close to the MSRV? estimates in both periods (see Table 4.5).
The TSRV estimates do not show any clear tendency for over or underestimation for the
less active stocks (CG18 and TG18). For TGDJ, the TSRV? estimates are again around
4% above the TSRV? estimates in both periods. The GTSRV estimates seem to be more
sensitive to the activity of the stock. This is probably due to the generic choice of ? which
works better with the active than the inactive stocks. For example, for TGDJ, the trade
price and midquote GTSRV estimates are on average very close to each other (within 1%
margin), but for CG18 and TG18 the GTSRV? estimates tend to be signiﬁcantly lower than
the GTSRV? estimates. (The TSRV and GTSRV estimates are reported in Appendix 4.A.3.)
Figure 4.1 illustrates how the volatility estimators compare to each other in the case of
an active Dow Jones stock: Pﬁzer Inc. (PFE). The TSRV, GTSRV, and MSRV estimates
are close to each other regardless of the data type used. On the other hand, as seen in
subplot (a), the RV? estimates are clearly inﬂated before the decimalization date but more
in line with the others after it. In subplot (b) we see that the RV? estimates are close to the
other estimates in both periods and that the reduction due to decimalization seems much
less signiﬁcant than the corresponding trade price data reduction.
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 report the average RSRV? noise variance estimates. Again we see
a tendency for lower estimates after decimalization. The RSRV? estimates are above the
RSRV? estimates especially before decimalization (see columns %?). For TGDJ (Table 4.8),
for example, the RSRV? estimates are on average 73% higher than the RSRV? estimates
before decimalization and 53% higher after decimalization. Decimalization thus appears to
have made the RSRV estimates closer to each other by decreasing the noise more in the trade
price data than in the midquote data. That the di?erence between them stays large can be
due to various forms of data dependencies, such as dependence between the noise and the
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Figure 4.1. Volatility of PFE using (a) trade prices; (b) midquotes. The last day of the
before decimalization period is marked at observation #50 by the vertical line.
true volatility [see Hansen and Lunde (2006)]. In these two tables we also report the ﬁrst-lag
autocovariance estimates for the noise variance. Except perhaps for TGDJ, however, they
are dubious. Some of them actually imply negative variances (the daily estimates even more
often so). Thus in the subsequent analysis we mainly rely on the RSRV estimates instead.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the associated changes in the noise variance and the SNR. The
decrease in the RSRV? estimates and the increase in the SNR?3 are obvious in subplots (a)
and (b). The changes are less apparent using the midquotes as can be seen in subplots (c)
and (d). In subplots (a) and (b) we have also included the ﬁrst-lag autocovariance and the
corresponding SNR?3? estimates. The former are below the RSRV
? estimates. In fact, they
are close to the RSRV? estimates, suggesting that the midquotes could be used to reduce
the upward biasedness of the trade price data estimates (see Tables 4.7 and 4.8). As a
consequence, the SNR?3? are above the SNR
?
3 and vary wildly.
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Figure 4.2. Noise variance and SNR of PFE using trade prices (left panel) and midquotes
(right panel). The solid black horizontal lines denote the mean of RSRV (upper panel) and
SNR3 (lower panel). The vertical line at observation #50 denotes the last day of the before
decimalization period.
4.5.2 The test results
In this section, which contains the bulk of the results, we use the paired ?-test for a group
of non-independent samples in order to test whether the means of various variables were
di?erent from each other before and after the ﬁnal decimalization date. The paired ?-
test is standardly applied in similar contexts including a few earlier decimalization studies
[see, e.g., Bessembinder (2003)]. The test assumes that the di?erences between the paired
values are randomly drawn from the source population and that the source population can
be reasonably supposed to be normally distributed. However, because normality of the
di?erences is sometimes a too restrictive assumption, we also use another standard test,
namely the Wilcoxon rank sign test, which requires only symmetry and not normality. The
Wilcoxon rank sign test ranks the median values of absolute di?erences and for large enough
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samples it is normally distributed [for details, see, e.g., Hollander and Wolfe (1999)].14
Notice that serial dependence between observations (i.e., order) in the before and after
decimalization periods is not relevant for the calculation of these test statistics because only
the di?erences between the unconditional means are used. And although the assumption
of independence between the pairs of stocks may be questioned (especially during big stock
market downturns), we regard it is as a reasonable assumption if the stocks are picked in
random from di?erent sectors as they essentially now are (see Section 4.4). Also, the stocks
within each group CG18, TG18, and TGDJ are much alike in trading activity which makes
taking averages over them less of a problem than if they would not have anything in common.
We ﬁrst report the paired ?-test and the Wilcoxon rank sign test results for the absolute
and relative spread, number of quotes and trades, quoted depth, trading volume, and serial
dependence. This helps us to interpret the main results on volatility and market microstruc-
ture noise variance (reported next). Our ﬁndings can be compared to the earlier studies with
some precautions in mind, mostly related to di?erent market mechanisms (see Section 4.2).
From Table 4.9 we see that, for CG18, none of the seven variables change signiﬁcantly ex-
cept the number of quotes which increases over the two periods (not abruptly but smoothly).
In particular, we ﬁnd no signiﬁcant changes in the number of trades, trading volume (in
round-lots), or LB test statistics (for 15 lags). Thus the control group is largely una?ected
by the decimalization of the other stocks as it ideally should. In contrast, most of the vari-
ables for TG18 and TGDJ change signiﬁcantly. As expected, we ﬁnd a signiﬁcant decrease
in their quoted depth and a very signiﬁcant decrease in their spreads. TGDJ has no signiﬁ-
cant increase in the number of quotes but TG18 does. This is probably due to the fact that
the quotes for the most active stocks were already updated frequently before the decimal-
ization date. Interestingly, for both TG18 and TGDJ, the midquote return autocorrelation
(as measured by the LB test statistics) tends to increase. In contrast, the trade return data
14The paired ?-test is calculated as (? ? ? )?S.E.[(? ? ? )]? where the denominator is the standard error
of the di?erence of the two averages. Notice that the nominator is numerically equivalent to calculating the
average of the paired di?erences. The Wilcoxon rank sign test is calculated as
P?
?=1????? where ?? is the
rank of the absolute value of the di?erence between the before and after period observations and ?? is an
indicator function taking the value 0 when the di?erence is negative and 1 when the di?erence is positive.
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autocorrelation decreases, although both groups have a signiﬁcant increase in the number of
trades. The decrease is more signiﬁcant for TGDJ, again probably due to its higher activity.
A decrease in the ﬁrst-lag autocorrelation is in line with theory that predicts less signiﬁcant
ﬁrst-lag autocorrelation due to smaller rounding error [see Harris (1990a)]. That the number
of trades increases for both TG18 and TGDJ while their trading volume stays constant is
also in line with the earlier studies.
From Table 4.10, on the other hand, we see that the midquote absolute ﬁrst-lag covari-
ances decrease or do not change at all. Because the corresponding LB test statistic was
just found to increase (see Table 4.9), decimalization seems to have weakened the ﬁrst-lag
dependence but strenghtened the higher lag dependence. This would explain the apparent
controversy between the LB of midquote and trade data (although this is stock dependent
to some extent as noted above). The main reason why the dependence should be increased
in the midquote data is, we believe, that decimalization changed the strategic behavior of
the market participants. The participants outside the "ﬂoor" of the NYSE may have for
example become more cautious due to the fear of "front-running" (a form of insider trading
from the part of the specialists). This is consistent with the reported decrease in market
transparency [see, e.g., NYSE (2001)]. In general, the simple and signiﬁcantly weakened
serial dependence in the trade price data should make them better suited for the analysis of
decimalization e?ects than the midquote data especially for the most active stocks.
We now turn to our main results which are reported in Table 4.10. According to the
paired ?-test, true volatility appears to decrease only slightly (CG18 and TGDJ) or not
signiﬁcantly at all (TG18). The Wilcoxon test provides much stronger evidence of a decrease
which is evidently due to the non-Gaussian character of volatility. The results also reveal
that there are in general only minor di?erences between the three volatility estimators we
use. The MSRV estimates indicate a slightly more signiﬁcant decrease for TGDJ (whether
this may be due to jumps is discussed in the next section). Noise variance estimates decrease
signiﬁcantly across the board. For TG18 and TGDJ, the decrease in noise variance turns
out to be more signiﬁcant than the volatility decrease. Not surprisingly, then, the increase
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in their SNR is highly signiﬁcant for TGDJ. We ﬁnd no major di?erences between SNR1?
SNR2, and SNR3 but SNR3 changes slightly less signiﬁcantly than the others.
Notice that the results using trade price data (left panel in Table 4.10) di?er in some
respects from the midquote data results (right panel). The trade price data tend to give
slightly more signiﬁcant results than the midquote data for the volatility of TGDJ. The
di?erence is more obvious for the noise variance. As a consequence, the increase in SNR? for
TGDJ turns out to be highly signiﬁcant. The data type does not seem to matter as much
for TG18, however, suggesting that the less active stocks are less a?ected by the data type.
It is of course possible that the tests applied here accidentally capture inherent trends in
the data and, in the case of volatility in particular, clustering to turbulent and tranquil times
that are not related to the decimalization process itself. As a ﬁrst attempt to control for
confounding factors, we run linear regressions for each stock with volatility, noise variance,
and SNR as the dependent variables. The explanatory variables we use are the number of
quotes (for the midquote data) and trades (for the trade price data), the LB test statistic,
and a dummy variable deﬁned to be 0 before decimalization and 1 after it. The number of
quotes and trades are included because they appear prominently in the calculation of the
estimates (see Section 4.3) and because they have not, in general, remained constant over the
sample period (see Table 4.9). The LB test statistic, on the other hand, is included because
it can be thought as reﬂecting the daily information asymmetry and because it has not in
general remained constant either. Note that we do not include the spreads as explanatory
variables because they correlate highly with the dummy variable for the TGDJ stocks.
Multicollinearity could easily lead to invalid inference regarding the regression coe?cients.
Such approximate multicollinearity actually only supports the view that the most active
stocks had the largest spread and noise variance reductions.
The stock speciﬁc regressions indicate that the dummy variable tends to be signiﬁcantly
negative when the dependent variable is either volatility or noise variance. So confounding
factors do not appear to be responsible for the decrease. It is however harder to tell what
the e?ect on the SNR is because the corresponding dummy coe?cient is often close to zero
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and its sign alternates stock dependently within and between groups. In order to gain
more insight, we run panel (longitudinal) linear regressions with the same dependent and
explanatory variables. Speciﬁcally, we use the restricted maximum likelihood method to
estimate linear mixed-e?ects models of the form [see Pinheiro and Bates (2004, Ch. 2)]
??? = ?+ ?1??(15)?? + ?2????????(??????)?? + ?3??????? +
?? + ?1???(15)?? + ?2?????????(??????)?? + ?3???????? + ????
where ? denotes the ?th stock in CG18/TG18 (? = 1? ???? 18) or TGDJ (? = 1? ???? 30) and ?
denotes the day before and after decimalization (? = 1? ???? 98). Here ? and ?? (on the top
row) are the ﬁxed-e?ect coe?cients and ?? and ??? (on the bottom row) are the random-e?ect
coe?cients. The latter describe the shift in the intercept and the explanatory variables for
each stock, respectively, and they are assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero.
The random-e?ect coe?cients are allowed to be correlated (with a covariance matrix not
depending on the stock) but the normally distributed and zero-centered error terms ??? are
assumed to be independent. Thus, the random e?ects can be regarded as additional errors
terms that account for correlation among observations (for each stock separately).
The trade price and midquote data panel regression results are reported in Tables 4.11
and 4.12. In them, volatility is estimated by the MSRV (the other estimators would do
as well). In order to facilitate interpretation of the regression coe?cients and to mitigate
multicollinearity, we center the explanatory variables except the dummy. As seen above, we
include random e?ects for all the explanatory variables including the dummy. This tends
to give less signiﬁcant ﬁxed-e?ect regression coe?cients for the dummy. Despite the more
conservative inference, the coe?cients for the dummy are negative and clearly signiﬁcant
when volatility and noise variance are dependent variables. However, there does not appear
to be much support for a signiﬁcant abrupt increase in the SNR: after controlling for the
number of quotes and trades, in particular, the coe?cient for the dummy turns out to be
insigniﬁcant or of the wrong sign (midquote data) or to be only mildly signiﬁcant (trade
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price data). Speciﬁcation tests done along the lines of Pinheiro and Bates (2004, Ch. 4.3) do
not reveal any clear evidence of misspecifation — especially when random e?ects are included
for every ﬁxed-e?ect explanatory variable as they now are. In particular, we then ﬁnd that
the standardized within-stock residuals are zero centered and normally distributed.
We conclude that after taking confounding and random e?ects into account, at best only
weakly signiﬁcant evidence of an abrupt level shift in the SNR exists and that only the trade
price data provide evidence in favor of an increase. The last point makes sense because the
trade price data are more sensitive to the change in the tick size. In fact, if the midquotes
correctly represent the true price, the corresponding dummy should not be signiﬁcant. Of
course, we cannot totally exclude the possibility that the above ﬁndings are not due to the
relatively short sample period in question. However, longer periods or periods farther apart
from each other would potentially su?er even more from trends and complicate the inference.
4.5.3 The e?ect of jumps
It is a well-known theoretical fact that if jumps exist, RV does not converge to IV even in
the absence of market microstructure noise but instead to ??+
P
0???? |???|2, where ??
denotes a large return (a true jump triggered by an earnings announcement, for example).
It has also been reported that estimators such as the TSRV and MSRV then lose part of
their estimation accuracy [see Fan and Wang (2006)]. This has raised some doubts about
the validity of earlier research [see, e.g., Diebold (2005)]. We thus next study if jumps
exist in our data and if the jumps a?ect our results on decimalization e?ects signiﬁcantly.
Because there is some ambiguity between jumps and noise in discrete data, we also pay some
attention to how much noise there is in the trade price data compared to the midquote data.
We ﬁrst test for the presence of jumps. For this purpose we use the test proposed by
Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006) which we call the two-scale jump test (TSJT). This test is
valid only in the absence of market microstructure noise so we expect to see some bias, but
we nevertheless ﬁnd it useful to calculate for qualitative purposes. The good thing is that
the TSJT is a particularly direct and easy way to test for the presence of jumps (but not
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their strength or frequency) without making strong assumptions. We now shortly review it.
The TSJT statistic is deﬁned as
b?(?? ????)? = b?(?? ???)?b?(????)? ?
where, for ? ? 0,
b?(????)? := [????]X
?=1
|????|?
is the estimator of variability, and ???? = ???? ??(??1)?? denote the discrete increments
of a semimartingale process ?? As is easily observed, the TSJT statistic takes advantage of
two overlapping time-scales, ?? and ???? from which we have derived its name.
The usefulness of this test is based on a theorem in Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006) saying
that if ? ? 0? ? ? 2, and ? ? 2, then the variables b?(?? ????)? converge (in probability) to
the variable ?(?? ?)? = 1 on the set of discontinuous processes and to ???2?1 on the set of
continuous processes when ?? ? 0 (? ? ?)? Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006) show that if
the market microstructure noise is IID and ? = 4? then the TSJT statistic converges to 1??
(instead of 1)? They note, however, that when E?2 and E?4 are small (as in practice they
are; see for exampledE?2 in Tables 4.7 and 4.8) and ?? = ??? is "moderately small," then
the TSJT statistic will again be close to 1 in the discontinuous case.
We use the values ? = 4 and ? = 2 and set [0? ? ] to one trading day as suggested
by Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006)? We let ?? to vary from 1 to 10 events but report here
only the results with ?? = 1 (the larger time-scales give less accurate results). The non-
normalized histograms of all the stocks together are presented in Figure 4.3. There are 6 468
observations in total, each observation representing one day for one stock. The subplots (a)
and (b) indicate that market microstructure noise is prominent because the histograms are
not tightly peaked around any value. In particular, the histograms are not centered around
1 or 2. The mean of the midquote data is higher than the mean of the trade price data.
This is in line with the view that the midquote data are less bouncy than the trade price
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Figure 4.3. Histograms of the TSJT statistic in event time using (a) trade prices; (b)
midquotes. Subplots (c) and (d) show the corresponding data in calendar time.
data (see Section 4.4).15
For comparison purposes, in subplots (c) and (d) we show the histograms in calendar
time with ?? = 5 seconds. These histograms are more sharply centered around 1, implying
more jumpy price evolution or less noise contamination in calendar time. Both explanations
are in fact plausible.16 The price process may be more jumpy in calendar time because the
price does not adjust instantly to new surprising news. This would be consistent for example
with the idea of subordination and the directing process evolving at di?erent rates [see, e.g.,
15It would not make sense to call the trade price data truly more jumpy than the midquote data because
both data types reﬂect the same underlying value.
16Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006) ﬁnd their histogram to be centered below 1. They however include Nasdaq
data in their analysis which increases the amount of noise and explains the shift in location.
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Clark (1973)]. In event time the jumps also tend to be smoothed out by market makers who
monitor the market closely. The fact that the histograms of trade price and midquote data
look more like each other in calendar than in event time supports the view that the data
type plays a less signiﬁcant role in larger time-scales (and with less active stocks).
There are at least two straightforward ways to remove jumps [see Barndor?-Nielsen and
Shephard (2004) and Aït-Sahalia and Jacod (2006)]. Both of these methods (as they cur-
rently stand), however, work well only in the absence of market microstructure noise. Thus
we decide to apply the following simple threshold rule instead: if the return of consecutive
prices in event time is larger than a given threshold (we use 0?03), then the return is re-
moved, a new price table is constructed, and the statistical tests are re-run. This reduces
the daily number of quotes and trades but only slightly because so big jumps are quite rare
in event time. In fact, there are only a few such jumps in each group per period and less
in the midquote data than in the trade price data. Of course, the number of jumps would
be greatly increased if we would use a smaller threshold but then we would also be more
likely to capture not only the true jumps but also noise. This would be especially true with
the less active CG18 and TG18 stocks. For completeness, we report the number of jumps
with three di?erent thresholds in Tables 4.13 and 4.14 which clearly show the increase in
the number of jumps when the threshold is decreased (0?03? 0?01).
Because most of the days do not have any signiﬁcant jumps according to the above
threshold (0?03), the sums of power 4 stay largely una?ected when the jumps are removed.
We see no obvious di?erences between the before and after period either. The paired ?-test
statistics are only moderately a?ected by the jumps (and the Wilcoxon test less so). The
change is most evident for volatility and noise variance; in the case of a low priced stock, a big
price swing can make jumps more likely in one of the periods and thus produce many jumps
(see, e.g., LU in Table 4.4). But even in this case the e?ect on the SNR is diminishingly
small because both the noise variance and the true volatility decrease by approximately the
same amount. So we conclude that jumps do not seem to have any qualitatively important
impact on our results. This seems like a natural result as true jumps are basicly randomly
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scattered over time independently of the decimalization process and the test statistics we use
group many practically independent (although similar in trading activity) stocks together.
4.6 Conclusions
In this essay we have empirically studied the e?ect of decimalization on volatility and market
microstructure noise using UHF data. A key point is to estimate the true volatility accu-
rately. To this end, we have used three non-parametric estimators that all have desirable
statistical properties and are yet ﬂexible and simple to calculate. We have estimated the
market microstructure noise variance non-parametrically as well. Statistical tests are run in
order to evaluate the signiﬁcance of the e?ects on volatility, noise variance, and their ratio.
The main result of this empirical study is that decimalization decreased observed volatil-
ity by reducing noise variance especially for the highly active stocks. The reduction can be
attributed to smoother price evolution or, in other words, to diminished price discreteness.
Consequently, the signiﬁcance of the true signal appears to have increased. Mixed-e?ect
panel regression results show, however, that most of this increase is explainable by con-
founding and random e?ects. The trade data give more favorable results than the midquote
data which is in line with the view that trade prices are more sensitive to the changes in the
tick size and that they provide a less accurate estimate of the true (unobserved) price. For
the inactive stocks the di?erence between the two data types appears to be insigniﬁcant.
It should be noted, however, that the decrease in observed volatility due to decimalization
can be slightly deceptive. As the markets also became less transparent and the market
making costs increased, algorithmic trading gained more popularity in so much that it
nowadays makes up a big portion of the daily volume. In a crisis, algorithmic trading can
lead to sell-o? pressures that may actually end up increasing volatility in the decimal regime.
This study also demonstrates how the TSRV, GTRSV, and MSRV estimators perform
in a changing environment. The MSRV estimator appears to give the most robust estimates
with respect to the data type and tick size used. This is noteworthy because we ﬁnd
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that decimalization decreased linear dependence in the trade data but increased it in the
midquote data. On the other hand, the MSRV trade price data estimates are on average
a few percents higher than the respective midquote data estimates in both periods. This
discrepancy may be due the fact that the MSRV estimator does not adjusting to all complex
dependencies. Nevertheless, we feel that the non-parametric volatility estimators used here
can be considered as more ﬂexible than the parametric estimators suggested in the literature.
Although the estimators we use are sensitive to jumps to certain extent (the volatility
estimators less than the RSRV), we do not ﬁnd true jumps to be critical for our results.
Preﬁltering the data for errors seems far more important because compared to jumps trig-
gered by news, the errors tend to be bigger, more frequent, more systematic, and harder to
correct for especially in the quote data.
Finally, we note that the estimators we have used are accurate only in ideal conditions
that may not exist in practice over time and across stocks. We feel that there is room for
improvement especially in the estimation of noise variance by taking more complex data
dependencies into account. It would also be useful to be able to decompose volatility into
even smaller components. Separating small components from each other would make the
e?ect of decimalization even more transparent. Decomposition of market microstucture noise
would however require us to take a stand on questions such as what constitutes a jump and
how to separate it from other noise sources. This is a topic of both theoretical and practical
interest and likely to become more important as inﬁnitely active jump processes gain more
popularity in stock price modeling. We leave these issues for future research.
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Table 4.1. Test Group Dow Jones (TGDJ).
Ticker Stock
AA Alcoa Inc
AIG American International Group Inc
AXP American Express Co
BA Boeing Co
C Citigroup
CAT Caterpillar Inc
DD E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co
DIS Walt Disney Co
EK Eastman Kodak Co
GE General Electric Corp
GM General Motors Corp
HD Home Depot Inc
HON Honeywell International Inc
HWP Hewlett-Packard Co
IBM International Business Machines Corp
IP International Paper Co
JNJ Johnson and Johnson
KO Coca-Cola Co
LU Lucent Techs Inc
MCD McDonald’s Corp
MMM Minnesota Mng Mfg Co
MO Altria Group Inc
MRK Merck & Co Inc
PFE Pﬁzer Inc
PG Procter & Gamble Co
SBC SBC Communications Inc
T AT&T Inc
VZ Verizon Communications
WMT Wal-Mart Stores Inc
XOM Exxon Mobil Co
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Table 4.2. Control Group 18 (left) and the matched Test Group 18 (right).
Ticker Stock Ticker Stock
APC Anadarko Petroleum Corp APA Apache Corp
BEN Franklin Resources BSC Bear Stearns Companies Inc
CI Cigna Corp WLP Wellpoint Hlth Netwks Hldg Co
CL Colgate-Palmolive Corp AVP Avon Products Inc
CPQ Compaq Computer Corp EMC EMC Corp
DCX DaimlerChrysler AG Ord HDI Harley Davidson Inc
FDX Fedex Corp UPS United Parcel Service Inc
GMH General Motors Corp New F Ford Motor Co New
GT Goodyear Tire Rubber Corp CTB Cooper Tire Rubber Co
GTW Gateway Inc LXK Lexmark Intl Inc
H Harcourt General Inc AM American Greetings Corp
IOM Iomega Corp DBD Diebold Inc
LE Lands/End Inc SKS Saks Inc
LMT Lockheed Martin Corp UTX United Technologies Corp
S Sears Roebuck Corp TGT Target Corporation
SGY Stone Energy Corp NFX Newﬁeld Exploration Co
STT State Street Corp MEL Mellon Financial Corp
UBS UBS AG Ord SHS SNV Synovus Financial Corp
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Table 4.3. Descriptive statistics for CG18 (above) and TG18 (below).
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
$ Quotes LB? Trades LB? $ Quotes LB? Trades LB?
APC 64 1 344 78 1 056 28 65 2 233 70 1 632 28
BEN 38 1 156 32 500 25 41 1 577 42 709 25
CI 124 1 524 38 827 25 108 2 252 45 1 012 24
CL 59 1 366 80 856 35 56 2 172 65 1 116 28
CPQ 21 1 953 148 2 089 129 20 2 091 138 1 825 59
DCX 43 795 26 456 45 48 905 30 347 29
FDX 44 1 106 44 704 24 42 1 661 35 835 26
GMH 25 1 051 45 780 25 22 1 457 32 810 32
GT 20 934 33 522 33 25 1 524 39 663 30
GTW 25 1 281 67 1 037 31 17 1 630 60 1 012 31
H 56 359 33 154 29 56 578 36 216 30
IOM 5 462 24 336 34 4 463 28 184 23
LE 25 464 32 184 28 27 560 32 168 24
LMT 33 1 006 26 592 26 37 1 403 32 798 28
S 33 1 350 42 698 32 37 1 598 37 846 29
SGY 57 506 41 202 29 54 612 40 237 26
STT 123 1 472 79 951 29 97 2 414 54 1 298 35
UBS 154 527 26 237 20 153 676 37 179 21
Avg 53 1 036 50 677 35 51 1 434 47 772 29
APA 62 1 238 34 847 31 61 1 556 51 1 120 31
BSC 52 1 463 29 815 34 51 2 210 32 1 114 23
WLP 106 1 111 49 716 22 96 1 389 58 680 26
AVP 44 1 011 31 613 33 40 1 427 42 828 30
EMC 76 2 738 135 2 696 41 41 2 623 119 2 675 36
HDI 42 1 034 37 717 36 41 1 499 42 1 038 29
UPS 59 961 28 550 55 57 1 256 39 582 34
F 25 1 473 34 1 100 137 28 1 738 42 1 380 48
CTB 10 505 31 178 41 13 851 29 271 23
LXK 45 1 082 58 662 24 50 1 791 59 940 34
AM 11 479 23 227 37 13 633 29 239 24
DBD 31 460 23 231 19 28 590 28 240 21
SKS 10 400 25 154 27 13 622 30 212 23
UTX 72 1 393 50 847 28 76 2 021 74 1 217 34
TGT 31 1 379 35 1 047 97 36 1 863 63 1 443 32
NFX 41 446 26 214 19 36 630 27 277 18
MEL 48 1 447 30 999 71 43 1 893 66 1 363 37
SNV 24 783 31 353 45 27 1 354 37 563 26
Avg 44 1 078 39 720 44 42 1 441 48 899 29
Note: All values are based on daily averages. The Ljung—Box (LB) test is for 15 lags.
Superscripts ? and ? denote the midquote and trade price data, respectively.
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Table 4.4. Descriptive statistics for TGDJ.
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
$ Quotes LB? Trades LB? $ Quotes LB? Trades LB?
AA 31 1 466 28 1 110 126 36 1 981 44 1 562 70
AIG 95 2 038 60 1 699 102 81 2 421 54 2 191 60
AXP 54 2 269 52 1 848 145 42 2 706 95 2 503 60
BA 64 1 842 100 1 271 50 59 2 531 72 1 642 39
C 51 3 874 123 2 768 372 48 3 339 75 2 659 41
CAT 42 1 175 28 804 68 44 1 701 41 1 142 33
DD 44 2 292 30 1 376 152 43 2 743 83 1 847 73
DIS 30 1 651 34 1 345 201 29 2 132 68 1 570 58
EK 42 1 369 39 872 87 43 1 765 43 983 31
GE 50 3 083 54 2 803 401 44 2 497 161 2 680 65
GM 53 1 732 56 1 042 73 54 1 982 106 1 255 38
HD 43 2 411 62 2 297 316 43 2 520 135 2 490 105
HON 49 2 064 29 1 231 82 44 2 074 35 1 272 30
HWP 34 2 760 42 2 090 178 31 3 370 59 2 479 80
IBM 95 3 549 118 2 757 192 102 3 764 114 3 308 50
IP 37 1 578 30 1 117 100 37 2 110 43 1 396 47
JNJ 97 1 966 59 1 653 153 93 2 164 93 1 861 71
KO 59 1 691 38 1 322 143 50 1 679 79 1 454 36
LU 18 4 389 60 3 996 941 12 3 138 115 3 209 208
MCD 32 1 750 24 1 105 177 28 2 019 47 1 645 91
MMM 108 1 416 96 1 094 35 109 1 973 77 1 393 34
MO 40 3 066 84 1 450 196 47 2 437 144 1 717 42
MRK 89 2 593 90 2 149 183 76 1 842 65 1 644 34
PFE 44 3 195 46 2 804 534 42 2 956 53 2 877 166
PG 73 2 253 51 1 506 100 68 2 380 53 1 689 55
SBC 52 2 239 57 1 807 208 45 2 062 250 1 942 45
T 20 1 807 27 2 256 499 22 1 741 157 1 717 53
VZ 54 2 291 33 1 525 185 49 2 820 62 2 098 60
WMT 51 2 768 60 2 062 242 50 2 021 123 1 975 41
XOM 87 2 013 65 1 632 154 82 2 004 104 1 754 43
Avg 55 2 286 56 1 760 213 52 2 362 88 1 932 62
Note: All values are based on daily averages. The Ljung—Box (LB) test is for 15 lags.
Superscripts ? and ? denote the midquote and trade price data, respectively.
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Table 4.5. MSRV volatility estimates for CG18 (above) and TG18 (below).
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
MSRV? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??) MSRV
? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??)
APC 8?23?? 04 3 25 44 ? 5?38?? 04 8 8 32
BEN 5?77?? 04 0 26 32 ? 5?15?? 04 2 27 14
CI 6?12?? 04 1 12 8 ? 4?22?? 04 7 ?1 ?23
CL 4?92?? 04 4 39 50 ? 3?46?? 04 4 4 24
CPQ 1?68?? 03 3 ?50 54 ? 1?52?? 03 3 ?16 48
DCX 3?20?? 04 6 ?120 ?10 ? 2?07?? 04 4 ?46 ?10
FDX 5?61?? 04 9 13 38 ? 5?01?? 04 5 ?9 16
GMH 1?53?? 03 5 0 34 ? 9?95?? 04 3 ?36 17
GT 6?71?? 04 4 ?39 ?29 ? 5?44?? 04 7 ?56 ?45
GTW 2?52?? 03 5 ?5 33 2?55?? 03 5 23 45
H 2?20?? 05 5 ?188 ?120 ? 1?81?? 05 3 ?57 ?54
IOM 2?37?? 03 6 ?103 ?11 ? 1?11?? 03 10 ?140 ?87
LE 1?15?? 03 ?3 38 29 ? 7?66?? 04 ?6 27 24
LMT 8?23?? 04 3 ?13 11 ? 6?11?? 04 5 ?29 3
S 6?32?? 04 0 14 39 ? 4?43?? 04 2 ?1 7
SGY 6?15?? 04 4 35 42 6?62?? 04 3 33 38
STT 7?50?? 04 3 19 52 ? 7?17?? 04 8 ?10 25
UBS 1?04?? 04 8 6 17 1?40?? 04 5 14 ?9
Avg 9?03?? 04 4 ?16 17 ? 7?00?? 04 4 ?15 4
APA 6?28?? 04 6 ?1 30 ? 4?99?? 04 7 10 22
BSC 8?08?? 04 6 ?46 10 8?61?? 04 5 ?18 ?13
WLP 8?84?? 04 4 21 39 ? 5?78?? 04 10 25 33
AVP 6?37?? 04 2 ?19 26 ? 4?35?? 04 1 20 25
EMC 2?27?? 03 2 ?20 31 3?29?? 03 1 ?17 9
HDI 1?05?? 03 4 ?7 43 ? 6?99?? 04 6 ?19 25
UPS 2?29?? 04 1 ?78 17 ? 1?44?? 04 7 ?64 ?18
F 6?75?? 04 6 ?233 7 ? 4?21?? 04 7 ?77 12
CTB 5?01?? 04 ?1 ?353 ?86 7?49?? 04 0 ?48 ?68
LXK 1?85?? 03 4 18 42 ? 1?29?? 03 4 31 33
AM 1?33?? 03 ?4 ?211 ?34 ? 8?23?? 04 0 11 9
DBD 9?88?? 04 ?3 ?1 13 ? 4?89?? 04 ?8 22 ?66
SKS 1?06?? 03 3 ?183 ?59 ? 7?69?? 04 15 ?56 ?12
UTX 5?03?? 04 5 1 40 ? 4?56?? 04 2 24 37
TGT 9?51?? 04 4 ?89 19 ? 8?56?? 04 7 ?5 33
NFX 7?00?? 04 4 ?1 11 7?23?? 04 7 9 23
MEL 5?97?? 04 3 ?73 25 ? 5?27?? 04 7 ?8 31
SNV 2?84?? 04 5 ?200 ?43 3?15?? 04 11 ?26 ?19
Avg 8?86?? 04 3 ?82 7 ? 7?74?? 04 5 ?10 5
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to MSRV?:
%?=????
?????? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100.
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Table 4.6. MSRV volatility estimates for TGDJ.
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
MSRV? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??) MSRV
? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??)
AA 9?04?? 04 5 ?126 16 ? 5?44?? 04 3 ?37 30
AIG 3?96?? 04 1 ?31 39 ? 2?92?? 04 7 ?18 22
AXP 9?20?? 04 3 ?67 26 ? 8?46?? 04 12 ?3 32
BA 6?18?? 04 4 ?4 49 ? 4?69?? 04 3 3 35
C 7?89?? 04 5 ?137 31 ? 6?69?? 04 6 ?46 ?10
CAT 5?36?? 04 2 ?66 22 ? 4?44?? 04 6 5 23
DD 6?15?? 04 4 ?174 14 ? 4?45?? 04 6 ?25 35
DIS 6?90?? 04 3 ?269 3 ? 6?55?? 04 7 ?46 28
EK 6?83?? 04 1 ?43 32 ? 5?79?? 04 4 24 32
GE 4?91?? 04 2 ?299 17 ? 4?79?? 04 1 ?46 30
GM 5?95?? 04 6 ?24 36 ? 3?88?? 04 5 13 48
HD 8?14?? 04 5 ?206 29 ? 7?38?? 04 4 ?27 44
HON 4?97?? 04 3 ?82 0 5?52?? 04 4 ?24 ?2
HWP 1?71?? 03 4 ?142 14 ? 1?28?? 03 1 ?71 18
IBM 8?46?? 04 4 ?64 31 ? 6?69?? 04 1 ?22 28
IP 8?42?? 04 4 ?69 22 ? 7?09?? 04 7 ?27 24
JNJ 2?54?? 04 6 ?99 31 ? 1?98?? 04 4 ?29 37
KO 3?67?? 04 4 ?111 28 4?64?? 04 2 15 39
LU 1?97?? 03 6 ?991 3 2?31?? 03 ?4 ?113 10
MCD 4?21?? 04 5 ?341 ?1 ? 4?02?? 04 5 ?99 18
MMM 4?30?? 04 5 17 47 4?77?? 04 5 20 37
MO 6?82?? 04 4 ?111 37 ? 3?86?? 04 5 12 53
MRK 3?60?? 04 4 ?70 32 ? 3?49?? 04 2 2 29
PFE 5?18?? 04 5 ?467 ?13 ? 3?76?? 04 3 ?138 14
PG 4?62?? 04 9 ?71 24 ? 3?85?? 04 7 ?52 15
SBC 5?07?? 04 2 ?110 34 6?53?? 04 3 23 61
T 7?45?? 04 6 ?738 ?9 ? 6?68?? 04 5 ?29 49
VZ 4?83?? 04 4 ?144 5 6?07?? 04 8 ?30 13
WMT 7?20?? 04 4 ?122 29 ? 6?40?? 04 3 3 41
XOM 2?48?? 04 5 ?71 33 ? 2?05?? 04 10 ?2 35
Avg 6?70?? 04 4 ?174 22 ? 5?96?? 04 4 ?26 29
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to MSRV?:
%?=????
?????? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100.
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Table 4.7. Noise variance estimates for CG18 (above) and TG18 (below).
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
RSRV? (%?) Cov?1 RSRV
? (%?) Cov?1
APC 2?91?? 07 41 2 ?34e ? 08 ? 1?51?? 07 46 ?5?55?? 09
BEN 4?24?? 07 60 1 ?82e ? 08 ? 2?65?? 07 47 1 ?28e ? 08
CI 3?24?? 07 43 ?7?39?? 09 ? 2?11?? 07 46 ?8?77?? 09
CL 1?76?? 07 49 1 ?21e ? 08 ? 1?49?? 07 59 ?1?57?? 08
CPQ 6?06?? 07 67 ?2?36?? 07 ? 4?83?? 07 61 ? ?1?15?? 07
DCX 7?74?? 07 71 ?3?15?? 07 ? 4?37?? 07 71 ? ?1?18?? 07
FDX 3?47?? 07 55 ?1?92?? 08 ? 3?28?? 07 61 ?2?73?? 08
GMH 9?85?? 07 51 ?9?52?? 08 ? 8?39?? 07 66 ?1?78?? 07
GT 8?93?? 07 48 ?1?69?? 07 ? 6?42?? 07 60 ? ?1?18?? 07
GTW 1?28?? 06 48 ?3?12?? 08 ? 9?69?? 07 55 ?3?25?? 08
H 2?07?? 07 67 ?9?29?? 08 ? 6?60?? 08 63 ? ?2?06?? 08
IOM 7?15?? 06 60 ?2?17?? 06 7?28?? 06 69 ? ?2?14?? 06
LE 1?93?? 06 55 4 ?16e ? 07 ? 1?66?? 06 69 2 ?86e ? 07
LMT 7?83?? 07 53 ?6?20?? 08 ? 4?94?? 07 57 ? ?6?01?? 08
S 3?91?? 07 64 ?3?99?? 08 ? 2?64?? 07 51 ? ?3?95?? 08
SGY 9?89?? 07 65 2 ?04e ? 07 ? 9?37?? 07 64 2 ?05e ? 07
STT 3?21?? 07 62 ?4?08?? 08 ? 3?03?? 07 63 ?5?39?? 08
UBS 2?08?? 07 60 2 ?37e ? 08 3?35?? 07 66 1 ?69e ? 08
Avg 1?00?? 06 57 ?1?43?? 07 ? 8?78?? 07 60 ? ?1?34?? 07
APA 3?73?? 07 53 ?6?11?? 08 ? 2?02?? 07 38 9 ?84e ? 09
BSC 7?26?? 07 66 ?1?60?? 07 ? 4?58?? 07 52 ?1?66?? 08
WLP 4?89?? 07 50 2 ?54e ? 08 ? 3?20?? 07 56 2 ?81e ? 08
AVP 6?19?? 07 62 ?1?47?? 07 ? 2?10?? 07 46 ? ?8?83?? 09
EMC 5?03?? 07 43 ?2?56?? 08 7?21?? 07 21 9 ?67e ? 09
HDI 7?81?? 07 63 ?1?96?? 07 ? 4?01?? 07 56 ? ?4?54?? 08
UPS 3?70?? 07 73 ?1?78?? 07 ? 2?04?? 07 67 ? ?5?39?? 08
F 1?02?? 06 79 ?6?57?? 07 ? 2?70?? 07 61 ? ?6?38?? 08
CTB 6?36?? 06 85 ?4?08?? 06 ? 2?04?? 06 64 ? ?2?93?? 07
LXK 1?15?? 06 57 ?1?94?? 08 ? 4?72?? 07 49 7 ?17e ? 08
AM 9?14?? 06 80 ?5?34?? 06 ? 1?53?? 06 61 ? ?1?80?? 07
DBD 2?16?? 06 57 ?6?20?? 08 ? 7?98?? 07 14 1 ?09e ? 07
SKS 9?78?? 06 78 ?4?07?? 06 ? 2?84?? 06 76 ? ?3?24?? 07
UTX 2?93?? 07 63 ?4?25?? 08 ? 1?43?? 07 50 1 ?31e ? 08
TGT 8?59?? 07 68 ?4?58?? 07 ? 3?11?? 07 51 ? ?3?12?? 08
NFX 1?66?? 06 58 6 ?92e ? 08 ? 1?18?? 06 63 3 ?56e ? 08
MEL 5?16?? 07 70 ?2?28?? 07 ? 2?08?? 07 54 ? ?2?71?? 08
SNV 1?21?? 06 78 ?6?47?? 07 ? 3?52?? 07 61 ? ?4?79?? 08
Avg 2?11?? 06 66 ?9?04?? 07 ? 7?03?? 07 52 ? ?4?53?? 08
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to RSRV?:
%?=????
?????? ?
???? ? ×100.
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Table 4.8. Noise variance estimates for TGDJ.
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
RSRV? (%?) Cov?1 RSRV
? (%?) Cov?1
AA 9?19?? 07 71 ?5?61?? 07 ? 2?39?? 07 60 ? ?7?18?? 08
AIG 1?53?? 07 61 ?6?05?? 08 ? 7?86?? 08 40 ? ?1?49?? 08
AXP 4?15?? 07 64 ?2?03?? 07 ? 1?74?? 07 39 ? ?2?70?? 08
BA 2?54?? 07 66 ?7?14?? 08 ? 1?39?? 07 56 ? ?1?27?? 08
C 3?38?? 07 79 ?2?30?? 07 ? 1?84?? 07 40 ? ?7?51?? 10
CAT 5?51?? 07 68 ?2?57?? 07 ? 1?85?? 07 46 ? ?2?34?? 08
DD 6?11?? 07 81 ?3?72?? 07 ? 1?51?? 07 65 ? ?4?37?? 08
DIS 9?46?? 07 79 ?6?84?? 07 ? 3?04?? 07 63 ? ?7?13?? 08
EK 5?59?? 07 70 ?2?89?? 07 ? 2?23?? 07 50 ? ?1?01?? 08
GE 3?50?? 07 81 ?2?53?? 07 ? 1?31?? 07 49 ? ?1?78?? 08
GM 3?55?? 07 69 ?1?43?? 07 ? 1?34?? 07 62 ? ?1?29?? 08
HD 5?41?? 07 78 ?3?81?? 07 ? 1?89?? 07 56 ? ?5?61?? 08
HON 3?67?? 07 67 ?1?56?? 07 ? 2?68?? 07 50 ? ?2?13?? 08
HWP 9?87?? 07 73 ?5?16?? 07 ? 4?42?? 07 65 ? ?9?35?? 08
IBM 2?52?? 07 67 ?1?16?? 07 ? 1?24?? 07 49 ? ?1?08?? 08
IP 6?36?? 07 67 ?3?28?? 07 ? 3?23?? 07 61 ? ?6?13?? 08
JNJ 1?53?? 07 71 ?8?29?? 08 ? 6?85?? 08 58 ? ?1?99?? 08
KO 2?93?? 07 73 ?1?76?? 07 ? 1?36?? 07 38 ? ?1?12?? 08
LU 2?69?? 06 92 ?2?59?? 06 ? 7?68?? 07 57 ? ?2?96?? 07
MCD 8?41?? 07 86 ?6?31?? 07 ? 2?43?? 07 67 ? ?9?29?? 08
MMM 1?64?? 07 51 ?1?67?? 08 ? 1?38?? 07 45 1 ?38e ? 08
MO 4?96?? 07 86 ?3?34?? 07 ? 9?92?? 08 63 ? ?1?07?? 08
MRK 1?42?? 07 67 ?7?11?? 08 ? 1?04?? 07 35 ? ?3?60?? 09
PFE 5?24?? 07 83 ?4?43?? 07 ? 1?55?? 07 65 ? ?6?20?? 08
PG 2?62?? 07 70 ?1?14?? 07 ? 1?73?? 07 60 ? ?3?89?? 08
SBC 2?94?? 07 74 ?1?87?? 07 ? 1?29?? 07 53 ? ?2?93?? 09
T 1?38?? 06 84 ?1?27?? 06 ? 2?52?? 07 61 ? ?5?86?? 08
VZ 3?86?? 07 74 ?2?44?? 07 ? 1?88?? 07 50 ? ?4?14?? 08
WMT 3?88?? 07 76 ?2?51?? 07 ? 1?57?? 07 41 ? ?8?96?? 09
XOM 1?30?? 07 68 ?7?25?? 08 ? 5?96?? 08 44 ? ?6?68?? 09
Avg 5?46?? 07 73 ?3?70?? 07 ? 1?99?? 07 53 ? ?3?96?? 08
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to RSRV?:
%?=????
?????? ?
???? ? ×100.
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Table 4.9. General test statistics.
Mean before Mean after Mean (?) Paired ? Wilcoxon
Control Group 18
Abs spread 0?11 0?10 0?01 1?12
(0?2771)
121
(0?1297)
Rel spread 0?28 0?27 0?01 0?73
(0?478)
118
(0?1674)
Nr quotes 1 036 1 434 ?397 ?5?72?
(2?52??05)
0?
(7?63??06)
Nr trades 677 772 ?95 ?2?05
(0?0556)
42
(0?0599)
Depth 70 252 78 945 ?8 693 ?1?28
(0?2166)
46
(0?0898)
Volume 1 697 999 1 554 826 143 173 0?97
(0?3436)
90
(0?865)
LB(15)? 35 29 5 1?34
(0?1983)
113
(0?2462)
LB(15)? 50 47 2 1?01
(0?3247)
105
(0?4171)
Test Group 18
Abs spread 0?13 0?08 0?05 12?85?
(3?52??10)
171?
(7?63??06)
Rel spread 0?41 0?25 0?16 5?09?
(9?16??05)
171?
(7?63??06)
Nr quotes 1 078 1 441 ?363 ?7?03?
(2?03??06)
1?
(1?53??05)
Nr trades 720 899 ?179 ?5?04?
(9?99??05)
8?
(0?0002)
Depth 127 961 76 643 51 318 2?59
(0?0190)
159?
(0?0005)
Volume 1 914 090 2 251 013 ?336 922 ?1?02
(0?3214)
70
(0?5226)
LB(15)? 44 29 15 2?50
(0?0228)
144?
(0?0090)
LB(15)? 39 48 ?9 ?3?21?
(0?0051)
17?
(0?0016)
Test Group Dow Jones
Abs spread 0?11 0?06 0?05 30?12?
(?2?2??16)
465?
(1?86??09)
Rel spread 0?22 0?13 0?09 10?31?
(3?27??11)
465?
(1?86??09)
Nr quotes 2 286 2 362 ?76 ?0?84
(0?4057)
184
(0?3285)
Nr trades 1 760 1 932 ?172 ?2?81?
(0?0087)
93?
(0?0032)
Depth 632 513 191 075 441 438 3?02?
(0?0052)
464?
(3?73??09)
Volume 5 942 661 5 812 197 130 463 0?41
(0?6837)
252
(0?7)
LB(15)? 213 62 151 5?33?
(1?01??05)
465?
(1?86??09)
LB(15)? 56 88 ?32 ?3?64?
(0?0011)
65?
(0?0003)
Note: Absolute spread (Abs spread) denotes the absolute di?erence between the
ask and bid quotes, relative spread (Rel spread) denotes the absolute spread
standardized by the corresponding midquote, Depth denotes the sum of displayed
number of quotes at ask and bid, and Volume denotes the number of traded stocks
(× 100). Bolded signiﬁcant at 5% level, * denotes 1% (?-values in parentheses).
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Table 4.10. Test statistics for noise variance, volatility, and SNR.
Mean (?) Paired ? Wilcoxon Mean (?) Paired ? Wilcoxon
Control Group 18 (trade prices) Control Group 18 (midquotes)
|???1| 3?24?? 08 2?30
(0?0342)
136
(0?0269)
2?53?? 08 3?18?
(0?0055)
154?
(0?0016)
RSRV 1?26?? 07 3?98?
(0?0010)
156?
(0?0010)
1?18?? 07 3?24?
(0?0048)
163?
(0?0002)
TSRV 1?80?? 04 2?65
(0?0170)
161?
(0?0003)
1?68?? 04 2?81
(0?0120)
155?
(0?0013)
GTSRV 1?67?? 04 2?76
(0?0134)
160?
(0?0004)
1?76?? 04 2?86
(0?0109)
158?
(0?0007)
MSRV 2?03?? 04 2?83
(0?0116)
159?
(0?0005)
2?02?? 04 2?89
(0?0101)
160?
(0?0004)
SNR1 ?149 ?1?94
(0?0686)
44
(0?0737)
?430 ?3?18?
(0?0054)
23?
(0?0047)
SNR2 ?150 ?1?97
(0?0658)
45
(0?0814)
?431 ?3?19?
(0?0053)
22?
(0?0041)
SNR3 ?102 ?1?31
(0?2078)
60
(0?2837)
?293 ?2?14
(0?0467)
31
(0?0159)
SNR3? ?193 624 ?0?81
(0?4265)
88
(0?9323)
N/A N/A N/A
Test Group 18 (trade prices) Test Group 18 (midquotes)
|???1| 8?36?? 07 2?31
(0?0340)
169?
(2?29??05)
3?91?? 08 2?59
(0?0192)
154?
(0?0016)
RSRV 1?41?? 06 2?54
(0?0211)
166?
(7?63??05)
2?36?? 07 2?38
(0?0295)
155?
(0?0013)
TSRV 9?68?? 05 1?19
(0?2522)
134
(0?0342)
9?24?? 05 1?00
(0?3275)
133
(0?0385)
GTSRV 8?07?? 05 1?02
(0?3213)
128
(0?0665)
1?09?? 04 1?14
(0?2693)
135
(0?0304)
MSRV 1?13?? 04 1?34
(0?1986)
136
(0?0269)
1?23?? 04 1?44
(0?1675)
135
(0?0304)
SNR1 ?694 ?5?62?
(3?05??05)
0?
(7?63??06)
?868 ?5?37?
(5?07??05)
4?
(5?34??05)
SNR2 ?689 ?5?63?
(3?02??05)
0?
(7?63??06)
?869 ?5?38?
(4?96??05)
3?
(3?82??05)
SNR3 ?696 ?5?77?
(2?27??05)
0?
(7?63??06)
?813 ?5?11?
(8?76??05)
4?
(5?34??05)
SNR3? ?133 474 ?1?09
(0?2924)
48
(0?1084)
N/A N/A N/A
Test Group DJ (trade prices) Test Group DJ (midquotes)
|???1| 3?26?? 07 4?06?
(0?0003)
465?
(1?86??09)
?2?72?? 09 ?0?70
(0?4921)
250
(0?7303)
RSRV 3?47?? 07 4?97?
(2?76??05)
465?
(1?86??09)
3?13?? 08 3?24?
(0?0030)
389?
(0?0008)
TSRV 5?70?? 05 1?96
(0?0601)
347
(0?0175)
5?40?? 05 1?51
(0?1416)
360?
(0?0076)
GTSRV 5?40?? 05 1?92
(0?0651)
343
(0?0221)
5?64?? 05 1?55
(0?1309)
360?
(0?0076)
MSRV 7?45?? 05 2?73
(0?0105)
368?
(0?0043)
6?68?? 05 2?18
(0?0375)
378?
(0?0020)
SNR1 ?1 657 ?13?93?
(2?25??14)
0?
(1?86??09)
?1 033 ?3?44?
(0?0018)
79?
(0?0010)
SNR2 ?1 637 ?13?92?
(2?29??14)
0?
(1?86??09)
?1 033 ?3?44?
(0?0018)
79?
(0?0010)
SNR3 ?1 591 ?13?31?
(7?09??14)
0?
(1?86??09)
?980 ?3?26?
(0?0029)
81?
(0?0012)
SNR3? ?45 476 ?2?30
(0?0288)
52?
(7?06??05)
N/A N/A N/A
Note: Bolded signiﬁcant at 5% level, * denotes 1% (?-values in parentheses).
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Table 4.11. Mixed-e?ects panel regressions using trade price data.
Control Group 18 (18 × 98 = 1764 observations)
Volatility Noise variance SNR3
Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random
Intercept ?7?58?
[?30?61]
1?04 ?14?52?
[?60?11]
1?02 6?89?
[96?44]
0?30
Nr trades 1?47?
[17?79]
0?25 0?14
[1?74]
0?30 1?28?
[22?09]
0?20
LB(15) ?0?12
[?1?44]
0?32 ?0?02
[?0?75]
0?07 ?0?09
[?1?17]
0?33
Dummy ?0?39?
[?4?26]
0?36 ?0?26?
[?3?58]
0?30 ?0?10
[?1?91]
0?22
Test Group 18 (18 × 98 = 1764 observations)
Volatility Noise variance SNR3
Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random
Intercept ?7?06?
[?25?29]
1?17 ?13?80?
[?51?18]
1?14 6?72?
[78?16]
0?35
Nr trades 1?73?
[12?22]
0?55 0?25?
[4?03]
0?20 1?49?
[17?04]
0?33
LB(15) ?0?27?
[?3?96]
0?26 ?0?03
[?1?11]
0?09 ?0?24?
[?3?32]
0?30
Dummy ?0?77?
[?6?97]
0?44 ?0?94?
[?8?36]
0?47 0?16?
[2?94]
0?21
Test Group Dow Jones (30 × 98 = 2940 observations)
Volatility Noise variance SNR3
Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random
Intercept ?7?12?
[?60?12]
0?63 ?14?69?
[?129?44]
0?61 7?58?
[130?05]
0?30
Nr trades 2?02?
[22?96]
0?35 0?47?
[5?84]
0?39 1?54?
[20?33]
0?33
LB(15) ?0?45?
[?9?48]
0?23 ?0?05
[?2?04]
0?11 ?0?41?
[?10?45]
0?20
Dummy ?0?96?
[?11?16]
0?43 ?1?06?
[?16?25]
0?34 0?08
[1?80]
0?21
Note: Bolded signiﬁcant at 5% level, * denotes 1% (?-statistics in brackets). The
random part denotes the variable’s standard deviation (covariances not reported).
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Table 4.12. Mixed-e?ects panel regressions using midquote data.
Control Group 18 (18 × 98 = 1764 observations)
Volatility Noise variance SNR3
Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random
Intercept ?7?45?
[?31?60]
0?99 ?15?23?
[?70?43]
0?91 7?76?
[93?93]
0?34
Nr quotes 1?08?
[8?45]
0?46 ?0?06
[?0?53]
0?42 1?11?
[23?06]
0?12
LB(15) 0?29?
[5?56]
0?20 0?20?
[8?22]
0?06 0?09
[1?48]
0?23
Dummy ?0?53?
[?7?33]
0?27 ?0?34?
[?4?29]
0?31 ?0?19?
[?3?57]
0?21
Test Group 18 ( 18 × 98 = 1764 observations)
Volatility Noise variance SNR3
Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random
Intercept ?7?01?
[?29?43]
1?00 ?14?74?
[?58?50]
1?06 7?72?
[114?84]
0?27
Nr quotes 1?50?
[8?21]
0?71 0?26
[1?82]
0?57 1?18?
[18?70]
0?22
LB(15) 0?24?
[3?65]
0?25 0?13?
[4?66]
0?09 0?10
[2?10]
0?19
Dummy ?0?83?
[?7?46]
0?44 ?0?71?
[?7?12]
0?40 ?0?11
[?2?48]
0?16
Test Group Dow Jones (30 × 98 = 2940 observations)
Volatility Noise variance SNR3
Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random
Intercept ?7?43?
[?70?30]
0?57 ?16?02?
[?149?35]
0?58 8?57?
[310?72]
0?14
Nr quotes 0?66?
[4?69]
0?69 ?0?29?
[?2?67]
0?54 0?89?
[18?43]
0?18
LB(15) 0?48?
[22?53]
0?08 0?23?
[14?86]
0?06 0?27?
[19?05]
0?06
Dummy ?0?50?
[?9?78]
0?24 ?0?50?
[?8?30]
0?32 0?01
[0?44]
0?11
Note: Bolded signiﬁcant at 5% level, * denotes 1% (?-statistics in brackets). The
random part denotes the variable’s standard deviation (covariances not reported).
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Table 4.13. Number of jumps for CG18 (above) and TG18 (below).
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
Threshold? Threshold? Threshold? Threshold?
.01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03
APC 5 1 ? 16 2 ? 1 ? ? 5 1 ?
BEN 1 ? ? 4 ? ? 10 ? ? ? ?
CI 14 ? ? 8 1 ? 2 ? ? 4 ? ?
CL ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ?
CPQ 1 ? ? 28 1 ? 1 ? ? 19 1 ?
DCX 5 ? ? 3 1 ? ? ? ? 2 ? ?
FDX 6 1 ? 13 1 1 6 1 ? 8 1 1
GMH 13 1 ? 38 2 ? 3 ? ? 13 ? ?
GT 21 ? ? 37 1 ? 2 ? ? 15 ? ?
GTW 51 2 1 152 21 2 7 ? ? 33 1 ?
H ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ?
IOM 146 15 3 391 29 3 126 5 ? 250 10 1
LE 35 6 2 40 7 2 14 1 ? 14 3 ?
LMT 2 ? ? 12 1 ? 7 ? ? 8 ? ?
S 2 ? ? 7 ? ? 5 ? ? 1 ? ?
SGY 10 2 ? 16 4 1 9 ? ? 8 ? ?
STT ? ? ? 4 ? ? 1 ? ? 5 ? ?
UBS ? ? ? 1 ? ? 9 ? ? 1 ? ?
Total 312 28 6 771 71 9 204 7 ? 387 17 2
APA ? ? ? 3 ? ? 3 1 ? 6 1 1
BSC 1 ? ? 4 ? ? 11 1 ? 13 ? ?
WLP 2 ? ? 3 ? ? 2 ? ? 5 ? ?
AVP 3 ? ? 2 ? ? 8 ? ? 2 1 ?
EMC 12 1 1 46 4 1 55 4 1 190 24 3
HDI 4 ? ? 12 1 ? 5 ? ? 5 ? ?
UPS ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ?
F 2 ? ? 6 ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ?
CTB 17 ? ? 49 1 ? 46 3 ? 43 2 ?
LXK 24 2 ? 39 5 1 18 ? ? 31 4 ?
AM 112 1 ? 312 9 ? 23 2 1 26 3 ?
DBD 16 ? ? 30 ? ? 43 1 ? 12 1 ?
SKS 113 4 ? 192 23 2 36 1 ? 83 7 ?
UTX ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ?
TGT 3 ? ? 10 ? ? 1 ? ? 13 ? ?
NFX 19 2 ? 13 1 ? 18 ? ? 25 4 1
MEL 1 ? ? 3 ? ? 6 1 ? 4 1 ?
SNV 1 ? ? 2 ? ? 10 2 ? 7 1 ?
Total 330 10 1 727 44 4 285 16 2 470 49 5
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Table 4.14. Number of jumps for TGDJ.
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
Threshold? Threshold? Threshold? Threshold?
.01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03 .01 .02 .03
AA ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? 5 ? ?
AIG ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
AXP 8 1 ? 13 2 1 8 1 1 14 2 ?
BA ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ?
C 2 ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? 5 ? ?
CAT ? ? ? 2 ? ? 1 ? ? 1 ? ?
DD ? ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? 1 ? ?
DIS 8 1 ? 10 ? ? 2 ? ? 5 ? ?
EK ? ? ? 3 ? ? 4 ? ? 4 1 ?
GE ? ? ? 4 ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ?
GM 4 ? ? 3 ? ? 3 ? ? 3 1 ?
HD 2 ? ? 8 1 1 ? ? ? 6 ? ?
HON 1 ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? 2 ? ?
HWP 7 1 ? 32 3 ? 5 ? ? 10 ? ?
IBM 3 2 ? 5 1 1 ? ? ? 1 ? ?
IP 2 ? ? 5 ? ? 4 1 ? 10 ? ?
JNJ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
KO ? ? ? ? ? ? 6 ? ? 3 ? ?
LU 4 ? ? 8 1 ? 34 11 6 54 17 14
MCD ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? 4 ? ?
MMM ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? 4 ? ?
MO 2 ? ? 8 1 ? ? ? ? 2 ? ?
MRK ? ? ? 3 ? ? ? ? ? 3 ? ?
PFE ? ? ? 5 ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ?
PG ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? 4 1 ?
SBC 1 ? ? 3 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
T 3 ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ?
VZ 1 ? ? 2 ? ? 1 ? ? 7 ? ?
WMT 1 ? ? 2 1 ? 1 ? ? 4 ? ?
XOM ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Total 49 5 0 136 10 3 84 13 7 156 22 14
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4.A Appendix
4.A.1 Subsampling and averaging
The TSRV estimator of Zhang, Mykland, and Aït-Sahalia (2005) is deﬁned as
\h???i(????)? = [?? ? ](?)? ?
?
?
[?? ? ](???)? ?
where
[?? ? ](?)? =
1
?
???X
?=0
¡
???+? ? ???
¢2 ?
? = (??? + 1)??? and 1 ? ? ? ? (see Section 4.3).
Figure 4.4 illustrates two numerically equal ways to calculate the ﬁrst sum in the TSRV
with ? = 5? The axis shows the time of trade (or quote update); there are now 11 of them.
In the lower panel, price is (sub)sampled 5 events apart. 5 di?erent sums of squared returns
are then formed and ﬁnally averaged to get [?? ? ](5)? ? This process is called subsampling and
averaging. The upper panel illustrates a more straightforward way to calculate the same
quantity by just smoothly sliding a "window" of length 5 through the trading day. There are
then 6 terms to be squared, summed, and to be ﬁnally divided by 5 (to get the "average").
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
First summand (in 1st sum) Second summand
First summand (in 1st sum)
First summand (in 5th sum)
Sixth summand
Figure 4.4. Two numerically equal ways to calculate the ﬁrst sum in the TSRV (? = 5)?
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4.A.2 A list of the pilot decimalized stocks
Table 4.15. All pilot decimalized stocks and their times of decimalization.
Aug/28/00 Sep/25/00 Dec/04/00
APC ACR LE ABX DUC MUE VTS
FCEA ADO LMT AHP EF MWY WLK
FCEB AOL LSS ASH ESA MYS WLV
FDX ASF MHI ASP EXC N WPC
GTW AXM MLM ATW EXEA NPRE WS
HUG BEN MMR AWG FUN NSH WXS
MNS BGS MTB BBC FVH NVB ZTR
CBU NHL BBCPRA GDI OMS
CI NSS BLC GLT PEPRX
CL PTZ BLU GRO POM
CPQ RCL BN GVT POMPRT
CXH S BVF HAT PVD
DA SGY BVFPR HCA RBK
DAJ SH BVFWS HED REV
DCX SRF BXM IT SE
DON SRH BYH ITB SFD
DTF STOPRE CAGPRA KMB SIE
EN STT CAGPRB LHP SJM
FDS TAI CAGPRC LSI SLR
GMH TM CGI LUV SVR
GT TRC CLM MAD SWM
H TWX CMM MAT SYK
HAR TWXPRT CMMPRB MCK TBC
HBC TXA CMMPRF MDC TDR
HPRA UBS CMMPRG MI TMO
HYP VAL CYH MIC TVX
IOM VIG DLX MPR VFC
KF WSO DOM MQY VGM
KSM DRF MTR VLT
Note: Only the bolded stocks in August and September are active enough.
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4.A.3 Two-scale volatility estimates
Table 4.16. TSRV volatility estimates for CG18 (above) and TG18 (below).
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
TSRV? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??) TSRV
? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??)
APC 7?92?? 04 5 23 42 ? 5?42?? 04 7 9 32
BEN 5?06?? 04 ?3 16 22 ? 4?81?? 04 ?2 22 8
CI 5?67?? 04 ?3 6 1 ? 4?20?? 04 1 ?2 ?23
CL 4?52?? 04 1 33 46 ? 3?35?? 04 1 1 22
CPQ 1?61?? 03 3 ?57 52 ? 1?48?? 03 4 ?19 47
DCX 3?08?? 04 4 ?129 ?14 ? 1?84?? 04 ?1 ?65 ?23
FDX 5?31?? 04 8 8 35 ? 4?88?? 04 2 ?12 13
GMH 1?43?? 03 4 ?7 30 ? 9?65?? 04 3 ?41 14
GT 6?32?? 04 ?2 ?47 ?37 ? 5?32?? 04 0 ?60 ?49
GTW 2?49?? 03 5 ?7 32 ? 2?45?? 03 3 20 42
H 1?70?? 05 ?25 ?273 ?185 ? 1?51?? 05 ?15 ?89 ?85
IOM 2?17?? 03 2 ?122 ?22 ? 9?56?? 04 ?13 ?179 ?118
LE 1?07?? 03 ?1 33 24 ? 7?37?? 04 3 25 21
LMT 7?82?? 04 1 ?18 6 ? 6?06?? 04 3 ?30 2
S 5?74?? 04 ?2 5 33 ? 4?21?? 04 ?1 ?6 2
SGY 5?74?? 04 10 30 38 5?93?? 04 3 25 31
STT 6?97?? 04 1 12 49 7?21?? 04 7 ?9 26
UBS 9?27?? 05 7 ?6 7 1?25?? 04 ?2 3 ?23
Avg 8?50?? 04 1 ?28 9 ? 6?70?? 04 0 ?23 ?3
APA 5?87?? 04 4 ?8 26 ? 4?93?? 04 6 8 21
BSC 8?03?? 04 6 ?47 9 8?65?? 04 4 ?18 ?12
WLP 8?43?? 04 1 17 36 ? 5?51?? 04 5 21 29
AVP 6?02?? 04 0 ?26 21 ? 4?06?? 04 ?3 14 20
EMC 2?30?? 03 1 ?18 32 3?31?? 03 ?5 ?16 10
HDI 9?65?? 04 3 ?16 37 ? 6?90?? 04 5 ?21 24
UPS 2?14?? 04 0 ?90 11 ? 1?43?? 04 7 ?66 ?20
F 6?92?? 04 4 ?224 9 ? 4?49?? 04 7 ?66 18
CTB 4?45?? 04 ?16 ?410 ?110 6?90?? 04 ?13 ?60 ?83
LXK 1?75?? 03 1 13 39 ? 1?21?? 03 2 27 29
AM 1?22?? 03 ?9 ?239 ?46 ? 7?00?? 04 ?7 ?4 ?7
DBD 8?86?? 04 ?4 ?13 3 ? 4?40?? 04 ?18 13 ?84
SKS 9?46?? 04 ?5 ?218 ?78 ? 6?95?? 04 3 ?73 ?24
UTX 4?78?? 04 2 ?4 37 ? 4?52?? 04 ?1 23 36
TGT 9?35?? 04 3 ?92 18 ? 8?59?? 04 7 ?5 34
NFX 6?70?? 04 6 ?6 7 ? 6?50?? 04 3 ?1 15
MEL 5?76?? 04 2 ?79 23 ? 5?28?? 04 5 ?8 31
SNV 2?67?? 04 0 ?219 ?53 3?04?? 04 2 ?30 ?23
Avg 8?44?? 04 0 ?93 1 ? 7?47?? 04 0 ?15 1
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to TSRV?:
%?=????
?????? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100.
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Table 4.17. TSRV volatility estimates for TGDJ.
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
TSRV? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??) TSRV
? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??)
AA 8?62?? 04 2 ?137 12 ? 5?43?? 04 3 ?37 30
AIG 3?97?? 04 2 ?31 39 ? 3?03?? 04 5 ?14 24
AXP 9?17?? 04 2 ?68 26 ? 8?79?? 04 9 1 34
BA 6?12?? 04 3 ?5 49 ? 4?83?? 04 2 6 37
C 8?38?? 04 4 ?123 35 ? 7?67?? 04 7 ?28 4
CAT 4?97?? 04 ?1 ?79 16 ? 4?33?? 04 3 2 21
DD 6?16?? 04 3 ?173 14 ? 4?46?? 04 5 ?25 36
DIS 6?85?? 04 3 ?272 2 ? 6?65?? 04 7 ?44 29
EK 6?26?? 04 ?2 ?56 26 ? 5?34?? 04 2 18 27
GE 5?07?? 04 2 ?287 20 5?11?? 04 3 ?37 35
GM 5?75?? 04 3 ?29 34 ? 3?69?? 04 2 9 45
HD 8?22?? 04 5 ?203 30 ? 7?55?? 04 2 ?25 45
HON 5?06?? 04 2 ?78 2 ? 5?73?? 04 4 ?19 2
HWP 1?76?? 03 2 ?135 16 ? 1?33?? 03 2 ?65 21
IBM 8?74?? 04 3 ?59 33 ? 6?99?? 04 2 ?17 32
IP 7?89?? 04 1 ?80 17 ? 6?98?? 04 5 ?29 23
JNJ 2?58?? 04 4 ?95 32 ? 2?02?? 04 5 ?26 39
KO 3?63?? 04 3 ?114 27 4?55?? 04 2 13 38
LU 2?07?? 03 5 ?941 7 2?52?? 03 ?8 ?95 18
MCD 4?26?? 04 3 ?336 0 4?26?? 04 6 ?88 23
MMM 4?12?? 04 3 13 45 4?90?? 04 5 22 39
MO 6?57?? 04 2 ?119 35 ? 3?75?? 04 4 9 52
MRK 3?64?? 04 2 ?68 33 ? 3?55?? 04 3 4 30
PFE 5?29?? 04 5 ?456 ?11 ? 3?95?? 04 5 ?126 18
PG 4?67?? 04 6 ?69 25 ? 4?03?? 04 6 ?45 19
SBC 5?02?? 04 2 ?112 33 6?55?? 04 3 23 62
T 7?73?? 04 3 ?707 ?5 ? 6?72?? 04 4 ?29 49
VZ 4?81?? 04 2 ?145 5 6?24?? 04 5 ?26 16
WMT 7?17?? 04 3 ?123 28 ? 6?61?? 04 3 6 43
XOM 2?48?? 04 3 ?70 33 ? 2?15?? 04 7 3 38
Avg 6?71?? 04 3 ?172 22 ? 6?14?? 04 4 ?22 31
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to TSRV?:
%?=????
?????? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100; %???=????
???? ?
???? ? ×100.
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Table 4.18. GTSRV volatility estimates for CG18 (above) and TG18 (below).
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
GTSRV? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??) GTSRV
? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??)
APC 7?80?? 04 1 21 41 ? 5?37?? 04 5 8 32
BEN 4?92?? 04 ?9 14 20 ? 4?71?? 04 ?7 20 6
CI 5?57?? 04 ?7 4 ?1 ? 4?13?? 04 ?3 ?4 ?25
CL 4?43?? 04 ?2 32 45 ? 3?30?? 04 ?2 ?1 20
CPQ 1?59?? 03 0 ?59 51 ? 1?46?? 03 1 ?21 46
DCX 2?85?? 04 ?10 ?148 ?23 ? 1?74?? 04 ?12 ?75 ?31
FDX 5?23?? 04 5 7 34 ? 4?78?? 04 ?3 ?15 12
GMH 1?40?? 03 ?1 ?10 28 ? 9?37?? 04 ?3 ?45 11
GT 6?05?? 04 ?12 ?54 ?44 ? 5?09?? 04 ?8 ?67 ?55
GTW 2?44?? 03 1 ?9 31 ? 2?41?? 03 0 18 41
H 1?54?? 05 ?66 ?312 ?215 ? 1?43?? 05 ?33 ?100 ?96
IOM 1?99?? 03 ?17 ?142 ?32 ? 9?19?? 04 ?36 ?191 ?127
LE 1?02?? 03 ?13 30 20 ? 7?24?? 04 ?4 23 19
LMT 7?62?? 04 ?5 ?22 3 ? 5?92?? 04 ?2 ?33 0
S 5?60?? 04 ?6 3 31 ? 4?12?? 04 ?6 ?8 0
SGY 5?56?? 04 2 28 36 5?68?? 04 ?6 22 28
STT 6?85?? 04 ?2 11 48 7?08?? 04 4 ?11 24
UBS 9?00?? 05 ?2 ?9 4 1?21?? 04 ?12 1 ?26
Avg 8?21?? 04 ?8 ?34 4 ? 6?54?? 04 ?7 ?27 ?7
APA 5?70?? 04 ?1 ?11 23 ? 4?85?? 04 2 7 20
BSC 7?68?? 04 ?1 ?54 5 8?54?? 04 0 ?19 ?14
WLP 8?31?? 04 ?3 16 35 ? 5?41?? 04 1 20 28
AVP 5?80?? 04 ?7 ?31 18 ? 3?96?? 04 ?7 12 18
EMC 2?28?? 03 0 ?19 32 3?28?? 03 ?7 ?18 9
HDI 9?34?? 04 ?2 ?20 35 ? 6?76?? 04 1 ?23 22
UPS 2?00?? 04 ?11 ?103 6 ? 1?36?? 04 ?2 ?75 ?26
F 6?65?? 04 ?2 ?238 5 ? 4?37?? 04 2 ?71 16
CTB 3?95?? 04 ?49 ?475 ?136 6?57?? 04 ?27 ?68 ?92
LXK 1?72?? 03 ?3 12 38 ? 1?19?? 03 ?2 25 27
AM 1?10?? 03 ?33 ?277 ?62 ? 6?73?? 04 ?18 ?9 ?11
DBD 8?58?? 04 ?15 ?16 0 ? 4?31?? 04 ?32 11 ?88
SKS 8?84?? 04 ?30 ?240 ?91 ? 6?59?? 04 ?11 ?82 ?31
UTX 4?69?? 04 ?2 ?6 35 ? 4?44?? 04 ?4 22 35
TGT 9?06?? 04 ?3 ?99 15 ? 8?45?? 04 4 ?6 33
NFX 6?51?? 04 ?4 ?9 5 ? 6?42?? 04 ?3 ?2 13
MEL 5?54?? 04 ?4 ?86 20 ? 5?18?? 04 2 ?9 30
SNV 2?38?? 04 ?21 ?258 ?71 2?97?? 04 ?4 ?34 ?26
Avg 8?12?? 04 ?11 ?106 ?5 ? 7?31?? 04 ?6 ?18 ?2
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to GTSRV?:
%?=?????
??????? ?
????? ? ×100; %???=?????
???? ?
????? ? ×100; %???=?????
???? ?
????? ? ×100.
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Table 4.19. GTSRV volatility estimates for TGDJ.
Stock Before decimalization After decimalization
GTSRV? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??) GTSRV
? (%?) (%???) (%
?
??)
AA 8?35?? 04 ?4 ?144 9 ? 5?31?? 04 0 ?40 29
AIG 3?90?? 04 ?1 ?33 38 ? 2?99?? 04 3 ?15 24
AXP 9?00?? 04 ?1 ?71 24 ? 8?69?? 04 7 0 33
BA 6?01?? 04 0 ?7 48 ? 4?75?? 04 ?1 4 36
C 8?30?? 04 3 ?125 35 ? 7?55?? 04 5 ?30 2
CAT 4?76?? 04 ?8 ?86 12 ? 4?26?? 04 0 0 19
DD 5?98?? 04 ?2 ?181 11 ? 4?38?? 04 3 ?27 35
DIS 6?65?? 04 ?2 ?283 ?1 ? 6?48?? 04 3 ?47 27
EK 6?06?? 04 ?7 ?61 24 ? 5?24?? 04 ?2 17 25
GE 4?99?? 04 ?1 ?292 18 5?04?? 04 1 ?39 34
GM 5?59?? 04 ?1 ?32 32 ? 3?63?? 04 0 7 44
HD 8?10?? 04 2 ?207 29 ? 7?45?? 04 0 ?26 44
HON 4?90?? 04 ?3 ?84 ?1 5?62?? 04 0 ?21 0
HWP 1?72?? 03 ?1 ?140 14 ? 1?30?? 03 ?1 ?69 20
IBM 8?64?? 04 1 ?61 32 ? 6?92?? 04 0 ?18 31
IP 7?66?? 04 ?4 ?85 15 ? 6?82?? 04 1 ?32 21
JNJ 2?53?? 04 1 ?100 31 ? 1?99?? 04 2 ?28 38
KO 3?54?? 04 ?2 ?119 25 4?49?? 04 0 12 37
LU 2?06?? 03 4 ?945 7 2?49?? 03 ?11 ?98 16
MCD 4?10?? 04 ?3 ?353 ?4 4?15?? 04 2 ?93 21
MMM 4?04?? 04 0 11 44 4?82?? 04 3 20 38
MO 6?45?? 04 ?1 ?123 34 ? 3?70?? 04 2 8 51
MRK 3?59?? 04 ?1 ?70 32 ? 3?49?? 04 0 2 29
PFE 5?22?? 04 2 ?462 ?12 ? 3?88?? 04 2 ?130 17
PG 4?56?? 04 2 ?73 23 ? 3?94?? 04 3 ?48 17
SBC 4?94?? 04 ?1 ?115 32 ? 6?47?? 04 1 23 61
T 7?64?? 04 0 ?717 ?6 ? 6?59?? 04 1 ?31 48
VZ 4?70?? 04 ?2 ?151 3 6?14?? 04 3 ?28 14
WMT 7?06?? 04 1 ?127 27 ? 6?51?? 04 1 5 42
XOM 2?44?? 04 0 ?74 32 ? 2?12?? 04 5 1 37
Avg 6?58?? 04 ?1 ?177 20 ? 6?04?? 04 1 ?24 30
Note: Bolded percentages denote estimates that have become closer to GTSRV?:
%?=?????
??????? ?
????? ? ×100; %???=?????
???? ?
????? ? ×100; %???=?????
???? ?
????? ? ×100?
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